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Abstract

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) deposit heavy elements into the surrounding interstellar

medium, affect the chemical evolution of galaxies, and lead to the formation of exotic bodies

such as neutron stars and black holes. Neutrinos are also generated deep in the core of

the CCSN over the timescale of tens of seconds and possess an imprint of the unconfirmed

core-collapse mechanism. The progenitor stars to CCSNe also emit neutrinos in the final

hours prior to collapse, albeit with an order of magnitude lower intensity and energy. A

pre-supernova monitor and alert system was developed for the SNO+ detector based on

inverse beta decay events. Such an alert will warn SNO+ and other neutrino experiments

to maintain uptime to detect neutrinos from the impending supernova. Assuming the best-

case progenitor model, neutrino hierarchy, and background rates, the pre-supernova alert is

expected to alarm for candidates as early as 100 hours prior to a supernova and up to a

distance of 640 pc. Details of the construction and sensitivity of the pre-supernova monitor

are presented within this thesis.

The event rate from the next galactic supernova in SNO+ will depend on distance,

but could exceed typical detector operating rates by an order of magnitude. The SNO+

data acquisition was stress-tested in this thesis with an embedded light injection source and

compared to simulations characterizing the SNO+ detector’s response to CCSNe. These tests

revealed SNO+ will experience data loss for any CCSN closer than 1.4 kpc. In addition, the

SNO+ detector is expected to collect data from the neutronization burst of Betelgeuse before

the data acquisition is overwhelmed. Using the detector simulations, a programmable laser

iii



diode was also prepared to emulate the light expected in SNO+ from supernova neutrinos.

This light source is more dynamic and isotropic than the embedded source and will eliminate

many of the uncertainties from the embedded source. It will be deployed in the future.

Keywords: Core-collapse supernova, pre-supernova, neutrino, SNO+
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Although approximately 10 supernova explosions occur every second in the visible Universe

[1], observations of galactic supernovae are a rare phenomena. In the last 1000 years, only

five observations can be definitively classified as supernovae within the Milky Way Galaxy,

and all occurred prior to the invention of the telescope. They also occurred centuries prior

to the conception of the word “supernova” (super new star) which would not be coined until

the 20th century. These historical supernovae are described briefly below using the typical

supernova naming convention of the prefix “SN” (supernova) followed by the year in which

the supernova happened. Alphabetical letters are also used to reference how many other

supernovae were observed in the same year prior to this one (“A” referring to the first to

occur that year, “AA” referring to the 27th of that year, etc.), but are neglected for these

supernovae. A summary of the main features of each supernova is given in Table 1.1.

Out of all five historical supernovae in the last 1000 years, SN 1006 was the closest,

highest above the galactic plane, and least obscured. This “visiting star” appeared in 1006

AD and was the brightest of all historical supernovae and was even visible in daylight [2].

This star was subsequently recorded by Japanese, Chinese, Arabic, and European observers

and was visible for 3 years. However, the remnant of the event, a nebula of dispersed gas

and particles, would not be discovered until 1965 [3]. Estimates place the supernova at a
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SN 1006 SN 1054 SN 1181 SN 1572 SN 1604
SN type Ia CCSN CCSN? Ia Ia

Distance [kpc] 1.45 2 2–3.2 3 3.2–12
SNR discovery date 1965 1731 1971 1952 1941

Neutron star discovered? No Yes No No No
Visibility duration 3 years 1 year 6 months 1.5 years 1 year

Table 1.1: Main features of the historically observed supernovae in the Milky Way galaxy.
The recorded supernovae were from either a thermonuclear explosion (type Ia) or a core-
collapse supernova (CCSN). The visibility duration indicates how long it was visible in the
sky with the naked eye.

distance of 1.45 kpc1 from Earth [4].

SN 1054 was the next visiting star recorded. It appeared on July 4, 1054 and was recorded

by Chinese astronomers [5]. SN 1054 was visible by the naked eye for over a year. Centuries

later in 1731, an English amateur astronomer, John Bevis, discovered a nebula in the same

place as the visiting star. In 1840 astronomer William Parsons thought the nebula looked

like a crab and gave the nebula its famous name: the Crab Nebula. In 1921 the Crab Nebula

was reported to be expanding [6] and the expansion velocity attributed an age of several

hundred years to the nebula [7]. That same year Lundmark [8] and Hubble [9] deduced

the nebula was associated with the visiting star of 1054. The Crab Nebula would become

one of the most studied astrophysical objects associated with a supernova due to its high

luminosity, close proximity, and the compact remnant inside that would be discovered in

1969 [10]. SN 1054 is believed to have occurred 2 kpc away [5].

A supernova was recorded by Chinese and Japanese observers in 1181 and the event was

visible for approximately 6 months [2]. Records of this supernova are scarce and do not

constrain its location very well. A supernova remnant was not associated with this event

until 1971 [11], although it is not clear if the remnant is only a nebula or if there is also a

more compact remnant inside the nebula. The largest uncertainty in this comes from the

distance to SN 1181, which was believed to be 3.2 kpc but is more recently estimated to be

2 kpc away [12].

11 000 pc = 1 kpc = 3 262 light years = 3.1×1016 km
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In 1572 a supernova occurred which was most famously recorded by Tycho Brahe at his

observatory at Herrevad Abbey in Denmark. Brahe had become fascinated with celestial

bodies as a child, and spent his life mapping the stars in the sky with tools acquired by his

connections to wealth. Brahe’s stellar records are also considered to be the most accurate

and comprehensive prior to those made by telescopes, and his records of SN 1572 permitted

its position to be measured within a few arcminutes. SN 1572 remained visible to the naked

eye for about a year and a half [2]. Brahe described the star and its location in the Cassiopeia

constellation in his work De nova stella (“On the new star”). This was the first record of the

term “nova stella” to describe a new star, and the classification would go on to be used by

astronomers to describe any newly appeared star, although the term would be shortened to

simply “nova”. SN 1572 was also the first galactic event to be called a supernova, although

this would not happen until 1934 [13]. Radio signals from the nebulous remnant would be

discovered in 1952 [14] which is believe to be around 3 kpc away [15].

Only 32 years after Brahe’s observation, another supernova (SN 1604) appeared and was

recorded by Tycho’s successor, Johannes Kepler. Kepler had taken over Brahe’s work in an

observatory in Prague, and was therefore also able to accurately locate the star’s position

to within an arcminute. Kepler would write his observations and those of his colleagues in

a book titled De Stella Nova in Pede Serpentarii, or “On the new star in the foot of the

Snake”. The “foot of the Snake” refers to the location of the supernova, which occurred in

the Ophiuchus constellation. This supernova was visible for about one year. The nebulous

remnant to the supernova would be discovered in 1941 [16]. The distance to SN 1604 is

largely uncertain, with estimates ranging from 3.2 to 12 kpc [17]. To date, this star remains

the most recent observation of a galactic supernova.

Despite these few observations in the optical regime, there exists evidence of galac-

tic supernovae from other fields of research, such as paleogeology, cosmic rays, and radio

waves. Samples taken from the sea floor [18, 19] contain excess 60Fe, a radioactive isotope

(T1/2 = 1.49 Myr) predicted to be generated in large quantities during a supernova. The
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measurements infer a supernova a few tens of pc away which would have occurred around

2 Myr ago. This measurement is supported by samples taken from the surface of the moon

[20], and by measurements of the local cosmic ray flux composition [21], which contain an

excess of some particles like antiprotons. Additionally, around 300 supernova remnants have

been identified in the Milky Way Galaxy [22] in the radio, optical, and/or X-ray spectrum.

Two of these remnants, Cassiopeia A [23] and G1.9+0.3 [24] are believed to have come from

supernovae which occurred after Kepler’s supernova.

The term supernova was finally coined by W. Baade and F. Zwicky [13] in 1934 when

discussing particularly luminous novae. By this time, many novae had been observed, but

Baade and Zwicky noted that several novae were considerably brighter than typical “com-

mon” novae, and proposed to call them “super-novae”. One of these was SN 1572 seen by

Tycho Brahe, but the most notable was SN 1885, the first supernova to be observed outside

the galaxy [25]. This transient occurred in the Andromeda galaxy (around 700 kpc away),

and therefore must have shed a significant amount of light to be visible from such a distance.

Baade and Zwicky also stated that a supernova could come from a considerable radiation

of mass which occurs during “the transition of an ordinary star into a body of considerably

smaller mass” [13]. They were the first to propose that the resulting body could be a neutron

star [26], a prediction which came only two years after the discovery of the neutron.

The first evidence of neutron stars which would support Baade and Zwicky’s theory came

from the discovery of pulsars around three decades later. In 1967, J. Bell and A. Hewish

observed a pulsating radio signal with a period of around a second from a sky survey [27, 28].

Shortly after the work was published, the pulsing was attributed to that of a radio signal

from a rotating neutron star [29], called a pulsar. The magnetic field of the neutron star

causes radiation to be emitted along the magnetic axis, which is not necessarily aligned with

the rotation axis. As the star spins, it emits a beacon similar to that from a lighthouse.

Because of the extremely short period of the pulses, no other rotating astrophysical body

would be able to rotate at the speed necessary to match observations without breaking apart.
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Additionally, pulsars should emit radiation in greater frequencies shortly after their creation,

and the emission should evolve to longer periods as the angular momentum decreases over

time. The discovery of a pulsar in the Crab Nebula [10] in 1969 provided further evidence

that a supernova leaves behind a compact remnant.

Meanwhile, more extragalactic supernovae were recorded, and Minkowski noted there

were at least two types of supernovae due to their spectroscopic lines. In 1941 he devised

two classes: a type I in which no hydrogen lines are observed, and type II which have

hydrogen lines [30]. The classification of type I supernova would branch in the mid-1980’s

to type Ia which were proposed to come from the thermonuclear explosion of white dwarf

stars, and type Ib which come from the collapse of a stellar core [31]. Further subclasses of

supernovae would be defined, but the distinction between the mechanisms of type Ia and the

other types would remain distinct. A type Ia supernova comes from a white dwarf star which

accretes too much matter from a companion star. Carbon in the star is ignited, the star’s

temperature rises and cannot be regulated, and a runaway thermonuclear explosion occurs

which unbinds the star and leaves behind no compact remnant [32]. The other types of

supernovae are caused by the core-collapse mechanism Baade and Zwicky theorized in 1934.

The core of the star rapidly transforms from iron to neutrons (creating a proto-neutron

star) as it collapses. A shock front is generated at the surface of the collapsed core which

disperses the remaining material of the star. The remaining central compact object is either

a neutron star, or, if enough mass is present, it becomes a black hole. First calculations

of these mass limits were performed in 1939 [33, 34]. In both supernova cases, favourable

conditions provided by the shock waves allow for certain nuclear reactions to occur and

generate radiation, including visible light. Out of all the historically observed supernovae

in the galaxy, only SN 1054 which generated the Crab Nebula is confirmed to come from a

core-collapse supernova, although SN 1181 may have also come from this supernova type.

The other three are believed to have been type Ia.

In 1956 the neutrino was discovered [35]. This particle was predicted in 1933 to accom-
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pany the emission of an electron in beta decay and remove energy from the system [36].

By 1966 core-collapse supernova modeling included neutrinos, which were responsible for

making the core unstable due to the massive amount of energy the neutrinos were predicted

to carry away during the transformation of the iron core to neutrons [37]. Two mechanisms

for the explosion of core-collapse supernovae arose: a delayed explosion in which the shock

wave is stalled for a certain amount of time due to the energy lost in the release of these neu-

trinos, and a prompt explosion in which the shock does not stall and therefore the explosion

happens sooner [38].

On February 24, 1987, the extragalactic star Sanduleak-69◦202 was observed to undergo

a supernova (SN 1987A). This supernova was the first since Kepler’s supernova to be visible

with the naked eye. The star had been imaged prior to the event and was known to be a blue

supergiant star about 50 kpc away residing in a satellite galaxy to the Milky Way known as

the Large Magellanic Cloud. Previously, blue supergiant stars were not believed to undergo a

supernova [39]. Rather, core-collapse supernovae were believed to come from red supergiants

which were larger in radius and therefore lower in density, which was believed necessary for

the energy of the shock wave to escape. The light curves of SN 1987A matched that of a

type II supernova, a type believed to generate large amounts of neutrinos through the core-

collapse mechanism. By 1987, several neutrino detectors were operating throughout the

world, and the relatively small distance to the supernova meant it was possible that several

of these detectors had recorded neutrinos from the event. The detection of neutrinos from

a supernova would provide answers of the mechanism deep inside the supernova, a volume

which is opaque to light. Three neutrino experiments which reviewed their data were able

to discover neutrinos from the supernova.

The IMB detector was a 6800 metric ton water-based detector located at a depth of

1570 m water equivalent near Fairport, Ohio. In the time span 7:35:41.374 UT – 7:35:46.956

UT, a total of eight events were recorded, while no similar bursts of events were recorded

within a 60 h time window [40, 41]. The Kamiokande-II detector was a 3000 ton water-based
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detector located in a deep mine near Kamioka, Japan. At 7:35:35 UT ± 1 minute, a 13-

second burst began which contained 12 events [42, 43]. One of these events is believed to be

a background event. The Baksan detector was located at a depth of 850 m water equivalent

in the mountains of the North Caucasus. It had a mass of 200 tons of an oil-based liquid

scintillator, and observed five events in the time window 7:36:11.818 – 7:36:20.917 UT, with

an absolute time uncertainty of (-54 s, +2 s) [44]. Due to the absolute uncertainty of each

detector’s clock, the timing of each burst cannot be properly correlated, and the first event

from each detector is often taken to have occurred at the same time as the other first events.

All 24 events were the product of inverse beta decay reactions, which are the easiest

reactions to identify. However, this type of reaction is only sensitive to one particular type

of neutrino, the electron antineutrino, whereas neutrinos from all types are expected from a

supernova. The energy of each detected antineutrino was also calculated from the kinematics

of the reaction.

No supernova neutrinos have been discovered since, and despite the very small size of

this data set, the collection of 24 neutrino events from SN 1987A would become one of the

most studied events in neutrino history. The observations confirmed many basic features of

a core-collapse supernova, such as the energies emitted [45], and that the delayed explosion

mechanism was 100 times more likely than the prompt explosion [46]. This was conducted

with a likelihood test to the expected signal from many different supernova neutrino models.

Seven were possible prompt explosions in which the neutrino signal cools over time. Five were

delayed explosions which also have a cooling stage, but first have an accretion component

with a neutrino signal that is either roughly constant or rises for the first few tenths of

a second. The study compared the energies and times of the events and found that all

delayed explosion models were 100 times more probable than the prompt models. The

supernova neutrino data from SN 1987A was also used to constrain many theories in a broad

range of disciplines. Below is a brief overview of studies performed on the data; for a more

complete picture the reader is referred to a 1999 review article [47]. The duration of the
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observed events (around ten seconds for each detector) constrained axion-nucleon couplings

[48, 49, 50], majorons [51, 52], supersymmetric particles [53, 54], right-handed neutrino

interactions through a Dirac mass term [49, 55], and a neutrino magnetic dipole moment

[56, 57]. The time of flight of the neutrinos was used to constrain the neutrino mass [58, 46]

and charge [59]. Long-range forces acting on neutrinos were also constrained [60, 61], as

well as some alternative theories of gravity [62, 63]. Theories of neutrino decays were also

constrained [64, 65].

In SN 1987A, it is strongly believed that the core of the progenitor star collapsed to a

neutron star, although detection has been difficult and the star is believed to be occluded

by dust. Thirty years after SN 1987A, the first indication of the neutron star has appeared

as an excess of infrared radiation which is best explained as thermal emission from a cooling

neutron star [66].

Today, the picture of core-collapse supernovae remains incomplete. Because the delayed

explosion mechanism is now generally accepted, the revival process of the stalled supernova

shock wave must now be explained. Additionally, since the detection of SN 1987A, compre-

hensive, multi-dimensional models have been developed, and higher neutrino statistics are

necessary to resolve many features that arise in the models, such as asymmetrical particle

emissions and a “sloshing” motion of the shock wave while it is stalled [1]. These models

also suggest the shock revival could be attributed to a combination of neutrino heating and

multi-dimensional effects like convection. The next galactic core-collapse supernova is ex-

pected to be near enough to deposit a sufficient number of neutrinos in detectors to uncover

many of the remaining mysteries.

Six different types of neutrinos are expected to be generated in a core-collapse supernova,

although these neutrinos are able to undergo type-changing mechanisms (also referred to as

flavour transitions) as they traverse the supernova medium, interstellar space (vacuum), and

Earth matter. Given observations of supernova neutrinos in a detector, the reconstruction

of the neutrino flux originating in the supernova is therefore a non-trivial task due to how
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the neutrinos are coupled to each other and to the surrounding media. Chapter 2 discusses

the theory behind the mechanisms. Chapter 3 describes the processes by which the original

neutrino spectrum is generated in various astrophysical sources. It focuses on neutrinos cre-

ated from core-collapse supernovae which are believed to be the brightest and most frequent

events, and also on the generation of neutrinos in the last hours of a star’s life prior to the

supernova (i.e. the pre-supernova stage). For a complete picture, other astrophysical sources

like type Ia supernovae which generate comparable amounts of neutrinos are also discussed

in terms of their neutrino production.

The SNO+ detector [67] is the successor experiment to SNO [68], which confirmed some of

the neutrino flavour-changing mechanisms [69]. SNO+ is also capable of detecting neutrinos

from galactic supernovae and has a dedicated supernova trigger which will alert operators

and experts of a supernova-type event. Properties of this detector are given in Chapter 4.

The neutrino flux from the next galactic supernova as detected at Earth will depend on the

distance and scales as inverse distance squared. The SNO+ detector typically operates at a

steady data rate and the data acquisition and electronics can only handle some maximum

load with some limited buffer capacity. Chapter 5 calculates the expected data rate for

various core-collapse supernova models and determines the nearest distance a supernova can

be without SNO+ experiencing data loss. It also discusses how the supernova response tests

can be improved with a dedicated supernova calibration source. Motivated by the limits in

Chapter 5, Chapter 6 focuses on the development and sensitivity of an online monitoring

tool deployed to detect pre-supernova neutrinos from nearby progenitor stars. Both the

supernova stress-testing and pre-supernova alert can be improved upon with further time

and resources; Chapter 7 lists recommendations for improvement.
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Chapter 2

Neutrino Properties

2.1 Introduction

The Standard Model of particle physics has been quite successful in describing the fundamen-

tal forces and the properties of particles. These fundamental forces are the electromagnetic

force, the weak force, and the strong force. Particles interact with each other through one of

these forces by the exchange of force carrier particles: photons for the electromagnetic force,

gluons for the strong force, and the W+, W−, and Z0 particles for the weak force. The weak

force is further divided into charged-current (exchange of W+ or W−) and neutral-current

(exchange of Z0) interactions. Along with the Higgs which gives mass to most particles, these

force carrier particles are called bosons. The remaining particles in the Standard Model are

referred to as fermions, and for every fermion, there is also an associating antifermion which

has opposite electric charge. The fermion class is further broken down into two categories:

quarks, some of which form protons and neutrons; and leptons, the most famous of which is

the electron. Fermions of both classes are also grouped into three generations, in which most

matter we interact with everyday come from the first generation. For quarks and charged

leptons, each successive generation has particles with the same charge but higher mass. This

is true for the charged leptons: the electron e, muon µ, and tau τ are grouped into succes-
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sively higher generations. Grouped in the same generation as these charged leptons are the

chargeless leptons referred to as neutrinos, such that we have the electron neutrino νe, muon

neutrino νµ, and tau neutrino ντ . In comparison to the other particles in the Standard Model,

neutrinos have no charge and can only interact through the weak force. Additionally, the

masses of the neutrinos are not known, and do not necessarily follow the same generational

mass trend as the other leptons.

When the Standard Model was developed in the 1970s, neutrinos were considered mass-

less. This was motivated by theoretical arguments [70] as well as by observations in 1965 of

electrons from 60Co decay. The electrons were emitted in a preferred direction [71], which

was only possible if the accompanying electron antineutrino had only one type of helicity,

known as handedness. Neutrinos would be attributed the left-handed property, while an-

tineutrinos had right-handedness. Because the Higgs mechanism requires both left- and

right-handedness in a certain particle to give it mass [72], the neutrino was considered mass-

less.

About 30 years later, the Super-Kamiokande [73] (1998) and SNO [74] (2002) experiments

proved that neutrinos have mass. Both detectors reported neutrino fluxes inconsistent with

the expectation of a massless neutrino, and that the inconsistency can be explained by the

conversion of a certain lepton-type neutrino into another type. Such a conversion is possible

if the νe, νµ, and ντ neutrinos are weak interaction states, referred to as flavour states,

that are a linear combination of all the neutrino mass states, and hence can “oscillate” over

time. Since then, decades of neutrino oscillation experiments have confirmed that neutrinos

have mass and that the Standard Model is incomplete and requires Beyond Standard Model

(BSM) mechanisms for a complete picture.

This chapter provides an overview of the theory of neutrino oscillations. It begins with

vacuum oscillations in Section 2.2, then progresses to oscillations in matter in Section 2.3,

including a particular case of flavour conversions in matter known as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-

Wolfenstein (MSW) effect. The application of neutrino oscillations to a specific study, that of
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supernova neutrinos originating at the core of a supernova and interacting in an underground

neutrino detector on Earth, is then presented in Section 2.4. Not all oscillation effects for

these supernova neutrinos are yet known, but future galactic supernova neutrino bursts will

present a deeper understanding of the mechanisms. A complete knowledge of the oscillation

effects is necessary if the neutrino flux emitted by a supernova is to be reconstructed by the

next detected supernova neutrino burst.

2.2 The Theory of Neutrino Oscillations in Vacuum

In the theory of neutrino oscillations, the three flavour states |να〉 = (νe, νµ, ντ )
T are con-

nected to three mass states |νk〉 = (ν1, ν2, ν3)T . The flavour states interact with fermions

and bosons in the Standard Model, whereas the mass states are the eigenstates of the Hamil-

tonian H0, whose eigenvalues give the energy of the neutrino state. That is,

H0|νk〉 = Ek|νk〉, (2.1)

in which the eigenvalues Ek are the energy of the state given by mass and momentum, such

that

Ek =

√
~p2 +m2

k. (2.2)

The flavour states are connected to these mass states through a basis transformation

using a unitary matrix known as the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) [75, 76]

matrix, denoted U . Therefore,

|να〉 =
3∑

k=1

U∗αk|νk〉, (2.3)

and

|νk〉 =
∑

α=e,µ,τ

Uαk|να〉. (2.4)
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The evolution of the neutrino states will follow the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t
|νk(t)〉 = H0|νk(t)〉 (2.5)

with the solution

|νk(t)〉 = e−iEkt|νk〉 (2.6)

using the notation |νk(t = 0)〉 = |νk〉.

Because neutrinos are created and detected in weak interactions as flavour states να, it

is meaningful to describe the evolution of these lepton states over time. Inserting Eqs. 2.3

and 2.4 into Eq. 2.6 gives

|να(t)〉 =
∑

β=e,µ,τ

(∑

k

U∗αke
−iEktUβk

)
|νβ〉 (2.7)

which describes the evolution of neutrino flavour states over time. Equation 2.7 also reveals

that if the matrix U is not diagonal, each of the flavour states at time t will be superpositions

of the original flavour states which allows for mixing, or oscillations. The probability that

one neutrino flavour becomes another can be calculated. The probability amplitude that

state να will evolve to state νβ at time t is given as

〈νβ|να(t)〉 =
∑

k

U∗αkUβke
−iEkt, (2.8)

and the probability of the transition is given as

Pα→β = |〈νβ|να(t)〉|2 =
∑

k,j

U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βje
−i(Ek−Ej)t. (2.9)

Measurements of the probability Pα→β is the main goal of oscillation experiments. For such

experiments, a number of simplifications are made. The first is to set the particle’s momen-

tum and energy equal, i.e. p ≈ E. This is a valid assumption in the ultrarelativistic limit
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for neutrinos, which applies if the rest mass of the particle is much less than its momentum

(m� p). Given this, Eq. 2.2 becomes

Ek =
√
~p2 +m2

k ≈ p+
m2
k

2p
≈ E +

m2
k

2E
, (2.10)

which means

Ek − Ej =
m2
k −m2

j

2E
=

∆m2
kj

2E
. (2.11)

The term ∆m2
kj is often referred to as the “mass splitting” between the different mass

states. Oscillation experiments also prefer to work in units of L, the distance the neutrino

travels, rather than time of flight. In the ultrarelativistic limit, t ≈ L. Allowing for this

approximation and inserting Eq. 2.11 into Eq. 2.9 yields a final expression for the transition

probability:

Pα→β =
∑

k,j

U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj exp

(
−i

∆m2
kjL

2E

)
. (2.12)

In Eq. 2.12, both L and E are known in typical neutrino oscillation experiments: the

former by the source-to-detector distance, and the latter by the reactions which generate the

neutrinos at the source. The value of Pα→β is measured by comparing the neutrino fluxes

at the source and detector. Building up the dependence of Pα→β for various distances and

energies thus allows experiments to probe different oscillation properties. The phase of the

oscillation probability reveals information on the neutrino mass splittings ∆m2
kj between the

different mass states, while the amplitude relies only on the elements of the PMNS matrix.

Additionally, Eq. 2.12 shows that oscillation experiments do not probe the absolute mass

scale of neutrinos, and therefore alternate experiments are necessary for this study. These

include fits to cosmological parameters [77], measurements of the beta decay spectrum in

tritium [78], and measurements of the halflife of isotopes which may undergo neutrinoless

double beta decay [79, 80]. The latter is only possible if neutrinos are Majorana in nature,

i.e. its own antiparticle, which is not known. Table 2.1 illustrates the various mass splitting
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Neutrino Source L (m) E (MeV) |∆m2| (eV2)

Solar 1010 1 10−10

Atmospheric 104 − 107 102 − 105 10−1 − 10−4

Reactor SBL 102 − 103 1 10−2 − 10−3

Reactor LBL 104 − 105 1 10−4 − 10−5

Accelerator SBL 102 103 − 104 > 0.1

Accelerator LBL 105 − 106 103 − 104 10−2 − 10−3

Table 2.1: Areas of sensitivity to probe oscillation values [81]. SBL refers to “short baseline”
distances, whereas LBL refers to “long baseline” distances. In either of these cases, the
neutrino source is man-made (either a reactor or an accelerator).

sensitivities for various oscillation experiments.

The full form of the PMNS matrix is often denoted as

U = UDDM . (2.13)

The Dirac matrix UD is constructed by three Euler rotations. The first rotation occurs

at an angle of θ12 about the axis of the third mass state. The second has an angle θ13 and

is about the axis of the recently rotated second state. The third happens with angle θ23

about the rotated first state. The phase δCP is also introduced in the second rotation in the

event that the symmetry of charge and parity combined (CP) is not conserved. Combined

together, this results in the matrix

UD ≡




1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23




︸ ︷︷ ︸
atmospheric




c13 0 s13e
−iδCP

0 1 0

−s13e
iδCP 0 c13




︸ ︷︷ ︸
terrestrial




c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
solar

(2.14)

using the notation cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij in which the rotation (i.e. “oscillation”)

angles are given by θij. These oscillation angles must satisfy 0 ≤ θij ≤ π/2. The CP-violating
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phase must be 0 ≤ δCP ≤ 2π.

Another common representation of the matrix that is more compact is

UD =




c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδCP

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδCP c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδCP s23c13

s12s23 − c12s23s13e
iδCP −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδCP c23c13



. (2.15)

The Majorana matrix DM arises if neutrinos are found to be Majorana type. In this

case, two additional CP-violating phases must be included. This matrix takes the form

DM =




eiη1 0 0

0 eiη2 0

0 0 1



, (2.16)

in which η1 and η2 are two Majorana CP-violating phases [81]. It should be noted that in

Eq. 2.12 the term U∗αkUβkUαjU
∗
βj is invariant under a rephasing, i.e. Uαk → eψαUαke

φk . This

means the Majorana phases cannot be determined through oscillation experiments. Because

these phases do not arise in neutrino oscillation experiments, the PMNS matrix is often

represented only by UD.

The current best-fit oscillation values of the neutrino mixing matrix are given in Table

2.2, which are the results of a combined analysis of solar, atmospheric, and reactor neu-

trino oscillation studies. The values of θ12, θ23, and θ13, along with δCP , fully describe Eq.

2.15 to describe neutrino oscillations in vacuum. However, the sign of ∆m2
31 is currently

unknown, which implies two possible orderings: a normal mass hierarchy (NH) in which

m1 . m2 < m3, or an inverted mass hierarchy (IH) where m3 < m1 . m2. Although Table

2.2 indicates the values of oscillation angles do not change much when comparing the normal

or inverted hierarchy, which further indicates only slight differences in vacuum oscillations

or most oscillation studies, the effects of mass hierarchy becomes much more apparent when

considering neutrino oscillations in a matter field. This is particularly true for neutrinos
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Parameter Best fit ±1σ (NH) Best fit ±1σ (IH)

∆m2
21 [10−5 eV2] 7.55+0.20

−0.16 7.55+0.20
−0.16

|∆m2
31| [10−3 eV2] 2.50± 0.03 2.42+0.03

−0.04

sin2 θ12/10−1 3.20+0.20
−0.16 3.20+0.20

−0.16

θ12/
◦ 34.5+1.2

−1.0 34.5+1.2
−1.0

sin2 θ23/10−1 5.47+0.20
−0.30 5.51+0.18

−0.30

θ23/
◦ 47.7+1.2

−1.7 47.9+1.0
−1.7

sin2 θ13/10−2 2.160+0.083
−0.069 2.220+0.074

−0.076

θ13/
◦ 8.45+0.16

−0.14 8.53+0.14
−0.15

δCP/π 1.32+0.21
−0.15 1.56+0.13

−0.15

δCP/
◦ 238+38

−27 281+23
−27

Table 2.2: Best-fit parameters for 3-neutrino oscillations for both normal mass ordering (NH)
and inverted mass ordering (IH) [82].

traversing a supernova, as described in Section 2.4.2.

Currently, the normal hierarchy is favoured at more than 3σ significance [82], though

upcoming experiments like JUNO [83] and DUNE [84] will resolve the mass hierarchy with

greater certainty.

2.3 Oscillations in Matter

The presence of a matter field affects neutrino propagation. This is akin to how photon

propagation is affected while travelling through materials with different indices of refraction.

A potential is added to the neutrino’s vacuum equation of motion which modifies how neu-

trinos oscillate. This potential is due to the coherent elastic scattering of the neutrinos on

electrons and nucleons. This section summarizes the matter oscillation effects described in

[85].
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The introduction of matter adds a term to the vacuum Hamiltonian H0 discussed in

Section 2.2. The new Hamiltonian is thus

H = H0 +HI (2.17)

such that

H0|νk〉 = Ek|νk〉 and HI |να〉 = Vα|να〉, (2.18)

in which HI is the Hamiltonain due to matter and Vα is the potential energy of the neutrino

flavour α propagating through the matter field. It is characterized by both the charged-

current (VCC) and neutral-current (VNC) interaction potentials:

Vα = VCC δαe + VNC, (2.19)

which in turn are given by

VCC = ±
√

2GFNe and VNC = ∓GF√
2
Nn. (2.20)

In these expressions, Ne (Nn) is the electron (neutron) density of the medium, and GF is the

Fermi coupling constant. The top sign refers to the interactions with neutrinos while the

bottom is for antineutrinos.

The time-dependent Schrodinger equation can be applied to solve for the neutrino flavours

over space or time. Using the notation ψαβ = 〈νβ|να〉, the Schrodinger equation can be

expressed as

i
d

dx
ψαβ(x) =

∑

η

(∑

k

Uβk
∆m2

k1

2E
U∗ηk + δβeδηeVCC

)
ψαη(x), (2.21)

in which ultrarelativistic assumptions are made, as well as a phase shift that does not affect

the oscillations but does eliminate a common phase. This phase shift also removes depen-
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dence on VNC, such that only the electron density of the medium is important for determining

how the neutrinos propagate. Equation 2.21 can be written in matrix format

i
d

dx
Ψα = HFΨα (2.22)

with

HF =
1

2E
(UM2U † + A) (2.23)

where

Ψα =




ψαe

ψαµ

ψατ



, M2 =




0 0 0

0 ∆m2
21 0

0 0 ∆m2
13



, A =




ACC 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



, (2.24)

and

ACC = 2EVCC = 2
√

2EGFNe. (2.25)

2.3.1 The MSW Effect

The Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect arises in a specific case of oscillations in

a matter field. In this section, it is illustrated using two-neutrino oscillations for simplicity,

and assumes the initial neutrino state is νe. In such a case, the PMNS matrix (shown in Eq.

2.15) simplifies to

U =




cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ


 , (2.26)

and only one mass difference exists in Eq. 2.24 and is simply denoted ∆m2. The Hamiltonian

HF in Eq. 2.23 simplifies to

HF =
1

4E



−∆m2 cos 2θ + ACC ∆m2 sin 2θ

∆m2 sin 2θ ∆m2 cos 2θ − ACC


 , (2.27)
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and Eq. 2.22 simplifies to

i
d

dx



ψee

ψeµ


 =

1

4E



−∆m2 cos 2θ + ACC ∆m2 sin 2θ

∆m2 sin 2θ ∆m2 cos 2θ − ACC






ψee

ψeµ


 , (2.28)

with the initial condition set by

Ψe =



ψee(0)

ψeµ(0)


 =




1

0


 . (2.29)

Two effects of ACC , which is directly related to the neutrino energy and the medium’s

electron density, are now noted. If ACC is large, the off-diagonal terms are negligible and

the flavour states remain in their initial state, but if ACC is small compared to the vacuum

terms the problem reduces to the vacuum oscillation case.

The matrix HF can be diagonalized to give the effective Hamiltonian in the mass basis

HM = UT
MHFUM =

1

4E



−∆m2

M 0

0 ∆m2
M


 , (2.30)

where the effective squared-mass difference is given by

∆m2
M =

√
(∆m2 cos 2θ − ACC)2 + (∆m2 sin 2θ)2. (2.31)

The transformation matrix, UM , can then be expressed as

UM =




cos θM sin θM

− sin θM cos θM


 (2.32)

given that

cos 2θM =
∆m2 cos 2θ − ACC

∆m2
M

(2.33)
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and

sin 2θM =
∆m2 sin 2θ

∆m2
M

, (2.34)

such that the effective mixing angle θM is given by

tan 2θM =
tan 2θ

1− ACC
∆m2 cos 2θ

. (2.35)

The Hamiltonian in matter, HF , may also be re-written as

HF =
∆m2

M

4E



− cos 2θM sin 2θM

sin 2θM cos 2θM


 (2.36)

such that this Hamiltonian functions the same as the Hamiltonian for vacuum oscillations. In

comparison, Eqs. 2.31 and 2.35 indicate that the effective mixing angle θM and the effective

squared-mass difference ∆m2
M do not behave the same as their vacuum counterparts.

Equation 2.35 reveals there is a resonance when θM = π/4, or at

ARCC = ∆m2 cos 2θ. (2.37)

Recalling ACC from Eq. 2.25, this resonance will occur at an electron number density of

NR
e =

∆m2 cos 2θ

2
√

2EGF

(2.38)

for neutrinos.

The relation between θM and Ne (scaled by Avogadro’s number, NA) is shown in Figure

2.1. If Ne/NA � 1, the mixing angle is θM ∼ 90◦ such that such that the electron neutrino

state νe is a pure ν2 mass state. Furthermore, for Ne/NA � 1, θM ∼ 0◦ and any ν2 at this

density are essentially all νµ. At resonance NR
e /NA, there will be a total transition between

the two neutrino flavours if the resonance region is large enough.
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Figure 2.1: Left: Effective mixing angle in matter θM for a given electron number density
Ne, and right: same as left figure but scaled by Avogadro’s number, NA. Assumes sin2 2θ =
1.0 × 10−3, ∆m2 = 7.0 × 10−6 eV, and E = 10 MeV. The density at resonance is denoted
NR
e .

Now, let the probability amplitude for conversions from νe to mass states ν1 and ν2 be

Φe =



φe1

φe2


 (2.39)

with the initial condition

Φe(0) = UMΨe(0) = UM




1

0


 =




cos θiM

sin θiM


 =




0

1


 (2.40)

which assumes the mixing angle θiM ∼ 90◦ at the initial condition (i.e. that Ne � NR
e at the

place where the neutrino originates from). This permits the transformation Ψe = UMΦe on

Eq. 2.28 which yields

i
d

dx



φe1

φe2


 =

1

4E




−∆m2
M −4Ei(dθM/dx)

4Ei(dθM/dx) ∆m2
M


 ·



φe1

φe2


 , (2.41)

in which the evolution of the effective mixing angle over distance can be expressed as

dθM
dx

=
1

2

sin 2θM
∆m2

M

dACC
dx

. (2.42)
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The mixing between mass states thus depends on the relative size of off-diagonal and diagonal

terms in Eq. 2.41. This is given by the adiabaticity parameter γ in which

γ =
∆m2

M

4E|dθM/dx|
=

(∆m2
M)2

2E sin 2θM |dACC/dx|
. (2.43)

If γ � 1, (or, equivalently, the change in ACC over position is very small) everywhere on

the neutrino’s trajectory, the evolution is adiabatic, which means the Hamiltonian in Eq.

2.41 becomes diagonal and the neutrino will remain in whatever mass state it was originally.

Given our initial conditions, this means the originally created νe, which coincides with ν2 in

a very dense region, will remain as a ν2 as it propagates through the medium if the density

of the medium does not vary so much and the adiabaticity condition is met. Then, at very

low density, this ν2 coincides with νµ. By this logic, the νe neutrino has become a νµ. This

phenomenon is known as the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect, in which the

resonance in θM gives rise to total flavour conversions in a medium.

The electron density within the solar core can be approximated by

ne =
ρc

µemu

≈ 6.4× 1025 cm−3, (2.44)

given that the density of the solar core is ρc ≈ 1.6 × 105 kg/m3, the atomic mass unit is

mu = 1.66 × 10−27 kg/amu, and the nucleon-to-electron ratio is taken to be the average

value from both hydrogen and helium, and is therefore µe = 1.5. Furthermore, the sun can

be described a plasma with a slowly-changing density that reduces radially. Therefore, the

MSW effect takes place in the sun, in which electron neutrinos generated via solar fusion

reactions in the core of the sun are transformed into muon neutrinos once they reach the

surface of the sun.

Prior to the discovery of this effect, neutrinos were believed to be massless and therefore

the neutrino rate at a neutrino detector was expected to be directly related to the rate of

neutrinos predicted by solar fusion models. Measurements taken by the SNO collaboration
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Figure 2.2: Level crossing diagram in the two-neutrino case. Assumes sin2 2θ = 1.0× 10−3,
∆m2 = 7.0× 10−6 eV, m1 = 0, and E = 10 MeV. The density at resonance is denoted NR

e .
The difference between the two effective mass states is minimum at resonance, but these
states never cross. The flavour states νe and νµ are illustrated by two slightly offset dashed
lines.

[74] revealed that both electron neutrino and higher lepton neutrino states were originating

from the sun, and that this was possible due to MSW effects. The results of SNO resolved

tension between solar models and neutrino observations known as the solar neutrino problem,

and led to a portion of the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physics which was awarded for the discovery

of neutrino oscillations.

In the 2-neutrino case, the effective squared-mass terms are given by

m2
M2,1 =

1

2
(m2

1 +m2
2 + ACC ±∆m2

M), (2.45)

in which m1 and m2 are the vacuum mass state values, and ∆m2
M is given by Eq. 2.31. The

effective mass states are shown in the level crossing diagram in Figure 2.2, along with dashed

lines indicating the flavour states. As is seen in the figure, the mass states never cross. These

level crossing diagrams are useful for solar and supernova studies to determine the neutrino

mass state compositions just outside the medium (either a star or a supernova).
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2.4 Oscillations of Supernova Neutrinos

As will be described in Chapter 3, neutrinos and antineutrinos of all lepton types are gen-

erated in the core of a supernova. It is therefore necessary to propagate each of these states

as they traverse the supernova material and reach detectors on Earth.

For supernova neutrinos, the fluxes of non-electron flavour neutrinos (νµ, ντ , ν̄µ, and

ν̄τ ) are all treated as equal. Furthermore, the propagation of neutrino fluxes relies on the

transition probabilities rather than probability amplitudes. Given this, one can work in a

rotated basis, where

νµ′ = cos θ23νµ − sin θ23ντ

ντ ′ = sin θ23νµ + cos θ23ντ

(2.46)

such that the submatrix (νµ, ντ ) in the flavour Hamiltonain HF is diagonalized [86]. This

rotation does not affect the electron-type neutrinos, while ensuring that the fluxes of νµ′

and ντ ′ are equal to those from the non-electron types. A similar equation holds true for

antineutrinos.

To calculate the expected supernova neutrino flux at a detector, one must apply the neces-

sary probability matrices to the original neutrino flux. The initial neutrino and antineutrino

fluxes of F 0
ν and F 0

ν̄ , respectively, are

F 0
ν =




F 0
e

F 0
µ′

F 0
τ ′



, F 0

ν̄ =




F 0
ē

F 0
µ̄′

F 0
τ̄ ′



, (2.47)

in which e refers to νe, µ refers to νµ, and τ refers to ντ , while the bars over the symbols

refer to the antineutrinos. Given the original fluxes, the neutrino flux at a detector on Earth

can be calculated as

Fν =P⊕AvacuumPMSWPννF
0
ν (neutrinos)

Fν̄ = P̄⊕ĀvacuumP̄MSWP̄ννF̄
0
ν (antineutrinos).

(2.48)
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There are four independent scenarios, each represented by their respective matrices: transi-

tions in Earth (P⊕), in vacuum (Avacuum), at the SN mantle (PMSW), and near the neutrino

production site (Pνν). The corresponding matrices for antineutrinos are not necessarily the

same as those for neutrinos, and must be calculated separately. In certain circumstances, a

particular mixing case will not apply and can simply be substituted with the identity matrix.

Each scenario and the matrix that arises from it is described in greater detail in the following

sections: Section 2.4.1 (collective effects), Section 2.4.2 (MSW in supernova), Section 2.4.3

(vacuum propagation), and Section 2.4.4 (earth matter).

2.4.1 Collective Neutrino Effects

In the core of a supernova, neutrinos are believed to be generated on such an unprecedented

scale that they coherently interact with each other similar to how neutrinos interact with the

matter of a medium. These interactions create an additional index of refraction which must

be considered in neutrino oscillations. Such effects are suppressed if the neutrino density is

significantly lower than the electron density [87], but are expected to arise during either the

accretion or cooling phase of a supernova, depending on the relative densities. Furthermore,

the effect on neutrino oscillations is still a topic of great debate and is computationally

challenging to resolve [88]. Indeed, most calculations of supernova neutrino event rates at

neutrino detectors ignore these effects. In reality, neutrinos will be travelling in various

directions and not merely radially, and therefore the evolution of all neutrinos must be

calculated simultaneously. A “single angle approximation” is often used to simplify the

problem by treating all outward directions as the same, although it remains uncertain if this

is valid (see [89] for some discussion).

A signature effect from these self-interactions are features known as spectral “swaps”

and “splits”, in which there is a sudden change in a neutrino transition probability at a

certain energy (the split) leading to a complete exchange of neutrino fluxes (the swap). The

possibility of these splits was first mentioned in 2006 [90] and remains prevalent in recent
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studies (see e.g. [91] and [88] and references within).

As a hypothetical scenario to illustrate the effect, this thesis follows the swapping scheme

proposed in [92] and discussed in [93]. After collective effects, the neutrino flux may be

expressed as

F νν
ν = PννF

0
ν , (2.49)

in which

F νν
ν =




F νν
e

F νν
µ′

F νν
τ ′




(2.50)

is the neutrino flux after the collective effects. The probability matrix from [92] may be

expressed as

Pνν =




1− Peµ′ − Peτ ′ Peµ′ Peτ ′

Peµ′ 1− Peµ′ 0

Peτ ′ 0 1− Peτ ′



, (2.51)

in which the probabilities Peµ′ and Peτ ′ are either 0 (no transitions) or 1 (complete flux

swap), and refer to the probabilities of the transitions e ↔ µ′ and e ↔ τ ′, respectively.

These probabilities depend on the neutrino energies and luminosities as well as the neutrino

mass hierarchy.

If the mass hierarchy is normal and the neutrino luminosity ratio Lµ′/Le = 1, there are

no spectral swaps in either the neutrino or antineutrino case and both Pνν and P̄νν become

the identity matrix. If, however, the mass hierarchy is inverted, the νe ↔ ντ ′ swap is possible

for neutrinos above 8 MeV, and for antineutrinos above 4 MeV. That is, Pνν and P̄νν remain

as the identity matrix until 8 MeV and 4 MeV respectively, at which time Peµ′ = 0 and
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Peτ ′ = 1 (and similarly for the antineutrinos) and the probability matrices become

Pνν = P̄νν =




0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0



. (2.52)

In a more extreme case where the luminosity ratio Lµ′/Le ∼ 2 and 〈Eµ′〉 & 17 MeV, this

same probability matrix can be applied to the normal hierarchy case, but only starting at

energies of around 50 MeV for both neutrinos and antineutrinos. In the same Lµ′/Le and

〈Eµ′〉 region but for the inverted hierarchy case, the νe ↔ νµ′ swap also occurs, but after the

νe ↔ ντ ′ swap. In this circumstance, Pνν is the identity matrix until 10 MeV. In the region

10 MeV . Eν . 25 MeV, Eq. 2.52 applies. Then, at regions & 25 MeV, the νe ↔ νµ′ swap

occurs and Pνν becomes

Pνν = P̄νν =




0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1



. (2.53)

The same applies for antineutrinos, except that P̄νν take the form in Eq. 2.53 a few MeV

earlier. The effects of these spectral swaps are illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 for luminosity

ratios of Lµ′/Le ∼ 1 and Lµ′/Le ∼ 2, respectively.

2.4.2 MSW Effects in a Supernova

In the case of a supernova, the density at the production site of neutrinos is so high that two

resonances, a high-level and a low-level resonance, are crossed as the neutrinos propagate

outward. In addition to this, the propagation of the supernova’s non-spherically symmetri-

cal shock wave and turbulence within the supernova can can modify the locations of these

resonances [89]. Such multi-dimensional properties are not expected to affect the neutrino

propagation during the early times of a supernova (roughly the first 0.5 seconds), and are

furthermore expected to be model-dependent. Little deviation from spherical symmetry is
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Figure 2.3: Neutrino spectral plots for a generic supernova neutrino flux in which the relative
luminosity is Lµ′/Le = 1 and 〈Eµ′〉 & 17 MeV. No swaps occur under the normal hierarchy
case, but in the inverted hierarchy case swaps occur between the e and τ ′ flavours in the
neutrino sector after 8 MeV and in the antineutrino sector after 4 MeV.
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Figure 2.4: Same as Figure 2.3 except with a luminosity ratio of Lµ′/Le ∼ 2. Spectral swaps
occur for both the normal inverted hierarchy case. See text for details.

required in low-mass models, indicating that neutrinos in these supernova may only experi-

ence small turbulence effects [88]. This thesis discusses the case of MSW effects assuming

an adiabatic matter density gradient as discussed in Section 2.3.1.

For a 10 MeV neutrino and assuming normal hierarchy, the high-level and low-level

crossings occur at densities around

ρH ∼103 − 104 g/cc

ρL ∼10− 30 g/cc

(2.54)

and are associated with the atmospheric and solar oscillation values, respectively [94]. Both

of these regions exist in the mantle of the supernova and are far from where the neutrinos

are generated and where collective effects are expected to occur (at the onset of collapse an

iron core will have a density ∼ 108 g/cc). Furthermore, they are well separated from each

other and the problem at each site reduces to a two-neutrino problem. The precise locations
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Figure 2.5: Neutrino level crossing scheme inside a supernova for (left) normal hierarchy,
(right) inverted hierarchy. Because antineutrinos feel a negative potential, the region ne <
0 corresponds to antineutrinos. Neutrinos travel from areas of high density (where the
magnitude of ne is large) to a density of 0 (location of the neutrino mass axis). The dashed
lines represent the neutrino lepton types e, µ′, τ ′ whereas the solid lines represent the neutrino
mass types 1, 2, 3. The densities nLe and nHe represent areas of low and high resonance,
respectively. Figure reprinted with permission from [94]. Copyright (2000) by the American
Physical Society.

of the high and low resonance regions are dependent on both the neutrino mass hierarchy

and on whether the particle is a neutrino or antineutrino.

The level crossing diagram which summarizes the MSW effects in a supernova is shown

in Figure 2.5. Just like within the 2-neutrino case, the off-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian

are negligible at the densities where the neutrinos are produced and at the edge of the

supernova. Thus, at the production site, the flavour neutrinos νe, νµ′ , ντ ′ coincide with mass

states ν3, ν1, and ν2, respectively, in the case of normal hierarchy. In the case of the inverted

hierarchy, νe ≈ ν2, νµ′ ≈ ν1, and ντ ′ ≈ ν3. For antineutrinos, we have ν̄e ≈ ν1, νµ′ ≈ ν2, and

ντ ′ ≈ ν3 for normal hierarchy and νe ≈ ν3, νµ′ ≈ ν2, and ντ ′ ≈ ν1 for inverted hierarchy.

Tracing the appropriate paths of the mass states in Figure 2.5 from high-dense to low-

dense regions yields the probability matrices PMSW and P̄MSW for neutrinos and antineutrinos.

Within these matrices, the probabilities PL and PH define the probability of transition at
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the low and high resonance regions, respectively, with a set of corresponding probabilities

for the antineutrinos. These probability matrices define the flux of the mass neutrino states

at the edge of the supernova

FMSW
ν = PMSWF

νν
ν , (2.55)

in which

FMSW
ν =




FMSW
1

FMSW
2

FMSW
3



, (2.56)

and a similar expression exists for antineutrinos. The flux F νν
ν is given in Eq. 2.50.

The probability matrices may then be expressed as

PNH
MSW =




PLPH 1− PL PL(1− PH)

(1− PL)PH PL (1− PL)(1− PH)

1− PH 0 PH



, P̄NH

MSW =




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



, (2.57)

P IH
MSW =




PL 1− PL 0

1− PL PL 0

0 0 1



, P̄ IH

MSW =




(1− PL)PH PL (1− PL)(1− PH)

PLPH 1− PL PL(1− PH)

1− PH 0 PH



,

(2.58)

in which the superscript “NH” refers to the effect for normal mass hierarchy, and “IH” for

inverted mass hierarchy.

In the case of adiabatic transitions, the matrices further simplify given that PL = PH =

P̄L = P̄H = 0:
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PNH
MSW =




0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0



, P̄NH

MSW =




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



,

P IH
MSW =




0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1



, P̄ IH

MSW =




0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0



.

(2.59)

2.4.3 Vacuum Propagation

Once neutrinos exit the supernova they propagate through vacuum before reaching Earth.

If MSW effects occurred, the neutrino can be described by one state. If not, there will

still be no further oscillation effects because the neutrinos decohere, an effect which occurs

because the mass states propagate at slightly different speeds. This results in a spread in

the neutrinos which is greater than the size of the wave packet [94]. The only effect to

consider is a geometric factor in the flux. Assuming the neutrinos were originally emitted

evenly over the surface of a sphere, this results in a 1/(4πd2) reduction factor in the neutrino

flux, where d is the distance the neutrinos travel through vacuum (i.e. the distance from

the supernova to Earth). The transition through vacuum is therefore represented by this

geometric factor multiplied by elements of the PMNS matrix such that the neutrino flux at

Earth is represented by the neutrino flavours.

Fν = AvacuumF
MSW
ν , (2.60)

in which

Fν =




Fe

Fµ

Fτ




(2.61)
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is the flux at Earth, and

Avacuum =
1

4πd2




|Ue1|2 |Ue2|2 |Ue3|2

|Uµ1|2 |Uµ2|2 |Uµ3|2

|Uτ1|2 |Uτ2|2 |Uτ3|2




(2.62)

is due to the geometrical reduction in flux and the neutrino representation in their flavour

states.

If the only flavour-changing effects on supernova neutrinos are the adiabatic transitions

within the mantle of the supernova, Pνν = P⊕ = 1 and Eq. 2.48 simplifies to

Fν = AvacuumPMSWF
0
ν (2.63)

with a similar expression for antineutrinos. Figure 2.6 shows how MSW+vacuum effects

change a hypothetical supernova neutrino spectrum.

Using the matrices in Eq. 2.59 and setting |Ue3| ≈ 0, the commonly used expressions for

supernova neutrino fluxes are derived from Eq. 2.63:

(Normal Hierarchy)

Fe =F 0
x

Fē = cos2 θ12F
0
ē + sin2 θ12F

0
x

4Fx =F 0
e + sin2 θ12F

0
ē + (2 + cos2 θ12)F 0

x

(2.64)

(Inverted Hierarchy)

Fe = sin2 θ12F
0
e + cos2 θ12F

0
x

Fē =F 0
x̄

4Fx = cos2 θ12F
0
e + F 0

ē + (2 + sin2 θ12)F 0
x

(2.65)

where, for simplicity, 4Fx = Fµ +Fτ +Fµ̄ +Fτ̄ and the geometric reduction in flux has been
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Figure 2.6: Same as Figure 2.4 except MSW+vacuum effects are taken into account and
collective effects are assumed to be negligible. The distance from the supernova is 10 kpc.
The original flux is also scaled by the same distance to illustrate the effects due to oscillations.
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neglected.

2.4.4 Earth Matter Effects

In most supernova neutrino rate calculations, the material traversed through earth is con-

sidered negligible and the probability matrix taken as P⊕ = 1. While this is a reasonable

estimate if the trajectory of neutrinos is at zenith and the detector is a few km below the

surface, supernovae cannot be predicted with any accuracy. A supernova could occur on the

far side of Earth and the neutrinos would then traverse a non-negligible distance through

the earth to reach the detector. In such circumstances, matter effects caused by neutrinos

traveling through the earth will alter the neutrino spectrum even further.

If matter effects from Earth are to be considered, the flux of neutrinos reaching Earth

should be expressed as mass states (i.e. the transitions in matrix A are not yet applied such

that A = 1) and lepton flavours at the detector can be described as

Fν = P⊕F
MSW
ν , (2.66)

in which FMSW
ν (Fν) is given in Eq. 2.56 (Eq. 2.61) and the geometrical factor due to

distance is implied. The probability matrix P⊕ is then expressed as

P⊕ =




P1e P2e P3e

P1µ P2µ P3µ

P1τ P2τ P3τ



. (2.67)

It can be shown [95] that the fluxes Fe and Fē at the detector can be expressed as

(Normal Hierarchy)

Fe =F 0
x

Fē =(1− P̄2e)F
0
ē + P̄2eF

0
x

(2.68)
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(Inverted Hierarchy)

Fe =(1− P2e)F
0
e + P2eF

0
x

Fē =F 0
x ,

(2.69)

which include MSW effects in the supernova while neglecting collective neutrino effects. The

transition probabilities for neutrinos traversing a distance L through the Earth’s mantle

must incorporate the matter effects discussed in Section 2.3. For the flux expressions of Fe

and Fē, they are [96]

P2e = sin2 θ12 + sin 2θM12 sin(2θM12 − 2θ12) sin2

(
∆m2

12 sin 2θ12

4E sin 2θM12

L

)

P̄2e = sin2 θ12 + sin 2θ̄M12 sin(2θ̄M12 − 2θ12) sin2

(
∆m2

12 sin 2θ12

4E sin 2θ̄M12

L

) (2.70)

given that θM12 and ¯θM12 are the effective values of θ12 in the earth matter for neutrinos and

antineutrinos, respectively.

2.4.5 Summary of Oscillations from SN to Detectors

In summary, the expected supernova neutrino flux at a detector on Earth may differ signifi-

cantly from the original neutrino flux generated in the core of a supernova. Changes in the

flux due to propagation through the supernova (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2), vacuum (Section

2.4.3), and earth matter (Section 2.4.4) are all possible, and not always entirely understood.

Nevertheless, a complete picture of the oscillation scheme is necessary to assemble a complete

picture of the mechanism inside a core collapse supernova.
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Chapter 3

Astrophysical Neutrino Sources

3.1 Introduction

Only two extraterrestrial sources have ever been confirmed as the site of neutrino production.

The first is the sun [97], which is only one astronomical unit (AU) from Earth1 and generates

neutrinos with energies on the order of an MeV. The second is SN 1987A, a core-collapse

supernova that occurred 50 kpc away and generated neutrinos with energies of tens of MeV,

as discussed in Chapter 1. High-energy neutrinos, those with energies several orders of

magnitudes of MeV, have been observed in cosmic ray surveys [98], but observations are

not numerous and the sources remain unknown. One possible origin for these neutrinos are

gamma-ray bursts, in which massive amounts of gamma rays are generated over a burst

lasting seconds to hours, although the source of these bursts is also unknown.

Many astrophysical phenomena are believed to produce neutrinos in non-negligible quan-

tities, and the observations of these neutrinos could confirm models and strengthen the un-

derstanding of the underlying processes occurring at their neutrino production sites. Such

processes are generally impossible to ascertain with electromagnetic radiation due to photon

trapping which occurs deep in the core of most of these sources. The mean free path, l, of

11 AU = 1.5×108 km
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neutrinos travelling through a medium with nuclei concentration, n, is

l =
1

nσν
(3.1)

with the cross section of electron neutrinos expressed as

σν ≈ 10−44

(
Eν
mec2

)2

cm2, (3.2)

in which me is the electron mass. For a 1 MeV neutrino, the mean free path is about 20 light-

years in lead, and therefore neutrinos generated at the core of these astrophysical sources

tend to escape directly and return no energy to the source. An exception to this may be at

the dense core of a supernova, in which only ∼ 0.1% of the neutrinos may be reabsorbed

and could even be responsible for triggering the supernova explosion [99].

This chapter introduces astrophysical sources of neutrinos that generate massive amounts

of neutrinos which could be detected by neutrino detectors like SNO+. These sources all

begin their lives as stars, and therefore an introduction to stellar evolution is first provided

in Section 3.2. Two sources are then focused on in particular. The first, in Section 3.3, are

massive stars during late-stage evolution, which could generate non-negligible amounts of

neutrinos prior to their death in a core-collapse supernova. These neutrinos are referred to

as pre-supernova neutrinos. The second source, in Section 3.4, is the core-collapse supernova

itself. Other sources are then discussed in Section 3.5. Because these sources are all rare

phenomena in our galaxy, a collaboration known as SNEWS has formed to prepare for the

next extraterrestrial massive neutrino signal. This collaboration is discussed in Section 3.6.

3.2 Stellar Evolution Overview

A protostar is formed through the accumulation of interstellar matter which compresses

under the force of gravity. Once sufficient matter has accumulated and a critical density is
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Spectral Effective Luminosity Mass Lifetime
Type Temperature (K) (L�) (M�) (years)
O5 44 500 790 000 60 3.7 million
B0 30 000 52 000 17 10 million
A0 9 520 54 3 300 million
F0 7 200 6.5 1.6 1.5 billion
G0 6 030 1.5 1.1 5 billion
K0 5 250 0.42 0.8 14 billion
M0 3 850 0.077 0.5 48 billion
M5 3 240 0.011 0.2 140 billion

Table 3.1: Main sequence star spectral types, temperatures, luminosities, masses, and life-
times [100]. Luminosities and masses are quoted with respect to the sun’s properties, which
is a G-type star. The temperature is given as the effective temperature of the visible stel-
lar disk, i.e. the photosphere. Lifetime is the time the star spends on the main sequence.
Spectral classification follows the Morgan-Keenan system.

reached, hydrogen fusion processes begin. Once the star no longer collapses and is held up

against gravity by the fusion of hydrogen, the star is said to begin its life as a Zero Age

Main Sequence (ZAMS) star. The main sequence refers to a particular band of stars found

on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram which have a correlated luminosity and temperature.

Less massive stars on the main sequence are cooler and less luminous, while larger stars are

brighter and hotter. Stars on the main sequence are generally stable and spend the majority

of their lives there, fusing hydrogen into helium and emitting electron neutrinos. Once a

star runs out of hydrogen to burn it will leave the main sequence. When, and the manner by

which it does so, depends on its location on the main sequence. Larger stars deplete their

hydrogen source faster than smaller stars, and therefore leave the main sequence quicker.

The lifetimes of some of the smallest stars on the main sequence (e.g. M-type) are longer

than the age of the universe; the death of these stars has not yet been observed. The general

classes of stars and how long each class is expected to remain on the main sequence is given

in Table 3.1.

Stars with masses comparable to the sun will eventually run out of hydrogen fuel, and

the helium produced from hydrogen fusion will replace hydrogen in the core of the star.

Conditions inside the star are insufficient for the helium to burn, which is referred to as
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“ash” from the reaction. Without hydrogen fuel, the star begins to collapse under the force

of gravity and it leaves the main sequence. This collapse eventually generates sufficient heat

to ignite a shell of hydrogen surrounding the helium core. The helium core will also ignite

once it reaches a critical temperature and helium fusion will generate carbon and oxygen at

the core of the supernova, while burning of the hydrogen shell will produce a layer of helium

surrounding the core, giving the star a layered, onion-like structure. The star expands, the

outer layers simultaneously cool, and the star takes on a red hue and is now referred to as

a red giant. Once helium burning is complete the star again begins to collapse. If, like the

sun, the mass of the core is smaller than the Chandrasekhar limit [101], the core will be held

up purely by electron degeneracy pressure, which arises from the Pauli exclusion principle

stating that no two electrons can simultaneously occupy the same quantum state. The

Chandrasekhar limit occurs at a mass of Mwhite dwarf ≈ 1.4 M�, which roughly corresponds

to a mass of MZAMS ≈ 8 M� when the star is a Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) star. Over

time the star will shed its outer layers into the interstellar medium, and all that remains is

the dense carbon-oxygen core of the star, now called a white dwarf. Over time the white

dwarf is expected to cool down and become a black dwarf.

White dwarf stars which accrete enough matter from an external source (such as the

merger of two white dwarves) are believed to generate a type Ia supernova. This type of

supernova is discussed in Section 3.5.2.

Larger stars with masses 8 M� .MZAMS . 40 M� are referred to in this thesis as “mas-

sive” stars. These stars will undergo burning stages beyond hydrogen and helium, as shown

in Table 3.2, and build up a more extensive onion-like structure after their time on the main

sequence. During the higher element burning stages, the star emits non-negligible amounts

of neutrinos, especially towards the end of the star’s life. Emission of these neutrinos is

discussed in Section 3.3, and Chapter 6 focuses on the potential detection opportunities

using the SNO+ detector. Stars with masses 8 M� .MZAMS . 10 M� build up an oxygen-

neon-magnesium (ONeMg) core, whereas more massive stars, 10 M� . MZAMS . 40 M�,
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proceed up to silicon burning and end with an iron (Fe) core. In both mass cases, the star

becomes unable to ignite further burning stages, and begins to collapse under the force of

gravity. Because these types of cores will exceed the Chankdrasekhar limit, electron degen-

eracy pressure is insufficient in supporting the core and it undergoes an irreversible process

referred to as “core collapse”. Core collapse is the precursor to the violent reaction known

as a core-collapse supernova (CCSN) which spews an unprecedented number of neutrinos

in an extremely short time. These events generate the highest neutrino luminosity out of

all discussed sources, making them highly sought-after by neutrino detectors. The theory of

core-collapse supernovae will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4, and Chapter 5 is dedicated

to developing a suite of sensitivity tests in the SNO+ detector using various core-collapse

models.

At the end of a CCSN, a compact remnant is formed from the core of the supernova.

If this compact remnant is a neutron star in a binary system, a neutron star merger event

could occur and generate a burst of neutrinos comparable to that from a CCSN. This is

briefly discussed in Section 3.5.1.

Stars with masses MZAMS & 40 M� have a fate which is much more difficult to predict.

Some will collapse directly to a black hole without a supernova explosion, while others in the

range 64 M� & MCO & 133 M� will develop a carbon-oxygen core and undergo an explosion

known as a pair-instability supernovae (PISN) [102]. These will be discussed briefly in

Section 3.5.3.

3.3 Pre-Supernova Evolution of Massive Stars

While on the main sequence, massive stars fuse hydrogen into helium in their core over the

course of millions of years. This fusion process occurs mainly through the carbon-nitrogen-

oxygen (CNO) cycle, rather than the proton-proton (pp) chain typical in lower mass stars.

Regardless of the chain type, the fusion of hydrogen is a charged-current weak process which
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Reaction Tc [K] ρc [g cm−3] ∆t [yr]

H→ 4He 3.53× 107 5.81 1.11× 107

4He→ 12C, 16O 1.78× 108 1.39× 103 1.97× 106

12C→ 16O, 20Ne,24 Mg 8.34× 108 2.39× 105 2.03× 103

20Ne→ 16O, 24Mg 1.63× 109 7.24× 106 0.732

16O→ 28Si, 32S 1.94× 109 6.66× 106 2.58

28Si→ Fe 3.34× 109 4.26× 107 5.01× 10−2

Table 3.2: Overview of core burning stages in a massive, MZAMS = 15 M� star, including
the central temperatures Tc and density ρc and the approximate duration of each stage
[85]. Massive stars with MZAMS & 10 M� complete all stages, whereas stars with 8 M� .
MZAMS . 10 M� terminate this chain after carbon burning with a ONeMg core.

emits electron neutrinos. In total, these massive stars emit roughly 1052 erg of energy2 as

electron neutrinos with average energies of 0.5–1.7 MeV [103] during the entire hydrogen

burning phase. As shown in Table 3.2, the following core burning stages occur at accelerated

rates, and the temperature and density of the core also increases as the star progresses

through the burning stages. Helium burning takes roughly a million years to complete,

and no neutrinos are produced directly from helium fusion because the process involves the

strong force, which leptons like neutrinos do not take part in. Instead, neutrinos are mostly

generated from hydrogen shell burning at this stage. Once a star achieves central carbon

burning and a central density of ρc ∼ 106 g/cm3, the star will release more energy in the form

of neutrinos than as photon radiation [104], and is sometimes referred to as a neutrino-cooled

star.

The processes inside the star that now generate neutrinos in non-negligible quantities

21 foe = 1051 erg = 1044 J
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are:

Pair production γ ↔ e+ + e− → νe + ν̄e (3.3a)

Plasmon decay γ∗ → ν + ν̄ (3.3b)

Photo-pair process γ + e− → e− + νe + ν̄e (3.3c)

Recombination/electron capture e− + p→ n+ νe (3.3d)

Bremsstrahlung N + e± → N + e± + ν + ν̄. (3.3e)

In the days leading up to the star’s voilent death as a supernova, the neutrinos from these

processes reach energies and luminosities that are high enough to be detected by current

and next-generation neutrino detectors, if the star is nearby. These neutrinos are referred

to as pre-supernova neutrinos. In both the pre-supernova and supernova cases, the core

of the star has insufficient energy to generate the heavier lepton (anti)neutrinos through

any charged-current reactions, and therefore the production of all heavier lepton neutrinos

and antineutrinos is through the neutral-current processes only, and are expected in equal

quantities. These heavier leptons are generated at rates approximately an order of magnitude

lower than those for the electron neutrinos.

Whether pair production or plasmon decay becomes the dominant neutrino process after

central carbon burning begins depends on how massive the star was while on the main

sequence. This mass also determines how the evolution of the star unfolds. A star with mass

8 M� . MZAMS . 10 M� is fated to become an electron capture supernova (ECSN) and

is referred to here as an ECSN star. A star in the range 10 M� . MZAMS . 40 M� will

become an iron core-collapse supernova (FeCCSN) and is referred to here as an FeCCSN

star. The evolution of these two types of stars is shown in Figure 3.1 which shows the paths

of three massive stars on a density-temperature plot and which neutrino production method

is dominant in each section. Figure 3.2 shows the time evolution of some stellar properties

of these stars. The progression of these stars is taken from [104, 105].
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owing to thermally activated neutrino emissions. The ONe core
contracts on the Kelvin–Helmholtz timescale as a result. The
shell Heburning increases the mass of the core, which is now
supported by degenerate electrons. As the core becomes fatter,
the central density and, as a consequence, the chemical
potential of electrons also rise there. The M8.4  model is
massive enough to exceed the density threshold

10 g cm9.88 3r = - for the electron capture on Mg24 . The
electron capture enhances the contraction of the ONe core.
Since the electron captures are exothermic, the temperature
increases rather rapidly in this phase. When the central density
reaches 10 g cm10.3 3r = - , Ne20 starts to capture electrons,
further accelerating the core contraction. When the central
temperature reaches 10 K9.2 , the O+Ne burning takes place.
Then the temperature rises quickly and the nuclear statistical
equilibrium, or NSE, is established at T 5 10 K9´⩾ . The
NSE region expands at 10 km s3 1~ - as the burning of O+Ne
propagates outward as a deflagration. Electron captures on iron
group elements and on free protons occur in the NSE region
just as in the Fe core of FeCCSNe and finally lead to a rapid
collapse of the core.

In the case of more massive progenitors of 12 and M15 , the
ONe cores achieve high enough temperatures to ignite Ne and
subsequently O and Si stably with electrons being nondegene-
rate, to produce Fe cores finally. The masses of these cores
grow in time as the Si burning continues and the gravitational
collapse is induced normally by photodissociations of heavy
nuclei at T 10 K9.7 . It is a rule of thumb that the more
massive the progenitor is, the higher temperature they have for
a given density. This is particularly so, however, when
comparing 12 and M15  models with the M8.4  model. In
the latter model, the core is much cooler until the O+Ne
deflagration produces NSE, a fact that has consequences in the
neutrino emissions in the pre-supernova stages, as shown later.
The neutrino emissions in the pre-supernova stages from
massive stars that produce Fe cores were studied by some
authors (Odrzywolek et al. 2004). In this paper we are
concerned with the neutrino emissions from the ONe cores that
will yield ECSNe later. We employed the 12 and M15  models
mainly for comparison to elucidate qualitative differences that
the ONe cores may make.

Figures 1–3 present the evolutions of these three progenitor
models in different ways. Figure 1 is the H-R diagram, in
which the temporal changes in the luminosities L L and

effective temperatures Teff are shown as trajectories. It is found
that the more massive the star is, the more luminous it is;
otherwise, the evolutions are similar to each other. The left
panel of Figure 2 shows the temporal changes in the central
densities and temperatures as trajectories in the Tr- diagram.
It is evident that three evolutionary paths are not very different
from each other initially up to 10 g cmc

6 3r ~ - . As mentioned
above, the M8.4  star gets cooled via neutrino emissions
efficiently after Cburning, and the central temperature
becomes much lower than those in the other two models, for
which the central temperatures increase continuously up to the
onset of collapse. In the lightest model, the temperature rises
rapidly at 10 g cmc

10 3r ~ - , at which the electron captures first
on Mg and then on Ne enhance the core contraction and the O
+Ne burning commences at some point, producing the NSE
core and heating up the matter in it. After NSE is established,
the central temperature becomes comparable to or a bit higher
than those in the Fe cores of 12 and M15  models. The
electron captures on heavy elements accelerate the gravitational
collapse that leads to core bounce in the M8.4  model, whereas
the photodissociations of iron groupelements trigger the
collapse in the other two models. Figure 3 shows the changes
in various quantities at the center as functions of time. Note that
the horizontal axis is the time to collapse. Since it is not easy to
define the times of the onset of collapse unambiguously, we
choose them simply as the final times in the stellar evolution
models, at which 10 g cmc

11.0 3r = - and T 10 Kc
9.9= for the

M8.4  model, whereas 10 g cmc
9.7 3r = - and T 10 Kc

9.9= for

the M12  model and 10 g cmc
10.3 3r = - and T 10 Kc

10.0= for
the M15  model. It is clear again that the M8.4  model is
different from the other two qualitatively. This is most manifest
in the third panel, in which the degeneracy of electrons k Tce Bm
is shown. Reflecting the fact that the core is much cooler in this
model, electrons are strongly degenerate after Cburning. We
will find later that this feature will cause qualitative differences
in the neutrino emissions from these progenitors. It is
incidentally pointed out that the electron fraction Ye drops
rather rapidly in the M8.4  model once the NSE core is formed
by the O+Ne deflagration and electron captures on heavy
elements take place.
Figures 4–6 give the radial profiles of density, temperature,

electron degeneracy, and electron fraction at five different

Figure 1. Trajectories in the H-R diagram of the progenitors employed in this
paper. The red, blue, and green curves correspond to 8.4, 12, and M15 
models, respectively.

Figure 2. Trajectories of the central density cr and temperature Tc for the
progenitors employed in this paper. The red, blue, and green curves correspond
to 8.4, 12, and M15  models, respectively. Also shown are the boundaries of
domains, in which different processes are dominant as indicated (Itoh
et al. 1996).
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Figure 3.1: The evolution of central density ρc and central temperature Tc of three massive
star models. Black text indicates regions of where each neutrino emission is dominant, blue
text indicates the onset of each burning phase, and red text describes important stages of
an ECSN star after carbon burning. See text for details. Image modified from [104] using
information from [105] c©AAS. Reproduced with permission.

ECSN stars are efficiently cooled via neutrino emission during central carbon burning

and the central temperature will not become hot enough to ignite Ne. In this type of star,

electrons are more strongly generated and positrons are scarce such that the dominant neu-

trino production is through plasmon decay. The electron degeneracy pressure is sufficient in

supporting the core from collapse, and the core contracts on the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale

while He shell burning continues to deposit carbon and oxygen ash onto the core. At the

very end of the star’s life (about a second before the supernova), the density of the core

reaches ρc = 109.88 g/cm3 and electron captures on Mg in the core commence which greatly

enhance the core collapse. What follows is a very rapid evolution of the core from ONeMg to

Fe due to electron captures on heavy elements until the central temperature is comparable

to that from more massive stars at this stage. These electron captures directly lead to a

core-collapse supernova and thus the supernova will be an ECSN.

Because these ECSN stars are efficiently cooled, their central temperature never becomes

high enough for substantial neutrino production [104]. Once the evolution has branched at
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epochs for the three progenitor models, respectively. In the left
panels these variables are plotted against radius, whereas the
mass coordinate is used in the right panels. The qualitative
differences between the M8.4  model and the other two are
evident. In fact, we can identify the propagation of the
deflagration wave, which sweeps through the ONe core from
the center, producing the hot NSE core behind. It is also
recognized that the electron fraction drops only in the NSE
region. Figures 5 and 6 show, on the other hand, that the
electron capture proceeds in the entire Fe core. In the next
section we formulate the neutrino emissivities for the electron–
positron annihilation and plasmon decay and evaluate them for
the profiles given here.

3. NEUTRINO EMISSION RATES

Of the five neutrino-emission processes that are supposed to
occur in massive stars, i.e., electron–positron pair annihilation,
plasmon decay, photo-pair process, bremsstrahlung, and
electron capture, the first two are more important than the
others in general. Having in mind the applications to stellar
evolution calculations, Itoh et al. (1996) obtained useful fitting
formulae for the energy-loss rates for these processes. They
also drew a phase diagram in the Tr- plane to indicate which
reaction is dominant for a given combination of density and
temperature. According to their results and the evolutionary
paths of our models shown in Figure 2, the electron pair
annihilation will be dominant for the 12 and M15  models,
which form Fe cores and will hence produce FeCCSNe,
whereas the plasmon decay will be the most important
neutrino-emission process for the M8.4  model, which will

result in ECSNe. We will see in the next section that this is
indeed the case. In order to evaluate the numberof detection
events for the terrestrial neutrino detectors, not only the energy-
loss rate but also the spectra are needed. In the following, we
describe the formulae that we employed in this work to
numerically evaluate the luminosities and spectra of neutrinos
for the electron–positron pair annihilation and plasmon decay.

3.1. Electron–Positron Pair Annihilation

When the temperature in the core becomes 10 K9 , the
number of photons with high enough energy to produce
electron–positron pairs becomes large. As the temperature
increases, these pairs become highly abundant, being in
chemical equilibrium with photons. Although they annihilate
each other to generate photons most of the time, they produce
from time to time pairs of neutrino and anti-neutrino via weak
interaction:

e e ¯ . (1)e eg n n+ ++ -⟷ ⟶
The Feynman diagram corresponding to this process is
displayed in Figure 7.
The number R of reactions to produce the pair of neutrino

and anti-neutrino with four momenta ( )qq E ,=m
n and

( )qq E ,¯¢ = ¢m
n , respectively, per unit time and unit volume7

is given by the following equation in the natural unit
c( 1)= = :
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11 2= ´ - - is the Fermi cou-
pling constant, kk E( , )e=m and kk E( , )e¢ = ¢ ¢m are the
4-momenta for electron and positron, respectively, fe- and fe+
are the Fermi–Dirac distribution functions of electron and
positron, respectively,and the matrix element squared for this
reaction is expressed as
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In this equation, the coupling constants are given as
C 1 2 2 sinV

2
wq= + and C 1 2A = with sin 0.22242

wq = for
the Weinberg angle wq . Note that all neutrinos are assumed to
be massless, which is well justified for our purposes.
The expression of R in Equation (2) can be cast into the

following form:

[ ]R
G

I I I
8

(2 )
. (4)F

2

2 1 1 2 2 3 3
p

b b b= + +

In the above expression, βare the following combinations of

the coupling constants: ( )C CV A1
2b = - , ( )C CV A2

2b = +

and C CV A3
2 2b = - , and Iare the functions of the energies of

emitted neutrino En and anti-neutrino En̄ and the angle θ

Figure 3. Time evolutions of the central density, temperature, electron
degeneracy, and electron fraction. The red, blue, and green curves correspond
to 8.4, 12, and M15  models, respectively.

7 R is actually a differential number, and Rd q E d q E2 23 3
¯¢n n is the true

number of reactions per time and volume. See Equation (15).
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of central density ρc, central temperature Tc, electron degeneracy
µe/kBTc, and electron fraction Ye at given times prior to core collapse which marks the death
of the star. Image from [104] c©AAS. Reproduced with permission.
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the formation of an ONeMg core, the neutrino emission rate from an ECSN star is orders of

magnitude lower than that from an FeCCSN star. Only in the last second of the star’s life

is the neutrino production expected to be comparable to that from FeCCSN stars (although

still at least an order of magnitude lower in rate). The neutrinos from these pre-supernova

stars are therefore unlikely to be observed by neutrino detectors.

A FeCCSN star undergoes a different route after carbon burning and is fated to become

an iron core-collapse supernova. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the central temperatures and

densities for these types of stars steadily increases, making Ne, O, and Si burning possible as

the star continues to age. The number of electron-positron pairs in the star is proportional to

T 3, so as the temperature increases, the number of pair productions also increases. At a core

temperature of & 109 K, the star becomes hot enough for a substantial number of photons to

generate e+e− pairs which usually annihilate to generate photons, but also produce neutrino

pairs at a lower branching ratio. Unlike ECSN stars, pair production becomes the dominant

neutrino source in FeCCSN stars, and the contribution from plasmon decay is negligible

[104]. Because this type of star steadily progresses in temperature as it ages and forms an

Fe core, significant neutrino emission is expected in the days leading up to the supernova

signal.

The increase in electron antineutrino luminosity and average energy over time is illus-

trated in Figure 3.3 for two FeCCSN models: a 15 M� and a 25 M� model [106, 103]. These

models illustrate the differences in stellar evolution which exist even in the class of FeCCSN

stars. Core Si burning ignites around 106 seconds (∼ 10 days) prior to collapse for the 15

M� model, and around 105 seconds (27 hours) prior to collapse for the 25 M� model. Ad-

ditionally, Si-shell burning begins around ∼ 104 seconds (∼2.7 hours) prior to collapse for

both models. These features are visible as peaks in the trends in Figure 3.3.

The pre-supernova neutrinos will only reach a sufficient luminosity to become visible to

neutrino detectors in the last few days leading up to the supernova; the trend in the models

for the last 150 hours is given in Figure 3.4. Within this time, neutrinos from the lower mass
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Figure 3.3: Electron antineutrino luminosity (a) and average energy (b) over time for two
FeCCSN models provided by Odrzywolek et al. [106, 103]. Time starts 300 years before the
supernova event, is logarithmic in scale, and runs to the left in this particular scheme. For
reference, the energy required for inverse beta decay is shown as a dashed grey line.

model are observed to have a lower energy luminosity, but have a higher average energy

than the higher mass model. Given the inverted nature of these properties, it is instructive

to consider the neutrino number luminosity. In particular, the number of neutrinos above

the inverse beta decay (IBD) threshold of 1.8 MeV is calculated. The IBD reaction is the

most valuable interaction in liquid scintillator detectors like SNO+ due to the high cross

section and event selection capabilities of the reaction, leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio

which is invaluable for the detection of low-rate events like pre-supernova neutrinos. The

IBD reaction is described more in Section 5.3.3.

To determine the number of neutrinos above a particular energy, the shape of the neutrino

spectrum is required. The shape of a pre-supernova neutrino energy spectrum typically

cannot be described analytically, but Odrzywolek et al. found that for their models, the

neutrino rate per time t and neutrino energy E may be characterized by the expression

dΦ

dEdt
= A(t)Eα(t) e−B(t)E. (3.4)

Here, A(t), α(t), and B(t) are all time-dependent parameters of the analytic expression that

are combinations of the various energy moments. Figure 3.5 illustrates the shape of the
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time-integrated neutrino energy spectrum and also how it can develop over time. Average

energies increase as time to the supernova decreases, which results in more neutrinos at higher

energies at later time. Furthermore, the 25 M� model emits more electron antineutrinos than

the 15 M� model in a 48 hour time window just before the supernova.

The neutrino number luminosities for the two models are shown in Figure 3.6. While

the 25 M� model emits a higher rate of neutrinos overall (Figure 3.6 top), many neutrinos

remain at energies below the inverse beta decay threshold of Eν ∼ 1.8 MeV and cannot

be observed by many detectors. Furthermore, at early times, the 25 M� model emits a

lower rate of above-threshold neutrinos than the 15 M� model, as seen in the center plot of

Figure 3.6. Emission rates of the above-threshold neutrinos ramp up around 50 hours prior

to collapse for the 25 M� model and 20 h for the 15 M� model, resulting in a crossing of

above-threshold neutrinos at around 40 hours prior to collapse. The impact is that although

the 15 M� model will initially be easier to observe using the IBD reaction at earlier times,

the 25 M� model will become easier to observe in the last ∼40 hours before the supernova.

The sensitivity study of SNO+ to neutrinos from these models is discussed in Chapter 6.

For the purposes of neutrino oscillations, a star in its pre-supernova stages can be ap-
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proximated as a spherically-symmetric body with a slowly-changing density that reduces

radially. Additionally, pre-supernova stars do not produce enough neutrinos for any self-

interactions to occur. Therefore, the only oscillation effects which must be considered in the

star are MSW effects due to the high- and low-resonance regions the neutrinos cross while

propagating out from the core of the star.

3.4 Core-Collapse Supernovae

Although the pre-supernova stages of an FeCCSN star emit large quantities of energy in the

form of neutrinos, the neutrino luminosity is nearly 8 orders of magnitude lower than the

amount from the core-collapse supernova (CCSN), as seen in Figure 3.7.

The energy released in such a supernova may be expressed by the amount of gravitational

energy that is released, given that the compact remnant is all that remains after the explosion.

Following the conversion of a star’s Fe core to a proto-neutron star (PNS), the energy released

can be expressed as [1]

∆V =

(
3

5

GM2

R

)

PNS

−
(

3

5

GM2

R

)

Fe core

≈ 3× 1053 erg. (3.5)

Only about 1% of this energy is released as electromagnetic radiation or as kinetic energy

of the ejecta; a massive 99% of this energy is released in the form of neutrinos which are

generated over a short duration of tens of seconds. This intense neutrino burst will be

visible to most neutrino detectors regardless of the supernova location within the Milky Way

Galaxy.

Section 3.4.1 provides a detailed description of the 10-second timeline of a core-collapse

supernova with an emphasis on neutrino production. This section also discusses the dynamics

of four supernova models used in Chapter 5 of this thesis. A brief discussion of what happens

after the neutrino burst is also discussed in Section 3.4.1. Section 3.4.2 then discusses the

formalism for developing the supernova neutrino spectra. A neutrino background caused
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Figure 3.7: Electron antineutrino energy luminosity (top) and average energy (bottom) for
pre-supernova neutrinos using Odrzywolek et al’s 25 M� model [106, 103] and for supernova
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by all the supernova in the local universe is mentioned in Section 3.4.3, and the rate of

supernovae in the Milky Way Galaxy is discussed in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.1 Timeline

The exact outcomes for massive stars with specific MZAMS mass are not always clear or

consistent. Metallicity and rotation are just two properties that can drastically change the

outcome for stars of the same mass. Additionally, multi-dimensional effects are known to play

a huge role in how a supernova unfolds, but are computationally challenging when modelling

supernovae and are therefore not always taken into account. This timeline discusses generally

accepted outcomes for various MZAMS stars, although significant deviations could exist.

Where appropriate, specific features of the neutrino signals from four supernova models

used in this thesis will be remarked on at various stages of the supernova timeline. The time-

dependent neutrino signals from these models are shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11,

which correspond to models LS220-s27.0co, SFHo-s27.0co, LS220-z9.6co, and SFHo-z9.6co,

respectively, from [1]. The first two models begin with MZAMS = 27 M� progenitor stars

which have developed iron cores and collapse to FeCCSNe, whereas the third and fourth

originate from MZAMS = 9.6 M� progenitors with ONeMg cores that explode as ECSNe.

The prefix of the model corresponds to which nuclear equation of state (EoS) is used in the

model; either LS220 (using [107] with a nuclear imcompressibility of K = 200 MeV) or that

of [108] referred to as “SFHo”. The nuclear equation of state affects how the core of the

supernova evolves, which in turn affects neutrino emisison. The models are all spherically-

symmetric and employ both the mixing-length treatment of convection and the application

of nucleon self-energy shifts in charged-current neutrino-nucleon reactions. Some overall

differences between the various models is given in Table 3.3.
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provided by the MPA Garching group [1]. See text for details.
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Mass
27 M� 9.6 M�
FeCCSN ECSN
More energetic Less energetic
Longer accretion phase Shorter accretion phase
Exploded with external trigger Exploded self-consistently

Equation of State
LS220 SFHo
Quicker PNS compression Slower PNS compression
Shorter tν,90 Longer tν,90

Table 3.3: Summary of differing features between various CCSN models.
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Figure 3.9: Same as Fig 3.8 but for the SFHo-s27.0co model, which uses the same progenitor
star but a different nuclear equation of state. See text for details.
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Figure 3.10: Same as Fig 3.8 but for the LS220-z9.6co model, which uses a different progenitor
star. This model explodes self-consistently without an external impulse. See text for details.
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Figure 3.11: Same as Fig 3.8 but for the SFHo-z9.6co model, which uses a different progenitor
star and nuclear equation of state. This model explodes self-consistently without an external
impulse. See text for details.
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Onset

At the end of a massive star’s life, the star runs out of fuel and fusion processes at the core

are unable to sustain it against the force of gravity. In the case of an FeCCSN star, the iron

core now has a density of ∼ 108 g/cm3 and a radius of ∼ 6000 km. The core compresses

under the force of gravity and photodissociation occurs,

γ + 56Fe→ 13α + 4n. (3.6)

This process consumes energy and lowers the kinetic energy and pressure of electrons. Elec-

tron captures on nuclei and free protons,

e− +N(Z,A)→ N(Z − 1, A) + νe

e− + p→ n+ νe,

(3.7)

also reduce electron pressure, and a consequence of both reactions is a lowering of the mass

limit for which the core can support itself against gravity. Once this limit falls below that

of the core mass, electron degeneracy pressure is insufficient to maintain the core and the

true core collapse commences. The electron captures result in a neutrino luminosity of

around 1053 erg/s, but only for a few miliseconds. When the core collapses to a density of

ρc ∼ 3 × 1011 g/cm3, it becomes opaque even to neutrinos, and the neutrino luminosity as

seen from outside the star abruptly dips. This is visible as the shoulder in νe luminosity in

Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. The radius at which the neutrinos are trapped is known as

the neutrinosphere, and its location is dependent on the type of reactions the neutrinos can

undergo. The core now separates into an inner core which collapses at a rate proportional

to the radius, and the outer core, which collapses at supersonic free-fall velocity.

In the case of an ECSN star, the ONeMg core has already been contracting on the

Kelvin-Helmholtz cooling timescale prior to collapse. Once the core reaches a density of

ρc = 109.88 g/cm3, electron captures on Mg begin, which are exothermic and rapidly increase
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the central temperature of the ONeMg core. Once the density reaches ρc = 1010.3 g/cm3,

electron captures on Ne commence and the implosion is accelerated. When the central

temperature reaches Tc = 109.2 K, oxygen and neon burning commence and are followed

soon after by Si burning. This converts the ONeMg core to one of iron, and the rest of the

collapse occurs similar to that of an FeCCSN.

Core Bounce

Shortly after onset, the collapsing inner core reaches, and slightly overshoots, the density

of nuclear matter, ρc ∼ 1014 g/cm3. The degenerative pressure of nucleons now halts the

collapse and the inner core rebounds. This forms a shock wave on the surface of the inner

core, which is mostly composed of neutrons and may now be referred to as a proto-neutron

star (PNS). The PNS settles into hydrostatic equilibrium and has a radius of only ∼ 10 km.

In supernovae simulations, the time at which core bounce occurs is often taken as t0 = 0;

negative times refer to times prior to this and all times after are often denoted as postbounce

times (tp.b.).

The shock wave is ultimately responsible for the supernova explosion, and it propagates

outward through the infalling matter of the outer core. As it does so, iron nuclei are pho-

todissociated into protons and neutrons while electrons capture on the protons, resulting in

mostly neutrons and νe. The neutrons are added to the PNS while the neutrinos remain

trapped due to the dense regime. They pile up behind the shock until a few milliseconds

after core bounce, when the shock reaches the neutrinosphere. Then, the νe are released in

a short burst lasting a few miliseconds long which is referred to as the neutronization burst.

This burst reaches unprecedented luminosities around 4×1053 erg/s, which is the highest

neutrino luminosity of all the supernova phases, but only releases a total of ∼ 1051 erg of

energy due to the short duration. This energy is not large in comparison to the total neutrino

energy released over the course of the supernova, but it is energy taken from the shock wave.

The shock wave is thus weakened and even stalls due to the release of energy. The burst is
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also a consistent feature in CCSN modelling. As observed in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11,

the neutronization burst is nearly uniform for the different supernova models; it lasts only a

few milliseconds and peaks around 4× 1053 erg/s. It is therefore only weakly dependent on

progenitor type and nuclear equation of state.

Meanwhile, the core of the supernova is now a few tens of MeV and is sufficiently hot to

generate copious amounts of all neutrino types through the processes of

Electron-positron pair annihilation e− + e+ → ν + ν̄, (3.8a)

Electron-nucleon bremsstrahlung e± +N → e± +N + ν + ν̄, (3.8b)

Nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung N +N → N +N + ν + ν̄, (3.8c)

Plasmon decay γ∗ → ν + ν̄, (3.8d)

Photoannihilation γ + e± → e± + ν + ν̄, (3.8e)

as well as the electron capture processes in Eqs. 3.7. The difference in rise time of the

ν̄e and νµ luminosities from these processes shortly after core bounce is another consistent

feature throughout the models, as seen in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. This difference

arises because many processes involved in generating ν̄e are originally suppressed by the high

electron and νe degeneracy immediately after the neutronization burst [109].

Unlike in the pre-supernova stages, supernova neutrinos are generated with such abun-

dance that all of the processes in Eq. 3.8 contribute to the neutrino flux. However, the

temperature of the core of the supernova remains insufficient to generate massive leptons,

so just like in the pre-supernova stages, the higher lepton neutrinos are typically treated as

identical. Although a significant amount of neutrinos are generated on an incredibly short

timescale, the density of neutrinos is not high enough for neutrino collective effects (see

Section 2.4.1) in this stage. Yet the production site of these neutrinos is dense enough that

the neutrinos will cross both the high and low MSW resonance regions mentioned in Section

2.4.2 as they propagate outward. Additionally, little turbulence is expected in this stage and
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therefore the resonance regions are undisturbed.

Three neutrino spheres emerge with different radii due to the different reactions νe, ν̄e,

and the other neutrino states (νµ, ντ , ν̄µ, ν̄τ ) can undergo. Beyond the neutrinospheres, the

neutrinos free stream away from the supernova. Underneath, the neutrinos are thermalized

and escape by diffusing from the hot center to the colder edges. It is therefore reasonable

to consider the neutrinos as being emitted at the surface of these neutrinospheres with

temperatures equivalent to the supernova core temperature at the neutrinosphere surface.

Because there is a small volume between the space at which neutrinos are trapped and at

which neutrinos can free-stream, a correction factor to this assumption is later applied when

calculating the neutrino energy spectra. This factor, β, adjusts the shape of the spectrum

away from that of a Fermi-Dirac spectrum, and is related to the neutrinos’ first and second

energy moments. Immediately after the neutronization burst that releases the trapped νe, the

average energies of neutrinos leaving the neutrinospheres are believed to follow the hierarchy:

〈Eνe〉 ≤ 〈Eν̄e〉 ≤ 〈Eνµ〉. This can be understood given that electron neutrinos experience the

most interactions and therefore the radius of the electron neutrinosphere is largest and so

has an average temperature that is cooler than the others.

If the mass of the star is approximately M & 40 M� and an insufficient amount of mass

was shed prior to core collapse, then the collapsing core will be too massive and will not be

halted by any degeneracy pressure. It will instead collapse to a black hole within hundreds

of miliseconds from the onset of core collapse, and no supernova explosion occurs. In this

case, there is no light output from the supernova and the collapse is referred to as a failed

supernova. In such a scenario, the neutrino signal is expected to be visible up until the black

hole forms, which can be as early as a few hundred miliseconds after core bounce [110].

Accretion

The release of energy from the neutronization burst and photodissociation of nuclei steals

energy from the shock wave and weakens it enough that it will stall at a distance of Rshock ∼
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100 − 200 km from the core [88]. Matter continues to fall through the shock - sometimes

referred to as a Standing Accretion Shock (SAS) - and accrete onto the proto-neutron star.

The fate of the supernova now depends on a race between re-energising the shock wave

and the accretion of matter on the PNS. If the core accumulates enough matter to reach

a limit known as the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) limit [33, 34], not even nucleon

degeneracy pressure is sufficient to sustain it and the core collapses to a black hole. If this

happens, the neutrino flux is nearly instantly cut off, the shock wave is not regenerated, the

outer layers of the star never explode into a supernova, and ultimately a failed supernova

occurs. The TOV limit depends on the progenitor, and for a non-rotating neutron star it is

MTOV = 2.3 M� [111], which may be met for massive stars 25 M� .MZAMS . 40 M�. Stars

with lower masses, such as ECSN stars, tend to have a thinner envelope and more favourable

conditions with which to revive the shock wave before this limit can be met.

The progenitor mass is not the only property to determine the outcome of a supernova.

Rotation can slow the accretion process and give the star more time to explode, while low

metallicity is attributed to less mass loss over the star’s life, meaning the core could accrete

too much mass for the supernova to occur. The fate of the star also depends on the nuclear

equation of state (EoS), which is not known. In supernova simulations, “softer” equations

of state are shown to be more favourable for a neutrino-driven explosion: the proto-neutron

star will contract more rapidly and will be hotter early on. This results in more neutrinos

with higher energies, and supports neutrino heating of the shock.

The revival of the shock wave is still an area of great debate, but most theorists [1] support

the method of neutrino heating [99] coupled with multi-dimensional effects like convection.

Only a small fraction of neutrinos, Ekin ∼ 1051 erg, must be reabsorbed by material in the

gain layer just below the stalled shock to re-energize the shock wave [88]. Simulations shown

that neutrino heating is sufficient to re-energize spherically-symmetric ECSNe which possess

a more dilute accretion layer [112]. However, simulations of spherically-symmetric FeCCSNe

collapse to a black hole without an external impulse to regenerate the shock wave. Such
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simulations have been proven to be limited, and multi-dimensional re-energising methods

must be realised. This is consistent with the observations of nearby supernova remnants

(e.g. SN1987A), which feature large-scale asymmetries and non-spherical deformations. Yet,

before these multidimensional effects manifest around ∼100 ms postbounce, spherically-

symmetric simulations are believed to accurately reproduce the neutrino spectra [112].

The dominant multi-dimensional effect believed to enhance the neutrino heating is con-

vection, which may also enhance explosion energies, form asymmetries in the explosion, and

modify element formation [1]. The non-radial flows increase the time matter spends in the

heating layer and reduces the energy loss by neutrino re-emission, which enhances the en-

ergy transfer of neutrinos to the area which re-energizes the shock, known as the gain region.

Convection also pushes the shock to larger radii which increases the mass and volume of

the gain region. Once enough energy has been deposited into the gain region, the shock is

accelerated outward and the explosion is said to occur.

First supernova simulations were spherically-symmetric [37] and therefore neglected multi-

dimensional effects which could support shock revival. Over time computing power increased,

paving the way for two-dimensional, and now three-dimensional simulations. Unfortunately,

the tension in shock revival mechanics remains. Some features that arose in two-dimensional

simulations, such as large-scale turbulent motions, are not seen in full three-dimensional

simulations. These large-scale motions induced shock revival much earlier and tended to

lead to more successful explosions than in either spherically-symmetric or three-dimensional

simulations. Although some three dimensional simulations have been found to successfully

explode, there is concern that the shock revival occurs at late times leading to energies too

low to be consistent with observations [1].

Simulations performed in three dimensions also revealed a Standing Accretion Shock

Instability (SASI) [113] which arises from small perturbations during the accretion phase

while the shock is still stalled. This effect is not driven by convection, but rather by a small

perturbation which causes the shock to undergo violent, turbulent “sloshing” actions about
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FIG. 1: Luminosity of the νe, ν̄e and νx species for our 27M�
simulation as measured by a distant observer with angular
coordinates close to the plane of the spiral mode in the first
SASI period.

namics of the 11.2 and 20 M� SN progenitors have been
provided in our LESA paper [55].

The 20 and 27M� models both show periods of strong
SASI activity. In the former case, which was simulated
until 550 ms post bounce (p.b.), a second SASI episode
occurs after a period clearly dominated by convective
overturn. On the other hand, the 11.2M� model does
not exhibit any clear evidence of SASI motions but devel-
ops the typical signatures of postshock convective over-
turn in the neutrino-heating layer.

We will usually show neutrino flux characteristics as
they would be seen by a distant observer located at cho-
sen angular coordinates in the coordinate system of the
SN simulation. For any angular position, the neutrino
luminosity reaching the observer is given by the super-
position of the projected fluxes emitted under different
angles, as described in Appendix A. Therefore, the ob-
servable neutrino fluxes are weighted hemispheric aver-
ages performed such as to include flux projection effects
in the observer direction. The hemispheric averages, as
expected, show smaller time variations than specific an-
gular rays.

As a benchmark example, we show in Fig. 1 the lumi-
nosity for νe, ν̄e and νx = νµ, ντ , ν̄µ or ν̄τ as a function of
time, as seen by a distant observer with angular coordi-
nates close to the plane of the SASI spiral mode. Large-
amplitude, near-sinusoidal modulations of the neutrino
signal occur in the interval 120–260 ms as imprinted by
SASI. For 260–410 ms a convective phase occurs, followed
by another SASI episode on a different plane with respect
to the previous one. SASI modulations have a similar am-
plitude for νe and ν̄e, while they are somewhat smaller
for νx.

Figure 2 shows the properties of our 27M� simula-
tion, averaged over all directions, to mimic an equivalent
spherically symmetric case. Of course, this average does
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FIG. 2: Neutrino flux properties of our 27M� case after in-
tegrating over all directions. For νe, ν̄e and ν̄x we show the
luminosity, average energy and shape parameter α from 3D
(in black, blue and red respectively) and 2D (in grey) sim-
ulations for comparison. The single-OM IceCube rate r in
the bottom panel is without dead time for a SN distance of
10 kpc. Blue line: based on ν̄e flux without flavor oscillations.
Red line: based on ν̄x, i.e., assuming full flavor swap ν̄e ↔ ν̄e.

not depend on observer-related projection effects. For
the species νe, ν̄e and νx, we show the luminosity, average
energy, and shape parameter α of the assumed spectral
Gamma distribution (Appendix B). The fast time varia-

Figure 3.12: Neutrino luminosity spectrum for the 3D simulation of a MZAMS = 27 M�
progenitor. Time progresses from core bounce, which happens at time = 0. Modulations
occur from two SASI episodes on different planes: one at 120–260 ms and another that
begins at 410 ms [114]. The heavier neutrinos (νµ, ντ , ν̄µ, ν̄τ ) are represented by νx. This
model did not explode within the shown time frame. Figure reprinted with permission from
[114]. Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society.

the proto-neutron star with varying amplitude. The effect of SASI may have important

turbulent and asymmetrical effects during the later stages of the supernova. Figure 3.12

illustrates the effects of SASI on neutrino luminosity curves during the accretion phase of a

supernova model.

A completely unexpected structure has also arisen in some three-dimensional simulations

during the accretion phase: an asymmetrical neutrino emission which forms about 100–

150 ms after core bounce [1]. The neutrino emission is observed to be dipolar, and the cause

is not yet fully understood. The effect is also observed to be long-lived and is given the name

Lepton-Emission Self-sustained Asymmetry (LESA) [115].

During the accretion phase, neutrino average energies steadily rise due to the PNS tem-

perature increasing as matter accretes. Neutrino oscillation effects during this stage are

under debate, although there is evidence to suggest that self-induced oscillations are again
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suppressed [116]. If so, the only oscillation effects are again due to MSW oscillations, al-

though now the resonance regions may shift over time due to turbulence and dynamic changes

in the supernova material density. Convection will induce small-amplitude, high-frequency

(& 100 Hz) fluctuations in the neutrino luminosities and mean energies, whereas SASI leads

to larger amplitudes with frequencies of . 100 Hz [1]. The presence of LESA will also affect

the neutrino spectrum.

As the accretion phase proceeds, neutrino energies increase and the pressure from infalling

matter decreases. These conditions also favour neutrino heating of the shock wave, and the

shock may be regenerated after several hundred milliseconds. The regeneration of the shock

wave triggers the actual explosion of the supernova in what is referred to as the “delayed

explosion mechanism”. This is in contrast with the “prompt explosion mechanism” in which

the shock wave was originally believed to be weakened but still contained enough energy to

prevent stalling.

Although the neutrino spectra from three-dimensional simulations are desirable for sen-

sitivity studies, these simulations are computationally challenging and often terminate a few

hundred miliseconds into the simulation, typically at the end of the accretion phase. In

comparison, spherically-symmetric simulations are light enough to run for the full ∼ 10 s

neutrino signal, and can include quasi-treatments of multi-dimensional effects like convection.

Comparisons of these simulations and higher dimensional simulations indicate that, with the

exception of multi-dimensional observables like LESA and SASI, the neutrino signals may

be similar [1].

Additionally, spherically-symmetric simulations do explode for ECSN models, but many

of the FeCCSNe still do not explode and would collapse to a black hole. To compensate, an

artificial impulse is typically injected into the system of these FeCCSNe at a predetermined

time to trigger the explosion, which allows the neutrino signal in the following phases to

be obtained. In Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the artificial injections in the FeCCSNe occur at a

postbounce time of 0.5 seconds. Therefore, the natural explosion time of these models is
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not known. In comparison, the ECSNe models in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 undergo a much less

severe accretion phase: the neutrinos have lower luminosities and average energies, and the

explosion happens early – only ∼ 130 ms postbounce without an external impulse.

During the accretion phase, the average energies of the FeCCSNe models (Figures 3.8 and

3.9) are also seen to break the widely accepted hierarchy 〈Eνe〉 ≤ 〈Eν̄e〉 ≤ 〈Eνµ〉 and instead

follow the hierarchy 〈Eνe〉 < 〈Eνµ〉 < 〈Eν̄e〉. The authors explain this as a local temperature

maximum which forms inside the νe and ν̄e neutrinospheres during the accretion phase.

The two EoS are also seen to affect the neutrino emissions differently during accretion.

Comparing the 9.6 M� progenitor with LS220 (Figure 3.10) against the model with the same

progenitor mass but with the SFHo equation of state (Figure 3.11), one can note that the

model with the LS220 EoS emits slightly more neutrino luminosity and average energy, i.e.

more neutrinos than the other model. This is due to the fact that this model’s protoneutron

star has compressed more rapidly and is therefore hotter at earlier times.

The equation of state can also cause the proto-neutron star to undergo a phase transition

to more exotic states, such as a quark star [117]. In such a scenario, the transition can occur

as early as the accretion phase while the shock wave from the initial collapse is still stalled.

The proto-neutron star collapse to quark matter is analogous to the first core collapse: the

core rapidly compresses and a shock wave forms which propagates outward. The propagation

of this second shock wave is accompanied by another burst of neutrinos as it passes the

neutrinospheres, and although the burst is in all neutrino types, it is mostly composed of

electron antineutrinos. The second shock wave reaches the SAS and drives the supernova

explosion.

Explosion

If the shock has been revived, it sweeps outward and largely reverses the flow of infalling

matter as it accelerates. Some level of accretion may still occur, which can still cause the

proto-neutron star to gain too much mass and collapse to a black hole. In these instances,
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the supernova still occurs, but the compact remnant at the center is a black hole rather than

a neutron star. The computing power necessary to simulate multi-dimensional models out

to this time is only now becoming available, and many details from these models, including

when the explosion occurs and the energies they develop, are not fully agreed upon. Beyond

the explosion, simulations of spherically-symmetric models are typically used to predict

progenitor-dependent neutrino signals out into the cooling phase. This is especially necessary

if the behaviour of the progenitor and the neutrino signal is to be observed tens of seconds

after core bounce [1].

As mentioned in the accretion stage, the spherically-symmetric FeCCSN models in this

thesis do not explode self-consistently and are exploded artificially at 0.5 seconds postbounce

to obtain the neutrino signal that follows the explosion. The effects of SASI, LESA, and

convection are also not observed in neutrino signals from spherical simulations, and the

transition from accretion phase to cooling phase is not reliable because the simulations are

unable to simultaneously describe the shock expansion and the accretion which continues

on the proto-neutron star. The neutrino spectra may also exhibit spike-like eruptions which

occur when particularly massive accretion downflows hit the proto-neutron star [1].

Cooling

Neglecting rotation effects, the proto-neutron star becomes a spherically symmetric compact

object at the center of the supernova with convective layers. It cools on the Kelvin-Helmholtz

timescale

tKH =
GM2

RL
, (3.9)

in which M , R, and L are the mass, radius, and luminosity of the proto-neutron star, respec-

tively, and G is the gravitational constant. During the time span of a few tens of seconds, the

proto-neutron star cools by releasing its binding energy as neutrinos, and eventually becomes

a neutron star. As the proto-neutron star cools, the neutrinospheres move to lie nearly on

top of each other such that the average energies of the various neutrino types evolve from
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the hierarchy seen in the accretion phase to one that is nearly equal for all neutrino types.

The emission of neutrinos transforms the proto-neutron star from a hot, lepton-rich object

to one that is cold and lepton-poor. The average energies and luminosities of the neutrinos

gradually decrease over the timespan of tens of seconds.

The rate of the neutrino emission in the cooling stage also depends on the nuclear equa-

tion of state. The differences that manifested during the accretion phase become even more

pronounced during the first ∼3 seconds postbounce of the cooling phase. Comparing Figures

3.10 and 3.11, the model with the LS220 EoS generates 10% to 20% higher neutrino luminosi-

ties and average energies than the model with SFHo. Just like in the accretion phase, this is

because the LS220 model has a more rapidly contracting proto-neutron star with a smaller

radius and hotter temperature. Then, in the time range 3 < t < 10 s, the proto-neutron

star with the LS220 EoS becomes cooler than that with the SFHo EoS, and the neutrino

emission order is reversed. A commonly used parameter is tν,90 which represents the time it

takes for 90% of the gravitational binding energy to be released as neutrinos. For these two

models, tν,90 is considerably shorter for the LS220 EoS than the SFHo EoS. The EoS is one

of the most important properties to investigate with the next supernova, and can be found

by examining the time structure of the luminosities and average energies of neutrinos.

During this stage, the neutrino density in the proto-neutron star becomes high enough

for collective effects to significantly alter the neutrino spectrum. In addition, layers further

out in the supernova now undergo significant turbulence which invalidates the simple level-

crossing scheme of MSW oscillations. Quantifying these effects on the neutrino spectra is a

massive challenge. The effect of neutrino-self interactions is still an area of great theoretical

debate, and most multi-dimensional supernova models do not extend into the cooling phase.

Both effects are expected to significantly alter the neutrino spectrum early in the cooling

phase, but may become less consequential in the late cooling phase when the emission rates

and average energies of the neutrinos equilibrate.
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After Core Collapse

Most supernova theorists hypothesize the neutrino burst from a supernova is over within

tens of seconds from the onset of core collapse. Additionally, most EoS result in a compact

remnant of either a neutron star or a black hole. More exotic scenarios include the collapse

of the neutron star to a quark star.

In the timespan of tens of seconds, the star’s core collapses, most of the neutrinos are

emitted, and a black hole, neutron star, or something even more exotic has formed. Yet the

supernova has not even become visible to astronomers during this time. The shock wave

continues to propagate outward from the core of the supernova, generating ideal conditions

for nucleosynthesis. Neutrino-driven winds manifest in the supernova, in which nucleons are

expelled from the center of the supernova by neutrinos. These nucleons smash into elements

in the surrounding mantle, forming elements up to Rb, Sr, Y, and Zr [118].

The supernova becomes visible on the electromagnetic spectrum once the shock wave

reaches the edges of the star, an event referred to as shock breakout. The time of shock

breakout depends on the type of progenitor star and the amount of material within the

envelope surrounding the core. It can happen as early as minutes after core bounce if the

progenitor was a Wolf-Rayet star with no hydrogen envelope, or up to days if the progenitor

was a red supergiant with a large envelope surrounding the core [119]. Shock breakout

has not yet been reliably observed for any supernova, and observations would confirm the

timescales for the different progenitor stars.

Once shock breakout has occurred, light in the electromagnetic spectrum can persist at

high intensities for weeks or months, and the supernova is classified based off of the spectral

lines observed in the emission. The mantle of the progenitor star becomes a supernova

remnant (SNR) as it expands away from the central compact remnant due to momentum

given to it by the shock wave. In total, ∼ 1051 erg of energy in the supernova is released

each as light and kinetic energy of the ejecta.

Eventually, perhaps a million years later, localizations of dense regions in the SNR may
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form a new star. Smaller dense patches can also form celestial objects such as planets which

revolve around the star. This very process is believed to have formed our solar system 4.5

billion years ago.

3.4.2 Core-Collapse Neutrino Spectra

In a core-collapse supernova, the neutrino luminosities Lα(t), average energies 〈Eα(t)〉, and

second energy moments 〈E2
α(t)〉 evolve over time t and depend on neutrino lepton type α. For

simplicity, time and neutrino type dependencies are implied in this section unless specified,

i.e. Lα(t)→ L. In such a scheme, the number luminosity of neutrinos may be given by

N =
L

〈E〉 . (3.10)

The neutrino energy spectra are believed to follow a pinched thermal distribution, given

that the neutrinos streaming from the surface of the neutrinospheres do not immediately

free-stream once at the neutrinosphere, but may undergo inelastic scattering with nucleons.

The cross section of these interactions is also energy dependent. The shape of the neutrino

spectra may be characterized by [120]

φ(E) = A

(
E

〈E〉

)β
exp

[−(β + 1)E

〈E〉

]
(3.11)

given that the shaping parameter, β, is given by

〈E2〉
〈E〉2 =

2 + β

1 + β
(3.12)

and A is the normalization constant, given as [93]

A =
(β + 1)β+1

〈E〉Γ(β + 1)
. (3.13)
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Figure 3.13: Neutrino spectral shape in Eq. 3.11 for various parameters. (Left) effect of
various β with 〈E〉 = 15 MeV. (Right) effect of various average energies 〈E〉 with β = 3.

The term Γ(β + 1) is the gamma function of β + 1.

The neutrino spectrum will resemble a Fermi-Dirac spectrum with vanishing degeneracy

parameter if β ≈ 2.3, and a Maxwell-Boltzmann spectrum if β = 2. The spectrum is said to

be pinched if β > 2.3 and anti-pinched if β < 2.3 [1]. The effect of β on the shape of a generic

spectrum is shown in Figure 3.13. Smaller values of β increase the amount of neutrinos at

higher energies and reduce the amount of neutrinos at lower energies, whereas the opposite

occurs for larger values of β. The evolution of β is shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11

along with the neutrino average energies and luminosities. The value β = 3 is often taken

as the average when computing the neutrino energy sectrum for the entire burst.

Using Eqs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13, the neutrino flux d2Φ0

dt dE
for a given neutrino type located

just outside the neutrinosphere is expressed as

F 0(E) =
d2Φ0

dt dE
= Nφ(E) =

L(β + 1)β+1

Γ(β + 1)

Eβ

〈E〉β+2
exp

[
− (β + 1)E

〈E〉

]
. (3.14)

The expression is dependent on time, energy, and neutrino type. The simplification F 0(E) =

d2Φ0

dt dE
is merely for neatness while calculating neutrino oscillations in Eq. 2.48. In some cases,

the flux for the entire neutrino burst is desired for quick approximations. In this case, the

time-average values of 〈E〉 and β are used, and the time-total energy ε =
∫
L(t)dt replaces
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the luminosity in Eq. 3.14.

The entire neutrino and antineutrino spectra may then be expressed as

F 0
ν =




F 0
e

F 0
µ

F 0
τ



, F 0

ν̄ =




F 0
ē

F 0
µ̄

F 0
τ̄



, (3.15)

where the dependence on energy is implied, and e, µ, and τ represent the neutrino flavours.

These fluxes are same as the ones in Eq. 2.47 and they evolve as described in Section 2.4

for the various supernova stages discussed in Section 3.4.1.

3.4.3 The Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background

Approximately 10 supernova explosions occur every second in the visible Universe [1]. Given

the massive neutrino flux each supernova is predicted to emit, one expects a diffuse super-

nova neutrino background (DSNB) in the universe. The Super-Kamiokande experiment first

established an upper limit which excluded some DSNB models [121], and the field has be-

come very active since then. Gadolinium-loaded Super-Kamiokande is expected to observe

the DSNB with 10 years of data-taking [122], while next-generation experiments such as

DUNE [84], JUNO [83], and Gadolinium-loaded Hyper-Kamiokande [123] are predicted to

not only observe the DSNB, but also constrain supernova rate unknowns such as the fraction

of black-hole forming supernovae and the rate of supernovae in the local universe [124]. For

a review on the field, the reader is referred to [125].

Because stars live for millions of years, the time at which a star will explode as a supernova

cannot be exactly determined with any accuracy relative to human timescales. Betelgeuse,

one of the most famous stars in the night sky, is in the final stages of life as a red supergiant

star, but the supernova could occur anytime in the next ∼100 000 years. Therefore, it is

possible that detectors will evolve enough to become sensitive to the DSNB before the next

galactic supernova occurs. Section 3.4.4 discusses the galactic supernova rate.
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3.4.4 Galactic Supernova Rate

The rate and distribution of expected CCSN within the galaxy is subject to large uncertainty.

Most studies estimate the rate to be 1–3 per century; a recent study places the rate at

R = 1.63 ± 0.46 (100 yr)−1 which corresponds to T = 61+24
−14 yr between CCSN events

[126]. This study used a combined analysis from the estimated birthrate of massive stars by

counting the number of nearby massive stars [127], measurements of extragalactic supernova

rates [128], measurements of 26Al abundance in the galaxy [129], estimates of the neutron

star birth rate [130], and an estimation of the age of supernova remnants (SNRs) [131, 132].

The probability distributions of CCSN within the galaxy are shown in Figure 3.14 from

two individual studies [133, 134]. The study from [133] estimates a distance of 9 kpc as the

most-likely CCSN distance and an overall CCSNe rate of 3.2 per century, whereas the study

in [134] predicts the most-likely distance to be around 13 kpc. The center of the Milky Way

galaxy, which is where stars are believed to be most heavily concentrated in the galaxy, is

about 8 kpc from the sun.
The Astrophysical Journal, 778:164 (15pp), 2013 December 1 Adams et al.

Figure 2. Differential (top) and cumulative (bottom) distance distributions of
Galactic SNe from the Sun. Reasonable changes in the distance distributions
have little effect on the visibility, so we only present the fiducial case. In
particular, three-dimensional structure, such as spiral arms, would produce
features in this figure but would have little consequence for the magnitude
distribution of SNe, as discussed in Section 2.2.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

that we only discuss the result for H = 110 pc. These choices
for the spatial distribution are less critical than the estimated
total extinction along any line of sight. We separately consider
four possible normalizations for the total line of sight extinction.
The simplest method we use (hereafter referred to as SIMPLE)
distributes the dust following Equation (1) and normalizes the
distribution to have AV = 30 to the Galactic center. In the
remaining models, we distribute the dust along any line of sight
following Equation (1), but normalize each line of sight using
an empirical model for the total extinction in that direction.
In our second model (SFD98), we normalize the extinction
along each line of sight by the total extinction from Schlegel
et al. (1998). However, Schlegel et al. (1998) is believed to
overestimate E(B − V ) in regions of high extinction (Stanek
1998; Arce & Goodman 1999; Chen et al. 1999). To account for
this, we consider a modified SFD98 model (modSFD98), where
we correct the high extinction values following Bonifacio et al.
(2000), such that

E(B − V )′ =
{
E(B − V ) for E(B − V ) � 0.1
0.1 + 0.65(E(B − V ) − 0.1) for E(B − V ) > 0.1

,

(2)
which significantly reduces the total extinction in the Galactic
plane. Since the SFD98 dust maps may be completely prob-
lematic in the areas of high extinction found near the Galactic
midplane (e.g., Majewski et al. 2011), we also consider a model
employing the Rayleigh–Jeans Color Excess (RJCE) extinc-
tion map of the Galactic midplane presented by Nidever et al.
(2012) where possible, falling back to the modified SFD98
(Equation (2)) only in the 17% (42%) of cases where our ccSNe
(SNe Ia) lay outside of the RJCE extinction map footprint. We
note that the RJCE extinction map is derived from red giant
branch stars which lie within the Galaxy, and so only estimates
the total extinction out to 18–20 kpc from the observer. This
should still represent the total extinction for most of the simu-
lated SN positions. For comparison we also present results that
assume no extinction (No Dust). We adopt AV = RV E(B − V )
and AK = 0.114RV E(B − V ) following Cardelli et al. (1989),
with RV = 3.1.

Figure 3. Differential (top) and integral (bottom) extinction distributions for
ccSNe (left) and SNe Ia (right). The bottom axis for each panel gives the
V-band extinction (in magnitudes), while the top axis gives the K-band
extinction. The models for the different dust normalizations are described in
Section 2.1. The model dependence of the extinction distribution, rather than
the distance distribution, is the primary source of uncertainty in the visibility of
SNe and their progenitors.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The extinction law, the value of RV at its simplest, is not uni-
form in the Galaxy. The value of RV = 3.1 we adopt is an av-
erage value (e.g., Cardelli et al. 1989). Dense molecular clouds
can have far larger values of RV (e.g., Jenniskens & Greenberg
1993; Olofsson & Olofsson 2010), but molecular clouds cover
a small fraction of the sky. Dust in lower extinction directions
toward the bulge show evidence for an RV significantly below
RV = 3.1 (Nataf et al. 2013), but if extinction is low, the par-
ticular value of RV is unimportant. Readers should be aware of
these issues, but they will not dominate our results in any typ-
ical direction where extinction is dominated by integrating the
normal ISM over long sight lines.

2.2. ccSNe

We assume that ccSNe trace the thin disk and use the thin
disk parameters from TRILEGAL Rd = 2.9 kpc and H = 95 pc
described in Section 2.1. The distance probability distribution
of ccSNe for these parameters is shown in Figure 2 and the
extinction probability distributions of ccSNe for the different
dust models are displayed in the left panels of Figure 3. We
only present results for this single set of thin disk parameters
because, to the extent that dust traces massive star formation,
the exact choice of disk parameters is relatively unimportant.
First, if the dust distribution traces the distribution of massive
star formation, then the differential distribution of ccSNe along
a line of sight, dN/dl, is proportional to the differential of the
optical depth along the line of sight, dτ/dl. Thus, if dust traces
star formation, the differential distribution of the progenitors
in optical depth, dN/dτ , is independent of the line of sight
spatial distribution chosen for the ccSNe and the dust. Second,
any effects from changing the spatial distribution are negligible
compared to the differences between the extinction models.
For example, consider the effects of adding a spiral arm at
1 kpc with a 1 kpc inter-arm distance. Our model will spread the
star formation of that arm uniformly over ∼1/2 the inter-arm
separation rather than putting it in the arm. This means we spread

3

(a) Probability distribution from [133]

Optimal detector locations for SN neutrinos 8

Figure 4. SN probability vs. distance from the Sun. Solid curve: Benchmark model

based on Eqs. (1) and (2). Dotted curve: SNe Ia assuming Eq. (6).

=
[
r2 + z2 + d2⊙ − 2rd⊙ cos θ

]1/2
. (14)

For the distribution ncc of Eq. (5) with our benchmark parameters of Eq. (2) we find

〈dcc〉 = 10.7 kpc with a rms dispersion of 4.9 kpc. While the average distance agrees

with the fiducial distance of 10 kpc that is frequently assumed in the literature, we note

that the dispersion of distances is very large. This is clearly visible in Fig. 4 where

we plot the probability distribution Π(d) of SN events as a function of the distance

d from the Sun, so that
∫ b
a Π(x)dx gives the probability that a SN happens between

distance a and b from the Sun. The dip in the middle corresponds to the deficit of core-

collapse SNe in the Galactic center region. For comparison we also show the probability

distribution for SNe Ia according to Eq. (6). Their average distance is 11.9 kpc with a

rms dispersion of 6.0 kpc. On the other hand, the median distances are quite similar for

the two distributions, and equal to about 10.9 kpc. The large-distance behavior for both

cases differs significantly due to the different scales in the exponential tails of Eqs. (1)

and (6). Of course, the scarcity of data at large galactocentric distances implies that

the extrapolation may be unphysical.

3. Optimal detector location

3.1. One detector

Armed with the exposure function ω(δ) shown in Fig. 3 we now determine the probability

that a detector located at a geographic latitude λ will observe the next Galactic SN

below the Earth horizon. Of course, observable matter effects would require a minimal

path-length of a few thousand kilometers [20] so that our Earth-shadowing criterion is

(b) Probability distribution from [134]

Figure 3.14: Probability distribution of CCSNe and type Ia SNe in the Milky Way Galaxy
from two references. Distance in both cases is taken from the sun, which is 8 kpc from the
center of the galaxy. (a) Image from [133] c©AAS. Reproduced with permission. (b) Image
from [134] c©IOP Publishing Ltd and SISSA. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing.
All rights reserved.
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Additionally, the ratio of FeCCSN to ECSN is not clear. As much as 30% of all CCSN

could be ECSN [135]. This is a non-negligible portion and should also be taken into consid-

eration when calculating sensitivities to nearby supernovae.

3.5 Other Neutrino-Rich Phenomena

Although core-collapse supernovae are believed to emit the most intense neutrino bursts

with the highest frequency, other astrophysical sources can also generate a burst of neutri-

nos which, if observed, may constrain models on these phenomena. This section discusses

neutron star mergers (Section 3.5.1), type Ia supernovae (Section 3.5.2), and pair-instability

supernovae (Section 3.5.3).

3.5.1 Neutron Star Mergers

Neutron stars in a binary system can inspiral towards each other and undergo a neutron

star merger (NSM) event. Although neutron stars are difficult to detect and the event is

considered exotic, binary systems have been observed [136], and the merger event generates

gravitational waves that have now been observed [137]. The merger initially leaves behind

a rapidly rotating hypermassive neutron star (HMNS) which is expected to collapse to a

black hole, although the time frame for the collapse is largely unknown and may not occur

until months after the merger [138]. Surrounding the neutron star remnant is a hot, dense,

shock-heated disk and rapidly expanding debris.

Apart from gravitational waves, NSM mergers are also expected to generate gamma-ray

bursts [139, 140, 141], heavy elements [139, 142], and neutrinos [138, 139]. Multi-messenger

studies of NSM events is a relatively new field made available by the increased sensitivity of

detectors, and has already seen success [143], although some tension remains regarding the

gamma-ray bursts that are believed to be generated. These merger events are also believed

to be production sites for many elements: elements with A < 90 are expected to be generated
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in CCSNe, whereas neutron star mergers are the favoured sites for the highest-mass elements

[144]. Neutrinos have never been detected from a NSM, although large quantities amounting

to 1053 erg are expected to be released in the form of neutrinos [144, 140]. As with CCSNe,

neutrino oscillations can impact the nucleosynthesis of heavier elements [145].

There exist a number of similarities when comparing neutrino signals from a CCSN to

those from a NSM. The innermost layer is dense, neutron-rich, and opaque to neutrinos.

A full neutrino transport method is required to model the neutrino propagation fully, and

neutrino self-interactions may occur. The neutrino average energies are also similar: averages

of 8 MeV for νe, 15 MeV for ν̄e, and 20-25 MeV for the heavier lepton neutrinos were observed

in in NSM models [138]. Neutrino emission from an NSM peaks around (1–4) × 1053 erg/s

[138], which is also similar compared to CCSNe. However, unlike CCSNe, the luminosity of

ν̄e is the dominant contributor.

During the inspiral, a negligible number of neutrinos are generated from the two neu-

tron stars [138], but become numerous after the thick torus has formed around the central

high-density region. Both the accretion disk and the central hypermassive neutron star emit

neutrinos in a preferred direction which is orthogonal to the accretion plane. The total

neutrino flux emitted in the preferred direction is 20 times higher than that the flux emit-

ted orthogonal to this [138]. The dependency is greatest for heavy-lepton neutrinos. In

comparison, there is no direction-dependence on the energy of the emitted neutrinos.

3.5.2 Type Ia Supernovae

Type Ia SNe all have similar light curves [146] and are important standard candles used for

measuring distances on a cosmological scale. These distances, in turn, are used to constrain

cosmological parameters characterizing the universe and show that the universe is expanding

at an accelerated rate [147]. These supernovae also contribute to the chemical evolution of

galaxies [148]. The rate of SN Ia within the galaxy is predicted to be 1.4+1.4
−0.8 per century,

which accounts for 30% of the total supernovae rate [133]. Yet just like with CCSN, the
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mechanism behind them is not fully understood.

The likely progenitor is a carbon-oxygen white dwarf star in a binary system which ac-

cretes mass from its companion. Once enough mass is accreted and the Chandrasekhar limit

is reached, a thermonuclear explosion occurs. The companion could be any of a number of

celestial bodies, including another dwarf star (in what is called a double degenerate system),

a main sequence star, or a giant star. Strong constraints have been placed on the luminosity

of the progenitor system, which disfavour bright red giants as companions [149, 150, 151].

Reviews of the field [152, 153] suggest the double degenerate scenario may account for most

of the type Ia SNe, in which the two stars merge or collide violently. Images taken of the

progenitor system would confirm the binary system, but with one exception, no progenitor

or companion star has ever been identified. The exception is the image of a companion star

observed in pre-supernova images before a spectroscopically abnormal explosion [154].

With regards to the explosion mechanism of a type Ia, a stage of deflagration (subsonic

burning propagated by processes like thermal conductivity and turbulence) is expected fol-

lowed by detonation (supersonic burning propagated by a strong shock), though when and

how the transition occurs between the two is unknown. Possible models include the delayed

detonation (DDT) [155], the gravitationally confined detonation (GCD) [156], and the pul-

sational reverse detonation [157]. The supernova explosion completely unbinds the star, and

no compact remnant is left behind.

All neutrino energy spectra from the type Ia SN models are expected to peak at low

energies around 3 MeV. A second, smaller peak occurs in the νe spectrum around 10 MeV

due to electron capture events, largely on copper [158]. Initially, νe production is dominated

by weak processes, but after about one second both thermal and weak processes become

equally important. Therefore the νe spectrum is initially the most luminous, but after

around one second the production of all neutrino types becomes equal.

Observations of neutrinos from a galactic type Ia SN could constrain type Ia models even

though the electromagnetic signal from the models look similar [159]. The GCD SN Ia model
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produces distinct two neutrino bursts, one with a peak luminosity at 0.45 s (deflagration

burning) and a second at 2.82 s (detonation) which peaks at an equal or greater luminosity.

There are practically no neutrinos generated in the time gap between the bursts for this

model. In comparison, the DDT model has a much smaller time gap between these two

bursts such that contributions between the two can overlap. The DDT model also features

a weaker detonation peak, but is more than an order of magnitude more luminous than the

GCD model overall.

Neutrinos from a type Ia SN should also be easily distinguishable from either a CCSN

or NSM at the same distance. The neutrino burst is expected to be considerably shorter

(only about 1.5 seconds long for the DDT model and 3.5 seconds for the GCD model). The

flux from type Ia SNe are also approximately four orders of magnitude less, and the energy

peaks at 3 MeV instead of ∼15 MeV for CCSNe. Additionally, the densities in SNe Ia are

not sufficient to trap neutrinos and no neutrino collective effects occur. Detectors like JUNO

[83] and DUNE [84] are predicted to see neutrino events if the supernova is closer than ∼0.3

kpc [159].

3.5.3 Pair Instability Supernovae

Pair Instability Supernovae (PISNe) are important for chemical evolution and galaxy forma-

tion. They are believed to occur from very massive stars which form a carbon-oxygen core

of mass 64 M� < MCO < 133 M�. After central carbon burning, the core becomes unstable

due to the conversion of photons to e+e− pairs which softens the equation of state. The core

contracts and increases in density and temperature, and explosive burning of oxygen begins

which causes the PISN.

The ZAMS mass corresponding to the core density is not well understood due to con-

siderable mass loss which occurs leading up to the PISN. The mass loss is dependent on a

number of properties, including stellar rotation and metallicity. Rotation effects will lower

the mass threshold necessary for PISN, and metallicity is expected to affect the evolution
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as well, though the correlation is not straightforward. It is expected that non-rotating stars

with a mass 140 M� < MZAMS < 260 M� and zero metallicity will explode via PISN [160].

Stars more massive are expected to collapse directly to a black hole, while those less massive

will undergo pair-instability “pulses” and ultimately explode as a CCSNe and leave behind

a black hole. In contrast, the stars that do undergo PISN are not expected to leave behind

a compact remnant.

Observations of PISNe would decrease the uncertainty in the evolution of very massive

stars. The expected rate of PISN is approximately 1 in every 1000 SNe in the local universe

[161]. If a mass threshold of 100 M� is used, there are many candidates within the Milky

Way galaxy. PISN are difficult to distinguish from other types of SNe using electromagnetic

lightcurves [102], but the neutrino signatures can be distinguished from other types of SNe.

The neutrino spectra from PISN models in [102] are discussed. Pair emission is the dom-

inant contributor to the neutrino fluxes, though weak emissions also contribute to the νe

spectrum. The neutrinos have a long emission time of about 30 seconds, and peak lumi-

nosity occurs around 20 seconds into the signal, though high-temperature burning remains

throughout. This is in contrast with both CCSNe and type Ia SNe: neutrinos from CCSNe

have a duration of around 10 seconds and a peak a few hundred milliseconds after core

bounce, whereas neutrinos from type Ia SNe are only emitted for a few seconds.

The energy spectrum for each neutrino flavour in PISN peaks around 1 or 1.5 MeV. A

second, much smaller peak occurs in the νe flux around 10 MeV in a model using the SFHo

equation of state. Just like in type Ia models (see section 3.5.2), this feature is due to electron

capture on copper and becomes more pronounced at later times. Other than this feature,

the shape of the energy spectra of all neutrino flavours does not evolve over time and the

only evolution is a scale in luminosity, which itself does not change much over time. This is

in sharp contrast to spectra from both type Ia and CCSNe.

Like in type Ia SNe, matter densities in a PISN are too low to trap neutrinos, and neu-

trino self-interactions can be neglected. This simplifies the oscillation mechanisms neutrinos
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undergo as they traverse to detectors on Earth. The calculated event rates in neutrino detec-

tors are about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than those from a CCSNe, and about 2 orders

of magnitude more than those from type Ia SNe. Detectors like Super-Kamiokande, DUNE,

and JUNO would see a handful of events for a PISN at the baseline distance of 10 kpc [102].

3.6 SNEWS and the Multi-Messenger Community

Galactic phenomena such as core-collapse supernovae are extremely rare events and therefore

the next CCSN within the galaxy should be be recorded using as many emission channels as

possible to best characterize the complex mechanism. The neutrino burst from a CCSN will

not be occluded by dust and is expected to arrive before the light from the electromagnetic

spectrum, and therefore the neutrino signal can act as an advanced alert for electromag-

netic detectors. This fact led to the establishment of the SuperNova Early Warning System

(SNEWS) [162] which uses the coincidence of signals in neutrino detectors worldwide to

identify a supernova neutrino burst. The alert can notify electromagnetic detectors of im-

pending light from a supernova and inform other neutrino detectors to record their data.

Since SNEWS first began operation in 2004, no galactic supernovae have been detected.

A significant number of improvements have been made to neutrino detectors and analysis

algorithms since SNEWS first became operational, and more neutrino information can now

be provided in an alert. The SNEWS collaboration has begun a transition to a 2.0 phase

to incorporate these improvements [163]. One of the major upgrades will include directional

information to the supernova, which is possible both through the kinematics of certain

neutrino reactions and by comparing the light curve information provided by the contributing

experiments. This directional information will give telescopes guidance on where in the sky

the detectors should be pointed. A pre-supernova alert will also be implemented which will

combine the pre-supernova alerts from individual experiments. This warning will not only

provide extra time to electromagnetic detectors, but also act as a warning to other neutrino
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detectors and gravitational wave detectors. The development of a pre-supernova alert using

the SNO+ detector is discussed in Chapter 6.

Although SNEWS was developed to trigger on CCSNe, the other types of supernovae and

neutron star mergers are also known to generate bursts of neutrinos. These bursts may also

trigger the SNEWS alert and provide warning for the associated astrophysical phenomenon.
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Chapter 4

The SNO+ Detector

4.1 Introduction

The SNO+ detector is a low-background particle detector sensitive to neutrinos, includ-

ing supernova and pre-supernova neutrinos. As the successor experiment to the Sudbury

Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [68], SNO+ reuses much of the same hardware. A notable

exception is the replacement of the detection medium from heavy water to an organic liquid

scintillator. This chapter describes the SNO+ detector, including the hardware and readout

system, detection media, campaign of physics goals, and calibration sources.

4.2 Detector Hardware

The SNO+ detector is located in SNOLAB’s underground laboratory, just outside Sudbury,

Canada. The lab is accessed through Vale’s Creighton mine and is 2070 m below ground,

leading to 5890 ± 94 m.w.e shielding from cosmic rays. The cosmic ray flux, which is

1.67×10−2 µ/cm2/s at the surface, is reduced to 3.1×10−10 µ/cm2/s at this depth. This

leads to a flux of 63 muons/day/8.3 m radius circular area, or about three muons per hour in

the SNO+ detector. As a class 2000 clean room, SNOLAB has a high cleanliness standard

to target backgrounds of uranium- and thorium-chain isotopes which are present in the mine
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dust surrounding the lab. The lab was originally created for the SNO experiment, but

is now home to a number of low-background detectors, including SNO+ and the dedicated

supernova detector HALO [164] which uses lead as a target medium and is primarily sensitive

to νe.

The major features of the SNO+ detector are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The detector is

located inside the large cavity in SNOLAB originally designed for SNO. This cavity is also

filled with 7 kt ultrapure water (UPW) in which the major detector components are sub-

merged. This water further shields the detector from backgrounds emanating from the walls

of the cavern and cools the submerged components, which reduces background emanation,

PMT noise rates, and material degradation. Magnetic compensation coils are installed in

the walls of the cavity to cancel the vertical component of the Earth’s magnetic field. This

improves the PMT quantum efficiency and hence the resolution of the detector.

Inside the cavity is a 12 m diameter, 5.5 cm thick acrylic sphere which contains the

primary detection medium. Hold-up and hold-down ropes are required to keep the acrylic

sphere in position. The hold-up ropes are a legacy of SNO when the vessel was filled with

heavy water, while the hold-down ropes were installed for SNO+ because the new detection

medium, an organic liquid scintillator, has a density of 0.86 g/cm3 which is less than the

surrounding water of the cavity. A 6.8 m long, 1.5 m diameter chimney constructed from

the same acrylic material extends from the top of the sphere up through the cavity to an

interface located in a room just above the water-filled cavity. The interface is accessible to

those working in the lab and is the entry point for deployed calibration sources. An air gap

between the floor of this room and the water in the cavity is filled with nitrogen gas and

allows for fluctuations in the mine air while also keeping radon levels from the uranium and

thorium decay chains in this space low. The machinery which maintains the nitrogen air

gap is referred to as the cover gas system.

A geodesic sphere of radius∼8.9 m and made out of stainless steel is also submerged in the

cavity water and surrounds the acrylic sphere. Mounted on the geodesic structure are 9362
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of the SNO+ detector with major components labelled. See text for
details. Image from [165].
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photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which absorb photons that interact with the photocathode of

the PMT. The tubes are 20 cm diameter Hamamatsu R1408 PMTs, and they are grouped

into three categories. Most are directed inward at the detection medium inside the acrylic

sphere and detect events of interest to physics research. These PMTs are referred to as

“normal” PMTs. The total photocoverage of these inward-looking PMTs is constrained by

the geometry of the detector and is 31% of 4π steradians. The addition of 18 reflective

aluminum petals around each PMT increases the coverage to 54%. One hundred tubes are

mounted on the outside of the geodesic sphere and look outwards, these are referred to as

“OWLs”. These OWL PMTs observe external events in the water and are used to veto

cosmic ray muons. Finally, two PMTs exist within the acrylic chimney to monitor for light

leaks down from the interface. These PMTs also veto events in this area, which are not well

reconstructed.

4.3 Detection Medium

The SNO+ detection medium is held within the acrylic sphere. The first experimental phase

of SNO+ used ultrapure water. As of April 3, 2021, the ultrapure water has been completely

removed and replaced with an organic-based liquid scintillator. The expected light yield of

the scintillator is 11900 ± 632 photons/MeV prior to purification [67] and is comparable

to the medium used in other liquid scintillator-based detectors. The light yield is about a

factor of 100 higher than the light yield generated from the Cherenkov effect in water. The

increase in light yield results in significant improvements including increased statistics, lower

thresholds, and a better energy resolution. To transition from water to scintillator without

exposing the scintillator to mine air, the scintillator was poured in from the top while the

water was drained from the bottom.

The liquid scintillator used in SNO+ is primarily a mixture of two organic compounds.

The solvent is linear alkylbenzene (LAB) and the solute is 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO). The
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target concentration of PPO is 2 g/L, and at the time of this thesis, PPO is still being

loaded and the approximate concentration is 0.5 g/L. The solvent was chosen for a number

of reasons, including compatibility with the existing acrylic sphere, low toxicity, high flash-

point, high light yield, long attenuation length, and compatibility with PPO to generate

light in wavelengths close to the PMTs’ maximum efficiency. A third compound, bis-MSB,

is under consideration for the third phase of the detector as a wavelength shifter.

Whereas light in water is primarily generated by the emission of Cherenkov radiation as

a particle traverses the medium at a speed faster than the speed of light in the medium,

organic liquid scintillators emit light through the excitation of electrons in the energy levels

of single molecules due to the passage of an energetic particle. The light yield L is directly

related to the particle’s energy E, and in differential form it is given as

dL

dx
= S

dE

dx
, (4.1)

in which S is a scale factor, and x is the path length in the scintillator. Eq. 4.1 holds true

as long as dE/dx is low, like for fast electrons. Heavier ionizing particles such as protons

and alpha particles have a lower velocity and a higher dE/dx which requires a correction to

the relation. The new relation is known as Birks’ law and is expressed as

dL

dx
= S

dE/dx

1 + kB(dE/dx)
, (4.2)

in which kB is Birks’ parameter. The effect caused by the inefficiency in converting the

deposited energy to scintillation light is referred to as “quenching”. For a proton propa-

gating through SNO+ scintillator, kB values of (0.0094 ± 0.0002) cm MeV−1 to (0.0098 ±

0.0003) cm MeV−1 are expected depending on the exact concentration of PPO and bis-MSB

within the linear alkylbenzene [166].

In the third scientific stage of SNO+, 0.5% natTe will be loaded into the scintillator using

a surfactant to facilitate tellurium loading. This method could allow for loading up to 5% by
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mass of tellurium. The introduction of tellurium will reduce the light yield of the scintillator

and increase the backgrounds internal to the acrylic vessel. The main scientific goal of this

stage is to observe neutrinoless double beta decay in the decay of 130Te or set world-leading

limits on the decay half-life. The SNO+ scientific campaign is discussed in Section 4.4 for

the various filling stages.

4.4 Physics Campaign

4.4.1 Water-Filled Stage

A successful campaign using a detection medium of 905 tonnes ultrapure water (UPW) in

the acrylic vessel was recently completed, resulting in world-leading limits on nucleon decay

rates [167] and the observation of 8B neutrinos from the sun [168]. Calibration studies with

an Americium-Beryllium (AmBe) source revealed a neutron-capture detection efficiency of

50% within SNO+ while filled with water. This is the best efficiency achieved out of all pure

water Cherenkov detectors [169]. This result encouraged a search of electron antineutrinos

in water using the inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction:

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n. (4.3)

This search is ongoing. Studies of background sources external to the acrylic vessel were also

conducted, as these are not expected to change during the various loading schemes within

the acrylic vessel. During this water-filled stage, SNO+ was also sensitive to supernova

neutrinos, although none were observed.

4.4.2 Partial-Filled Stage

This campaign studies the time period in which the detection medium was partially filled

with water and partially with scintillator. During this stage, the detector was most dynamic
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as the interface between the two liquid media was lowering over time as scintillator was

added to the top and water was removed from the bottom. This stage also covers the

time period in which the detector was completely filled with scintillator, but with reduced

and varying concentrations of PPO compared to the target level. Because of the dynamic

changes, many studies pertaining to physics were not carried out in this stage. This stage

was most important for background studies of the scintillator to ensure targets were being

met.

Filling with scintillator began in the summer of 2019 and was halted in the spring of

2020 due to reduced access required to prevent the spread of the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus

(“COVID-19”) during the global pandemic. Filling resumed in the fall of 2019, and at the

time of this thesis, the SNO+ detector is completely filled with linear alkylbenzene, but with

a reduced PPO concentration of only 0.5 g/L. Because of the unexpected shutdown time in

2019 during which the detector was not evolving, searches of reactor antineutrinos are also

being carried out, using a detector that was roughly half-full of scintillator and half-full of

water. Both the supernova alert and the pre-supernova alert were developed during the

partial fill stage, as was the analysis performed in Chapters 5 and 6. All throughout the

partial-fill, the detector remains sensitive to supernova neutrinos.

4.4.3 Scintillator-Filled Stage

During the scintillator-filled stage, background studies of the scintillator will be carried out.

Purity levels of 10−17 g/g in the uranium (U) chain and 10−18 g/g in the thorium (Th) chain

are required for studies on solar neutrinos. Searches of reactor- and geo-neutrinos will be

carried out using the inverse beta decay channel. In comparison to the water stage which

found a 50% neutron detection efficiency, SNO+ expects to tag neutrons with >90% effi-

ciency in scintillator due to the higher light yield. The IBD channel is the most effective

channel in scintillator targeting ν̄e due to the high reaction cross section and neutron tag-

ging opportunity. Pre-supernova neutrinos can also be detected by this channel, as will be
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Figure 4.2: Expected observed event spectrum within the SNO+ detector for supernova
model LS220-s27.0co [1] at 10 kpc. No energy-smearing effects are taken into consideration,
and proton energies are quenched. The numbers refer to the total expected number of
interactions for the supernova. The second number beside proton scattering represents the
number of events above 200 keVee.

discussed in Chapter 6.

SNO+ will be even more sensitive to supernova neutrinos in this stage than in the water-

filled and partial-fill stages due to the increased light yield, decreased detection threshold,

and addition of different interaction channels. The expected spectrum from a benchmark

supernova is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The inverse beta decay reaction will generate the

most number of events in the detector, as the reaction has a high cross section and both the

positron and neutron from the reaction will generate visible light. Reactions on carbon will

generate significantly fewer events, but the neutral current reaction will be classified by the

release of a 15 MeV gamma ray. Neutrinos will also scatter off electrons at a rate comparable

to the neutral current reaction on carbon.

A particular channel unique to low-threshold organic liquid scintillator detectors is neutrino-
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proton elastic scattering, which will be discussed in greater detail in Section 5.3.2. In this

reaction, the recoil energy of the proton is relatively small (around 1 MeV) compared to the

energy of the scattering neutrino (around 10 MeV). Furthermore, protons in scintillator are

quenched, as discussed in Section 4.3. The combination of quenching and the relatively low

recoil energy of the proton results in detectable signals corresponding to only a few hundreds

of keVee, in which the subscript “ee” refers to electron-equivalent energies. Not all of these

events will be detectable, as 14C backgrounds in the bulk of the scintillator will overwhelm

the signal below energies of around 200 keV. Although almost 400 proton scattering events

are expected to occur from a supernova at 10 kpc, only about 50 events will generate visible

light above the 14C background. Thus, quenching in scintillator will reduce the number of

observed events by about a factor of 10. Because the reaction occurs at nearly equal rates

for all neutrino types, measurements from this signal will be integral in determining the

total energy of any future galactic supernovae. This interaction and the others relevant to

supernova neutrino detection in scintillator are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.3.

More discussion of the interaction rates from various supernova models is in Section 5.4.1.

4.4.4 Te-Loaded Scintillator Stage

The main goal of SNO+ is the observation of, or world-class limits on, neutrinoless double

beta decay in 130Te. The process is energetically forbidden and requires lepton number vio-

lation. If observed, this process would resolve whether neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac. A

Majorana nature could resolve many theories beyond the Standard Model, such as leptoge-

nesis in the early universe and the origin of neutrino mass. If observed, a measurement can

also be made on the effective neutrino mass which is related to the neutrino mass hierarchy.

For the study of neutrinoless double beta decay, tellurium will be loaded into the scintillator

by the method in Section 4.5.

The introduction of tellurium into the scintillator will affect two detector properties in

particular: the light yield of the scintillator and the background level internal to the acrylic
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vessel. The reduction in light yield results in a reduction in energy resolution, whereas

the background levels could interfere with other physics studies undertaken at this stage.

The increased rate in backgrounds leads to an increased rate in accidental coincidences,

which could affect the sensitivity of SNO+ to pre-supernova neutrinos. In comparison, most

signals from a supernova are expected to be robust against tellurium loading with the possible

exception of proton scattering due to its low observed energy. Additionally, the increase in

background rate will impact pre-supernova search due to the increase in accidentals.

4.5 Purification Systems

To ensure background levels within the SNO+ detector meet requirements for the respective

physics goals, multiple purification plants were constructed for processing the water, scintil-

lator, and tellurium. This section provides overviews for each system and the purity levels

each are expected to meet.

4.5.1 Water Purification

The ultrapure water (UPW) purification plant is fed by water from the municipality of Lively,

Ontario which is provided by Vale. The water is de-aerated, filtered, softened, charcoal

filtered, and finally sent through a reverse-osmosis unit before it is considered clean enough

to enter the UPW plant. Once inside the plant it is treated by a mixed-bed ion exchanger that

demineralizes the water, ultra-violet filters that kill bacteria and ionize organic impurities,

and a process de-gasser that removes dissolved radon and other gasses. The water is then

re-gassed with N2 to prevent breakdowns of the submerged PMT connectors that can occur

if the water is not re-gassed. It is also cooled to a temperature of 10–12◦C before it finally

enters the SNO+ detector. Cooling the water reduces the noise rate of the PMTs and

reduces the creep rate of the hold up/down ropes. If the water is intended as shielding in the

cavity, it is sent via piping to the volume between the acrylic vessel and the PMT support
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structure, which should have the highest purity. During the water-filled physics stage, the

treated water was also sent into the acrylic vessel.

Uranium and thorium-chain isotopes are one of the largest contributions to backgrounds

in SNO+, but the purity of UPW exiting the plant has consistently met targets ofO(10−15) g/g

for U or Th equivalent. Exposure to radon will break equilibrium within the decay chains, and

the water both internal and external to the acrylic vessel was measured to be O(10−14) g/g

for U prior to the commissioning of the nitrogen cover gas system. Afterwards, the back-

ground reached the level of O(10−15) g/g for U inside the acrylic vessel during the water-filled

stage.

4.5.2 Scintillator Purification

The development and deployment of the LAB+PPO scintillator cocktail for SNO+ is de-

scribed in greater detail in [170]. Processing of the liquid scintillator is also performed by

a series of systems. The linear alkylbenzene was delivered by tanker truck and stored in

a holding tank on surface until it could be transferred underground via railcars which are

sent on the same elevator collaborators use to enter the lab. At the underground lab, the

scintillator was transferred via piping to an underground storage tank where it resided until

purification began. The linear alkylbenzene was then fed through a multi-stage distillation

column to remove metals such as Bi, K, Pb, Po, Ra and Th, and then through a N2 gas

stripping column to remove dissolved gasses like Ar, Kr, O2 and Rn, as well as water.

The PPO wavelength shifter is still being added to the linear alkylbenzene. It is delivered

in plastic drums and shipped underground directly. Once underground, the PPO is mixed

into purified LAB at a high concentration (∼80–120 g/L), and the solution is sparged with N2

to remove gases like O2 and Rn. The solution is then treated to solvent-solvent extractions

with water to remove U, Th, Ra, K, Pb, charged particulates, and ionic impurities. The

solution is distilled and then mixed with additional purified linear alkylbenzene until the

desired concentration is reached. The solution is then filtered. Testing of the final solution
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occurs every hour to ensure purity requirements have been met. If so, the solution is cooled

to 12◦C and fed into the acrylic vessel.

The scintillator plant was built following the experience of the Borexino experiment,

which achieved a background level of O(10−17) g/g level for U and Th [171], and even more

recently of a level of O(10−19) − O(10−20) g/g for U and Th [172]. SNO+ targets similar

levels.

For the neutrinoless double beta decay study, 0.5% natTe by mass will be loaded into the

scintillator using a novel loading technique starting with telluric acid [173]. Two processing

plants were constructed for the tellurium addition: one for the purification of telluric acid

and one for the synthesis of the tellurium complex. The two plants are expected to be run

in series. The tellurium purification technique is described in detail in [174].

Telluric acid, a white solid, was obtained in 2015 and immediately taken underground.

The tellurium is undergoing a long “cooling” period, in which long-lived cosmogenics which

radiate energies similar to the signal from 130Te decay (e.g. 60Co, 110mAg, 126Sn, 88Y, 124Sb,

and 22Na) are given time to decay away, while the underground shielding from cosmic

rays greatly inhibits the production of new cosmogenics. Background level requirements

of < O(10−15) g/g level for U and Th in the double beta decay study place the allowed

trace contamination in the tellurium as < 10−13 g/g for U and < 5 × 10−14 g/g for Th,

which requires a reduction factor of ∼200 in the telluric acid. These are addressed with the

purification plant.

4.5.3 Tellurium Purification

Once the experiment is ready for tellurium loading, telluric acid will be dissolved in hot

UPW and passed through a filter to remove insoluble contaminants. The temperature of the

solution is then lowered and nitric acid is added which lowers the pH and causes the telluric

acid to re-crystalize while leaving contaminants in the supernatant. The crystals will then

be washed with additional nitric acid, redissolved in hot UPW, and re-crystalized a second
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time. The telluric acid is then rinsed with UPW to remove nitric acid contamination and

transferred to the synthesis plant.

At the synthesis plant, the tellurium complex is synthesized by heated mixing of 1,2-

butanediol with the telluric acid dissolved in water. The complex, referred to as tellurium

butanediol (TeBD), is then formed by a condensation reaction following the evaporation of

all water content. This TeBD complex will then be dissolved into linear alkylbenzene and

piped into the SNO+ detector.

The addition of tellurium to the scintillator is expected to reduce the overall light yield

by absorbing some of the scintillation light. To minimize the effect, a wavelength shifter

called 1,4-bis(2-methylstyryl)benzene (i.e. bis-MSB) is expected to be added to the mixture,

and the light yield is further expected to be increased by 15% with the addition of N,N-

Dimethyldodecylamine (DDA) which is expected to help stabilize the TeBD in the liquid

scintillator.

4.6 Detector Electronics

A PMT “hit” is registered when a single photon interacts through the photoelectric effect

with the photocathode of a PMT and generates an electron. The electron is accelerated

along a potential and smashes into a dynode, generating a shower of electrons. Within each

PMT are a series of dynodes, each held at decreasing potential which results in a gain of 107.

Each PMT is connected to the detector electronics via waterproof cable which provides HV

voltage to the PMT. The PMT’s signal charge is sent through this same cable. Each cable is

the same length to ensure the signal from each PMT takes the same amount of time to reach

the electronics. The electronics crates are housed in the room just above the water-filled

cavity. An overview of the SNO+ detector electronics is shown in Figure 4.3.

Each PMT has a dedicated channel in the electronics and connects via waterproof cable

to the back of an electronics crate. A paddle card provides HV to a group of eight PMTs,
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4 Electronics Upgrades

The SNO+ trigger and readout electronics record PMT signals with nanosecond-level timing res-
olution and charge thresholds well below one photoelectron per channel. Although the data rate
is several kHz during normal operations, the read-out electronics can handle short bursts of much
higher rates, such as would be expected in the case of a galactic supernova. Compared to SNO, the
primary difference in the electronics requirements for the SNO+ experiment is the higher average
channel occupancy as a result of the higher light yield of the liquid scintillator target. This neces-
sitates both a higher-bandwidth readout and modifications to reduce power in the analog trigger
system, where DC-coupled current sums are proportional to the rate of photon detection. Experi-
ence from SNO led to analog trigger cards upgrades which provide a more steady baseline. A new
multipurpose trigger utility board was developed and installed.

The SNO+ experiment reuses the SNO readout and trigger electronics [1] wherever possible. The
front-end readout cards (FECs) responsible for isolating and digitizing PMT signals, measuring
channel hit timing, and generating trigger signals are unchanged. Also unchanged is the master
trigger system, which includes a set of majority triggers (sum of discriminated inputs) with multiple
coincidence windows, calibration interfaces, and a pulser. The GPS time synchronization system
is also preserved from SNO. A schematic of the electronics, with the new components highlighted,
is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. A schematic of the SNO+ electronics. Adapted from [67], with the updates with respect to SNO
highlighted.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the SNO+ electronics. See text for details. Image from [67].

and four paddle cards exist per PMT interface card (PMTIC), which can turn off or on the

power to individual paddle cards. If a faulty channel must be switched off, all eight PMTs

on the paddle card are switched off. The PMT interface card connects to a front end card

(FEC) at the front of the electronics crate. Each FEC has four daughterboards containing

chips to set the channel thresholds and count time. There are 16 FEC cards (512 channels)

per electronics crate, and 19 electronics crates in total.

Whenever the charge collected from a particular channel goes above a predefined thresh-

old for that channel, a signal in the electronics is triggered. Each time this happens, the

channel is locked out for 400 ns so that it cannot generate another trigger, and a dedicated

chip on the FEC’s daughterboard begins ramping a capacitor to keep track of the hit time

of the PMT. The charge from the PMT is amplified by two different gains, resulting in a

high-gain and a low-gain copy of the charge, referred to as ESUMHI and ESUMLO, respec-

tively. These are integrated over three different time windows to generate three different
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values: QHS comes from integrating the high-gain signal over 60 ns, QHL from integrating

the high-gain signal over 400 ns, and QLX, which is not generally used but allows for in-

tegration over the low-gain copy of the signal. The high- and low-gain copies of the pulse

are sent to the FEC, along with two square pulses: a 100 ns and a 20 ns long pulse, known

as the N100 and N20 trigger pulses, respectively. The primary trigger for physics-classified

events is N100; the transit time for a photon across the detector is around 80 ns, and the

remaining time in the N100 time window allows for propagation of the signal. N20 is largely

a diagnostic tool used to isolate events coming from a specific region.

The FEC sums the N100, N20, and ESUM signals from each of the daughterboards and

sends the results to the single crate trigger card (CTC) that resides in each crate. Each

crate trigger card sums the signals from all 16 FEC cards in its crate. The trigger signals

are each sent external to the crate, to a master trigger card analogue (MTCA) dedicated for

that single trigger, which sums the signals from all 19 crates. One MTCA is used per trigger

signal. The signals N100 and N20 after being summed by the MTCA now represent the total

number of PMTs that were hit within a 100 ns or 20 ns window, respectively, while ESUM

is the summed raw signal from all PMTs, but broken up into the high-gain and low-gain

values: ESUMHI and ESUMLO. The outward looking PMTs are summed separately from

the inward looking PMTs and only generate ESUMHI, ESUMLO, and N100 triggers, which

are also sent to three different MTCAs.

The N100 and N20 signals are then sent from their respective MTCAs to the master

trigger card digital (MTCD) which digitizes the signals and determines if the signal passes

any of the predefined thresholds set by the data acquisition. Three different threshold values

exist for the N100: N100Low, N100Med, and N100High; while two exist for the N20: N20

and N20LB. The ESUMHI signal is digitized by a CAEN board and is useful when looking

at single photons, whereas ESUMLO is useful for characterizing electronic noise during data

cleaning.

If any signal passes a threshold set on the MTCD, a global trigger is issued and a number
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called the global trigger ID (GTID) is assigned to represent the event that generated the

trigger. If a global trigger is issued, another cannot occur until a duration of 440 ns has

passed. Any channels that were originally locked will be read out, as well as any within

10 ns of the main trigger that have trigger signals above threshold. Any channels which

pass their threshold after this will be tagged as a “missed trigger”. It takes 110 ns to reach

the MTCD from a FEC, and the same amount of time to send the global trigger back to

the channels. Along with the pre-existing triggers, a global trigger can also be issued by

external sources via the Trigger Utility Board II (TUBii). These triggers are often used

during calibrations of the detector.

If a global trigger is issued, the hit PMT information associated with each FEC is stored

in a 4 MB FIFO on the FEC. Each PMT hit information is 96 bits and is composed of the

following:

1. PMT logical channel number (individual to each PMT);

2. TAC (hit time of the PMT relative to the global trigger);

3. QHS;

4. QHL;

5. QLX;

6. GTID (lower 24 bits of the global trigger ID number to ensure the hit gets associated

with the proper event);

7. CMOS cell info (for any errors, including if the memory is full);

8. other properties.

The number of PMTs hit in each event is referred to as “Nhit”. In normal running

conditions, a PMT is hit by a single photon from the event that generated the light, and

therefore the value of Nhit is directly related to the energy of the event.
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Within each electronics crate is an XL3, a custom-made translator board that reads in the

data from each FEC FIFO in the crate and transfers the data to the SNO+ data acquisition

(DAQ). The XL3 has a transfer rate of 14 MB/s, which is sufficient during typical data-

taking rates of 2.5 MB/s. The output from the XL3, CAEN, and MTCD are sent to the

Event Builder, which combines all the PMT information for the globally triggered event and

stores the results as a single event. The trigger types and GTID of the event are also stored,

as well as the event time, which is done so using a 10 MHz and 50 MHz clock. The 10 MHz

clock is synced using a GPS. This clock is relevant for supernova studies in which the event

time relative to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is important for coordinating with other

experiments. It has a 53-bit register and will reset every 28.5 years. The clock also defines

the event time relative to January 1, 2010. The 50 MHz clock has a register of 43 bits and

will reset every two days, but has better precision than the 10 MHz clock and is used to

calculate the time between events.

The Builder saves the event data in a file format referred to as a “ZDAB”. This file also

contains a header event describing the run settings, such as the trigger mask and thresholds.

The run settings are applicable for all events in the file. Each subsequent event is saved to

the ZDAB file, typically until the file is 999 940 000 bytes. The file is then closed, a new

one is created and opened, a new header event is stored, and subsequent events are saved to

this new file. The detector settings are grouped into macro settings referred to as run types,

in which a run is an arbitrary number used to group together events of the same settings.

The run number increments after every hour, or when the detector operator specifies a new

run or run type should start. Certain run types can change the behaviour of the builder;

some run types close out files after a certain number of events have passed, rather than when

a certain data size is reached. Each time a run number is changed, the current ZDAB file

is closed and a new one opened corresponding to the new run number. Each ZDAB file is

named with the prefix “SNOP” followed by the run number, then the file number for the run

(referred to as the subrun number), so that the format is SNOP_<RunNum>_<SubNum>.zdab.
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The files are stored on a nearline RAID data array and are transferred to three different

off-site locations to ensure redundancy of data storage.

The electronics in SNO+ are adapted from SNO, including an upgrade to manage the

higher event rate expected from a scintillator detector, which generates a light output 100

times greater than water. The new electronics upgrades were found to be acceptable for

typical data collection rates, but prior to this thesis were never tested against the extreme

event rate expected from a galactic supernova. How such a test could be built, and the

results of a simplified version of the test are discussed in Chapter 5.

4.7 Data Processing

A script known as Level 2 was designed to run on the same server as the Builder and rapidly

processes the ZDAB files as they are being created. This script was designed to perform

two processes, but only one of the processes is currently running. One of the processes is

designed to thin out events with Nhit below a certain threshold, but above the hardware

thresholds. It will generate new files with only events that pass the threshold. This was

intended to reduce the size of files which are then sent offline for further processing. So far

this has not been required and the process isn’t running.

The second Level 2 process which is currently running is the supernova burst alert [175]

designed to search for a certain number of events above a certain Nhit threshold all occurring

within a certain time window. Due to the dynamic and distance-dependent event rate from

a supernova, four sets of thresholds were chosen: 10 events above 700 Nhit, 7 events above

795 Nhit, 5 events above 1000 Nhit, or 3 events above 1630 Nhit, all occurring within 2

seconds of each other. If any one of the thresholds are met, a small, ∼few second time

window around events passing the thresholds is opened and all events within are saved to

a “burst” file. Basic plots characterizing the data in the burst file are generated, and the

events in the file are sent to Level 3 processing. Here the data undergoes rapid data cleaning
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on all events. If 60% of the events above 500 Nhit (or at least 3 events) pass data cleaning

cuts, the burst is said to have passed Level 3 and a supernova alert is issued. Updated

plots are made available, and experts in the SNO+ supernova working group and detector

working group are notified. Soon, an automatic alert will also be sent to SNEWS if this

level is passed. The alerted working groups can rapidly review the data and either provide

more information to SNEWS, such as light curve information, or can cancel the alert. The

data analysis component of the supernova alert is located on the Builder to minimize alert

latency. Because the thresholds of the supernova alert were designed during the time when

scintillator was replacing water in the detector, the thresholds may require adjustments once

the desired PPO concentration is loaded, and again once tellurium has been loaded.

The alarm component of the supernova alert is located on a dedicated supernova server

located underground that is referred to as SuperNova UnderGround 1, or snug1. In the

event of a supernova alarm, a data packet is transferred from the Builder to snug1 and an

alarm program executes the proper distribution of alarms. This server also has access to the

data RAID and is intended for additional supernova-related processes like the SNO+ pre-

supernova monitor, which also runs on this machine. The latency between the data RAID

and snug1 is on the order of a few seconds, which is insufficient for supernova alarm latencies

but is more than suitable for the pre-supernova monitor. This monitor looks for trends in

the SNO+ data using large time windows that are several hours long, but are updated every

few minutes. Details of the pre-supernova monitor are discussed in Chapter 6.

Another server, referred to as “nearline”, also accesses the data RAID and runs many

rapid processes on the data, many of which generate tables relevant to run properties, data

quality, and other detector-related properties that are relevant to each run and can be used

as rapid feedback for the detector operator. The first-pass of data cleaning also happens on

this server. Many processes run on this server in a queue once a single run is completed, and

these processes occasionally fall behind the data flow, especially during extensive callibra-

tion campaigns. It is therefore an inappropriate location for supernova and pre-supernova
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searches, which need to be rapidly launched on any incoming data. This also means both

the supernova and pre-supernova monitors must be self-reliant and cannot rely on many of

the tables generated with processes on the nearline server.

Most data processing of physics data occurs at one of the offline sites after the ZDABs

have been transferred. Processing includes subsequent passes of data cleaning, event re-

construction, and data blinding methods which are too computationally heavy to be run on

dedicated SNO+ servers. Once processed, the data becomes available to SNO+ collaborators

performing physics searches on various analysis topics.

4.8 Calibration Sources

A suite of optical and radioactive sources are used to characterize the SNO+ detector. The

radioactive sources calibrate reconstructed quantities such as the energy scale and its nonlin-

earity, as well as the reconstructed event position. The optical sources primarily monitor the

optical quality of the detector media and characterize the PMT responses, including their

timing and efficiency. The calibration sources are categorized as either deployed sources

(Section 4.8.1) or embedded sources (Section 4.8.2).

4.8.1 Deployed Sources

The traditional way to deploy a source into the SNO+ detector is via access points at the

top of the cavity with a source manipulator system. Sources can be deployed either within

the acrylic sphere via the detector’s acrylic chimney interface, referred to as the Universal

Interface (UI), or into the area between the the PMT structure and the acrylic sphere via

one of the six access points referred to as “guide tubes”. The deployed source is connected

to an umbilical which provides any connections the source requires from the room above the

detector, such as power cables, fibre optics, and gas lines. A central rope is also connected

to the source which supports the weight of the source throughout deployment. An umbilical
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retrieval mechanism (URM) drives the vertical motion of the deployed source and side ropes

allow the source to be placed off-center from the entry point. Figure 4.4 illustrates the

overview of the deployment system.

AmBe Source

An important source for characterizing the detector response to low-energy and neutron

capture events is the Amerecium-Beryllium (AmBe) source. Inside the source container,

241Am undergoes alpha decay (t1/2 = 432 years), and the alpha captures on 9Be, generating

a 12C nucleus and a neutron. The transition has a 0.6–0.7 branching ratio to an excited state

of 12C, and if the 12C nucleus is in an excited state, it de-excites on a nearly instantaneous

timescale and emits a 4.4 MeV gamma particle. A simplified description of the processes is

241Am → 237Np +α

α + 9Be → 12C∗ + n

↓
12C + γ (4.4 MeV)

in which the gamma and neutron have sufficient energy to escape the source enclosure and

interact with the SNO+ detection medium. The AmBe source is doubly-encapsulated in

stainless steel to prevent the emission of low-energy gamma rays which are also generated

by the process. The source is further shielded by thermoplastic encapsulation to match

cleanliness and compatibility requirements.

While the 4.4 MeV photon is visible in SNO+ nearly instantaneously after emission,

the neutron thermalizes before capture onto a proton; the timescale for capture is of order

200 microseconds. During thermalization visible light is possible from various scattering

interactions, but the main neutron signal is the 2.2 MeV photon released from capture on
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Interface (UI)
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PMT support structure (PSUP)

Acrylic
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Figure 9. An overviewof the SNO+SourceManipulator System (not to scale), showing themain components.
Only one set of side ropes is shown, as the other set of ropes is in the plane orthogonal to the cross section
shown here. Note that the central rope securing the source is not shown separately; it follows the same path
as the umbilical.

6.3.1 Umbilical Retrieval Mechanism

The URM drives the motion of the deployed calibration sources and stores→JM: uses both an
umbilical and a central rope. The rope mechanically supports the source.→The rope supports the1325

source weight to avoid a mechanical load on the umbilical. FIX IJM: Also move the last sentence to
after the next one.J The umbilical allows the power cables, signal cables, and/or gas capillary lines
required by the sources to connect to equipment on deck within a closed system. While the water
phase made use of the URM from SNO, the system has been re-designed for the scintillator phase.
The overall design for the new URM was based on SNO designs [? ]; FIX IJM: It makes more sense1330

to say this at the end of the previous section. Remove some repetition.J the system→JM: The URM is
comprised of an umbilical storage system, an umbilical drive system, and a rope drive mechanism,
all contained within a large box and connected to the detector by a single lower opening (see
Figure 10). Source movement is driven by two motors with ferrofluidic feedthrough connections.

– 43 –

Figure 4.4: Overview of the SNO+ calibration deployment system. Only one set of side
ropes is visible; the other set would be orthogonal to the page. The umbilical cable and
support rope follow the same path; only the umbilical is indicated in the diagram. Image
from [67].
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hydrogen

n+ p→ d+ γ (2.2 MeV) (4.4)

which occurs most of the time. A very small fraction of neutron captures are expected to

occur on carbon, which would result in the emission of a 4.4 MeV gamma.

The signal from the AmBe source is very similar to the signal from an inverse beta

decay (IBD) reaction caused by an electron antineutrino, and therefore calibration of the

SNO+ detector with this source is vital to the detection of antineutrinos. Both reactions

involve a “prompt” event which is detected: either the gamma from the AmBe source or a

positron from IBD. This prompt event is then followed by the observation of a gamma from

neutron capture, called a “delayed” event. When light from a prompt event and a delayed

event of select energies occur within a particular time and position relative to each other,

the combination of the two events is referred to as a coincident event. If the delayed event

confirms that the prompt event is from a reaction of interest, the prompt event is said to be

“tagged”. The pre-supernova monitor discussed in Chapter 6 uses IBD interactions as the

detection channel, and it was tested using the AmBe source.

The AmBe source is estimated to have a rate of 67.4 ± 0.7 neutrons/second. It was

successfully deployed inside the acrylic sphere during the SNO+ water-filled phase. The

source will also be deployed during the scintillator phase, but the purity requirements during

this phase are more strict. An upgrade to the source encapsulation is underway. In the

meantime, the AmBe source has been deployed external to the acrylic vessel during the

partial-fill stage.

16N Source

Energy calibration of the detector is also performed via 16N decay source. The isotope 16N

has a short half-life (t1/2 = 7.13 s) and is produced on-site using a commercial Deuterium-

Tritium (DT) generator which accelerates deuterium and tritium into more deuterium and

tritium to produce neutrons. The neutrons react with oxygen that comes from a gaseous
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CO2 source and flows down via umbilical line into a decay chamber which resides in the

containment vessel deployed into the detector. The reaction makes 16N, which beta decays

(8 MeV) to an excited oxygen state. The resulting 16O* nucleus promptly de-excites and

emits a 6.13 MeV gamma ray which interacts in the SNO+ detector mostly via Compton

scattering. Tagging of the 6.13 MeV gamma is made possible by a small scintillator+PMT

combination located inside the containment vessel which observes the emitted beta particle

from 16N decay. The 16N source was used extensively during the water-filled stage, which

conducted searches for invisible decay modes of 16O intrinsic to the water.

Laserball Source

The laserball [176] is a light injection source designed originally for SNO to characterize the

optical properties of the detector and PMT response. The deployed end is a spherical light

diffuser designed to deliver isotropic light in the detector. A pulsed nitrogen laser drives a

selectable dye laser system which generates light that is delivered to the light diffuser via

optical fibres.

The laserball was deployed during the water-filled stage of SNO+, and a hit map of the

PMTs within the SNO+ detector is shown in Figure 4.5 for a typical laserball run during the

water-filled stage. The delivery of light is nearly uniform across the detector, although less

light is delivered to PMTs near the top of the detector due to shadowing of the source’s top

connections. A cross section of the umbilical cable used for the laserball source is illustrated

in Figure 4.6. Due to the increased purity requirements during scintillator-filled stages, a

new diffusing sphere is under development. This sphere will also have a thinner neck to

reduce shadowing at the top of the detector.

Supernova Calibration Source

The umbilical and light diffusing sphere of the laserball source will be reused for the Super-

nova Calibration Source. This source generates a series of light pulses of varying intensity
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Figure 19. Typical laserball run in SNO+ water phase, shown as flat-map with each dot indicating a PMT
position. The colors represent the relative number of times the PMTs were hit (linear scale), with gray
indicating offline PMTs. The occupancy is lower near the top of the detector as a result of self-shadowing of
the source deployment system. The rectangular shapes around the equator are caused by lensing effects of
the acrylic plates supporting the

::::::
hold-up ropes. FIX ILS: consistencyJ FIX ISA: the AV pipes are clearly

seen as vertical line in the leftmost triangles, better state it in the captionJ

fiber is achieved via a central fiber lock. The in situ testing of the SNO+→AW: this new laserball1695

will commence when the AV is filled with scintillator.

6.5.5 Supernova Source

A supernova produces a burst of high energy neutrinos at a high rate→AW: with an intensity that
can potentially be observed in a detector like SNO+. The supernova calibration source simulates
light→JM: sequences of light pulses produced by these neutrino interactions in the detector. This1700

is achieved by directing pulsed light from a high-powered (120 mW), blue-violet (405 nm) laser
diode into the laserball (see Section 6.5.4).36 The laser diode is controlled by a driving circuit and
a custom user interface.

Using a set of realistic pulse lengths
:::
and

::::::::
energies of a supernova neutrino signal [? ? ], the source

can deposit bursts of photons equivalent to a total deposition energy of up to 100 MeV within the1705

scintillator volume. FIX ILS: This [comment ends here]J This equates to all PMTs in the detector
being hit by multiple photons, which would be highly unusual during typical physics or calibration
running, but BT: is to be expected for supernova events. Stress-testing the data acquisition system in
such a way will characterize the detector’s ability to process and save data from a nearby supernova
event in which a large number of neutrino events could occur within seconds in the detector. Light1710

from the source’s laser diode is transmitted via an optical fiber bundle to the laserball, which
distributes the light isotropically from the center of the source.

36US-Lasers, D405-120 laser diode, part no. 38-1035-ND. https://www.digikey.ca
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Figure 4.5: Flat map of the SNO+ PMTs during a typical laserball run in water. Each circle
represents a PMT; colours represent the relative number of times a PMT was hit during the
run. Grey PMTs were offline during the run. PMTs at the top of the detector were hit less
due to shadowing effects of the delopyed source. Rectangular shapes at the equator are due
to optical effects of the mounting structure for the hold-up ropes. A vertical line on the left
is due to pipes which fill and drain the detector. Image from [67].

6.3.3 Source Umbilical

The umbilical cables play an integral role as part of the calibration system. Each of the cables
is→BT: are about 30 m long and encloses gas capillaries, optical fibers, and signal wires such that1410

a calibration device may be connected to the observatory deck. A cross-sectional drawing of an
umbilical cable is shown in Figure 12.
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3

5

4

6
7

Figure 12. Cross-section of a SNO+ umbilical cable. The outer layer (1) is a 0.5′′ diameter Tygothane tube
that contains a 0.25′′ LDPE tube (3). The inner tube is helically wrapped with four hook-up wires (7) and
one coaxial cable (6). The volume in between (2) is filled with a silicone gel. In certain configurations,
optical fibers (5) can be fed through the inside of the 0.25′′ tube contained in their own tube (4).

The 0.25′′ inner tubing is used to protect optical fibers for the laserball (see Section 6.5.4) or AW:
"to provide" gas source→JM: feed and return lines for the Cherenkov (see Section 6.5.6) and 16N
(see Section 6.6.1) sources. FIX IAW: Is the inner tube in the Cherenkov umbilical still 1/4”? I thought it1415

was bigger...J Surrounding that are four 24-AWG hook-up wires and one 30-AWG coaxial cable,
helically wrapped around the tube to allow for stretching. FIX ISA: sorry, probably just my ignorance,
but what is AWG?J During the source deployment, the 0.5′′ outer layer will be in direct contact
with the scintillator, and hence must be chemically compatible and have low radon emanation.
Tygothane tubing32 is compatible with the SNO+ scintillator (see Section 2.4) and radon emanation1420

testing yields 2.2 mBq/kg of material. FIX IAW: Over what emanation time?J The volume between
the inner and the outer tubes around the wires is filled with a silicone gel33 with an added inhibitor
to

::::
slow

::::::
down the cure time of the gel. FIX ILS: Why is this important? I assume it’s so the umbilical can

be filled before it sets, but perhaps it would be useful to say that here ’... of the gel to enable complete filling
of the umibilical before the gel sets.’J1425

The umbilicals have been thoroughly cleaned beforemounting on the umbilical retrievalmechanism.
LAB is used for this, following a surface rinse using UPW. THINK IBT: I don’t know if this means LAB

32Tygothane® Precision Polyurethane Tubing. https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/108912/file-16501745-pdf FIX IAW:
maybe specify that it is polyurethane tubing, since this link probably won’t last more than a few years?J

33Wacker SilGel® 612 A/B. http://willumsen.se/silicones/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/SilGel_612.pdf
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Figure 4.6: Cross section of an umbilical cable. (1) A 0.5” diameter Tygothane tube, (2)
silicon gel, (3) 0.25” LDPE tube, (4) inner tube, (5) optical fibres for laserball light delivery,
(6) coaxial cable, (7) hook-up wires. Image from [67].
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indicative of the burst of neutrinos expected from a nearby supernova. The source is cru-

cial to characterizing the detector response to high-energy, high-rate events expected from a

nearby supernova.

The hardware of the calibration source is described in [177] and an overview is given in

Figure 4.7. Two files are loaded at the beginning of a run: an “event” file listing a series of

commands for each expected supernova-induced event in the detector, and a “lookup” file

unique to each event file. Each event is encoded as 32 bits in the “event” file and are read

in sequentially by a field-programmable gate array. The bits are then decomposed into two

separate commands. The leading 24 bits represent the time separation between this event

and the previous one, or the represent a wait time if this is the first event. A 12.5 MHz

clock will count down a timer set by the 24-bit timing word; when the timer runs down, a

406 nm blue-violet laser diode fires at a particular intensity given by the remaining 8 bits

of the event word. These energy bits are translated to a 16-bit word through the use of the

corresponding “lookup” file. The 16-bit word is then converted into a current through the

use of a 16-bit DAC. This current drives the laser diode once the 12.5 MHz clock counts

down to zero and causes the laser diode to lase at an intensity representative of the observed

energy for the event.

The light from the laser diode is transmitted via optical fibre bundle to the deployed

laserball. A shutter between the laser diode and the connecting fibre optic bundle is normally

closed to protect the detector and users from exposure to laser light, and is only open during

calibration running once the system is verified to be connected in a safe state.

The Supernova Calibration Source has yet to be deployed in the SNO+ detector. Event

and lookup files for the source have been created and discussed in greater detail in Section

5.4.1. Before deployment, the hardware requires a number of modifications, these are listed

in [177].
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Figure 4.7: Supernova Calibration Source delivery. Contents of the event file and lookup
table are interpreted by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) into a light intensity which
is delivered inside the SNO+ detector.
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4.8.2 Embedded Sources

Deploying calibration sources by the traditional method requires the detector to be unsealed

which opens up the possibility of contamination. Light sources were embedded onto the

geodesic PMT support structure before the cavity was filled so that the detector can remain

sealed and calibrations with these sources can occur without the introduction of backgrounds.

These sources characterize the PMT response and monitor the optical quality of the detector

media, and are collectively referred to as the External LED/Laser Light Injection Entity

(ELLIE). These sources are mounted on the nodes of the geodesic sphere supporting the

PMTs and point across the detector. The components are further broken down into three

subsystems: AMELLIE, SMELLIE, and TELLIE. An illustration of the differences in the

subsystems is given in Figure 4.8

AMELLIE

The attenuation module, AMELLIE, is meant to monitor attenuation of the scintillator over

time by sending light pulses through different path lengths and positions. Quartz fibres with

opening angles of about 5 degrees are mounted at 4 nodes on the geodesic sphere: two near

the equator of the detector, one near the top, and one near the bottom. Fibres are mounted

at angles 0 and 10 degrees relative to a path traversing the center of the detector.

SMELLIE

The scattering module, SMELLIE, was designed to measure the scattering characteristics of

photons with the detector media. Fibres with opening angles of about 3 degrees are mounted

at 5 injection points. Each injection point has 3 fibres which make an angle of 0, 10, and

20 degrees relative to a path through the center of the detector. The wavelength of light

delivered via fibre optic cables can be tuned.
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Figure 16. Sketch of the SNO+ detector, with the AV shown in blue. The PSUP (dark green) holds both
the PMTs and the fiber ends of the ELLIE calibration system. Three of the many possible light injection
points are also shown: Light from the SMELLIE (three orange beams) and AMELLIE subsystems (two cyan
beams) can be injected at different angles, while light from TELLIE (one green beam) is always aimed at the
center of the AV. Figure adapted from [? ].

measurementJ This is followed by a description of the laserball, a uniform optical calibration
source that can be deployed inside the detector and is well understood from SNO. This source can
be coupled to a separate laser driver, which will mimic a supernova event in SNO+ and test its
response.→BT: to test the response of the detector. Finally, a Cherenkov source is described. As
the light output for scintillator is hard to predict, this source allows→AW: makes it possible to test1525

the understanding of the absolute detector efficiency.

THINK IBT: TELLIE, AMELLIE, SMELLIE: I’d re-iterate their acronyms at the beginning of each section (e.g.
say TELLIE is the Timing module).J

6.5.1 TELLIE

The SNO+ event position reconstruction uses AW: photon time-of-flight and as such, is→BT: is1530

therefore directly linked to the time calibration of the entire detector. TELLIE FIND QUOTE IJM:
The reference to the TELLIE paper [? ] should come much earlier. I think here is a good spot.J provides
an optical timing calibration source designed to accurately measure the gain/charge response and
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Figure 4.8: Sketch of the ELLIE light beams for the various subsystems. The angle each
beam makes with respect to a beam crossing through the center of the detector is also shown.
Image from [67].
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coverage. Ten spare fibers have additionally been installed as backup. The fibers are 45 m in length,
each connected to the patch panel on the deck (known as the “dry end”). From there, a 2 m long
fiber connects the fibers to the corresponding driver box, each containing 8 LEDs. The TELLIE1575

system consists of 12 boxes (96 channels); 95 LEDs were installed in total.

In the water phase, TELLIE was run in a dedicated mode at a high rate (1 kHz), with each channel
being pulsed for 200 s. THINK IBT: What’s "dedicated mode"?J FIX ILS: Nowhere is the pulse width
given... is that intentional?J The summed PMT hits from a typical run are shown in Figure 17. For
the scintillator phase, efforts are being made to automate the pulsing at a lower rate (50 Hz) to1580

enable automatic calibration data to be taken during physics runs.

3−10

2−10

Figure 17. Typical TELLIE run in SNO+ water phase, shown as flat-map with each dot indicating a PMT
position. The colors represent the relative number of times the PMTs were hit (log scale), with gray indicating
offline PMTs. The direct light spot is on the bottom right side, while the light reflected off the AV can be
seen on the upper left side. Both light spots are fitted to a 2D Gaussian, with the fit center and width shown
in black.

6.5.2 AMELLIE

AMELLIE provides a calibration source designed to monitor the stability of the optical attenuation
in the detector volume over time. The attenuation coefficient (reciprocal of the attenuation length)
is the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients, and is typically wavelength dependent.1585

Understanding the attenuation lengths of the optical paths through the detector is vital for event
reconstruction throughout the SNO+ detector volume.

Light injected along a well-defined beamline through the detector can be used to study the optical
properties of the detector media in-situ. PMTs falling in the direct path of the beamline will be hit
predominantly by prompt light. Light hitting PMTs outside the direct beam path can be attributed1590

mainly to scattering and absorption followed by re-emission, as well as reflection off the boundary
surfaces of the detector media. The contributions of these components to light incident on a PMT
will depend on its angle away from the beamline and on the delay compared to prompt light.→BT:
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Figure 4.9: Same as Fig 4.5 but for a typical TELLIE run. The beam spot is bottom right,
while light is also reflected off the acrylic sphere back to the source (top left). Both positions
have been fitted to a 2D Gaussian with centers indicated by “+” and width in black circles.
Image from [67].

TELLIE

The third ELLIE module is the timing module, TELLIE, intended for continuous calibration

of the timing of the PMTs. It is used to sync the time response of each PMT and associating

electronics relative to each other. Every possible node on the PSUP has a fibre mounted on

it, and all 92 fibres point directly across the center of the detector. The fibres are 1 mm

diameter duplex PMMA fibres and therefore have a wide aperture and a wider beam than

either AMELLIE or SMELLIE. The wide aperture is important to ensure overlap of regions

which is important for coverage, especially in the event that a fibre fails.

TELLIE injects 506.2 nm light from LEDs. When TELLIE fires, a trigger is set to the

electronics to tag the event. This was developed so that TELLIE could be pulsed while

the detector is running in normal data taking mode for physics studies. The PMT hit

distribution for a typical TELLIE run is given in Figure 4.9. Unlike the laserball, light is

most visible in the beamspot generated across the detector from the fibre mounting point,

and some reflected light is also visible around the fibre’s location.
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In the absence of a Supernova Calibration Source, TELLIE remains the best source for

testing the SNO+ detector against supernova-like event rates. It can be pulsed at rates

and intensities higher than the laserball’s typical running modes, and generates the widest

beamspot out of all ELLIE modules. Results from supernova tests using the TELLIE system

are given in Section 5.5.
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Chapter 5

Emulating Supernovae in SNO+

5.1 Introduction

The SNO+ detector is capable of detecting neutrinos from a core-collapse supernova from

within the Milky Way Galaxy and many of its satellite galaxies. As seen in Chapter 3, these

are rare astrophysical events and the burst of neutrinos has never been observed from a

supernova within the galaxy, and only once from a supernova external to the galaxy. It is

paramount that neutrino detectors like SNO+ be prepared for the next galactic supernova.

In this chapter, the term “supernova” is used specifically to refer to a core-collapse supernova.

This chapter describes the development of tools and tests for the SNO+ detector per-

taining to a supernova, specifically those nearby that could overload the SNO+ DAQ and

electronics. The first half of this chapter focuses on the development of software tools which

take neutrino fluxes from different supernova models (Section 5.2) and the expected inter-

action cross sections relevant in scintillator (Section 5.3) to compute the expected events

within the SNO+ detector (Section 5.4). The events for each supernova model type are

saved to a master file (Section 5.4.1), which is then further sampled to generate event files

and lookup files (Section 5.4.2) compatible with the Supernova Calibration Source. These

event files are also sampled to generate HEPEVT files (Section 5.4.3) used in simulations of
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the SNO+ detector using the GEANT4 framework. The simulations are compared to tests

performed with the TELLIE system to provide a first estimate on the distance sensitivity of

the SNO+ detector to nearby supernovae (Section 5.5).

5.2 Neutrino Fluxes

Five supernova neutrino fluxes corresponding to five different supernova models were pro-

vided by the group at MPA Garching. All models are spherically-symmetric and extend

nearly the full time length of a neutrino burst, a necessary feature when testing the capabil-

ity of SNO+ to capture the full burst. The models are referred to as:

• LS220-s27.0co

• LS220-z9.6co

• SFHo-s27.0co

• SFHo-z9.6co

• Shen-8.8.

The first four models [1] were described in detail in Section 3.4.1. They come from either

27 M� or 9.6 M� mass models and explode as either iron-core-collapse supernovae (FeCCSNe)

or electron-capture supernovae (ECSNe), respectively. Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 show

the the time-dependent neutrino luminosities, average energies, and shaping parameters for

the models. The Shen-8.8 model [178, 179] uses the equation of state from Shen et al. [180]

and an 8.8 M� progenitor star. This model is older than the other models, but is used here

to provide historical context. It was popular with neutrino experiments because it exended

the length of the neutrino burst, exploded self-consistently, and was made publicly available

through SNOwGLoBES [181]. This model also forms an ECSN, which has lower neutrino

luminosities and average energies compared to an FeCCSN. It emits neutrinos on a simular

scale as the other two ECSN models.
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The formalism for parameterizing the neutrino fluxes is described by Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15,

and the fluxes are propagated as described in section 2.4 (see Eq. 2.48). Unless otherwise

noted, both earth-matter effects and neutrino self-interactions are neglected in the neutrino

oscillation scheme.

5.3 Neutrino Interactions

Supernova neutrinos of all types are expected to interact within the SNO+ detector at high

rates. To best characterize the detector’s response, all possible interactions with targets

in the detection medium must be considered. This thesis considers interactions within the

SNO+ organic liquid scintillator without tellurium loading. Neutrinos are also expected to

interact within a number of other media in SNO+: the water1 between the acrylic vessel

and the PMT support structure, the acrylic material of the vessel, and even possibly on

tellurium loaded into the scintillator. Interactions in these materials will be considered in

future studies.

Neutrinos generated from a supernova do not possess enough energy for the muon or

tau neutrinos to undergo charged-current interactions. Therefore, all interactions of the

heavier leptons are considered identical and only the νe and ν̄e may undergo charged-current

reactions. The supernova neutrino interactions which generate visible signals in SNO+ liquid

scintillator are listed in Table 5.1.

The interaction event rate with respect to energy and time, d2N
dEdt

, requires both the flux

of neutrinos at Earth, d2Φ
dtdE

, as calculated in 2.48 using the original flux in Eq. 3.14, and the

energy-dependent cross section, σ(E):

d2Ni

dt dE
= Nt σi(E)

d2Φ

dt dE
. (5.1)

1In general, the types of interactions in water will be similar to those in scintillator discussed in this
chapter, except that the charged-current and neutral-current interactions with 12C are replaced with similar
interactions with 16O.
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Reaction name Process equation Visible?
Proton scattering ν + p→ ν ′ + p′ Y

Electron scattering ν + e− → ν ′ + e−′ Y
Inverse beta decay ν̄e + p→ e+ + n Y

n+ p→ d+ γ (2.2 MeV) Y
CC Carbon interaction ν̄e+

12C→ 12B + e+ Y
12Bg.s./

12B∗ decay generates e−/n Y
CC Carbon interaction: νe+

12C→ 12N + e− Y
12Ng.s./

12N∗ generates e+/p Y
NC Carbon interaction: ν+ 12C→ 12C∗ + ν ′ N

12C∗ → 12C + γ (15.1 MeV) Y

Table 5.1: Possible visible supernova neutrino interactions in organic liquid scintillator. If
applicable, the secondary reaction which occurs after the primary neutrino reaction is listed
below the primary reaction. In general, reactions are visible if they generate particles that,
on a timescale on the order of a few hundred nanoseconds, excite the scintillator and cause
it to emit photons that total in energy to a value above the detector threshold.

Here, Nt is the number of targets in the detector and the subscript i denotes the interaction

type. The instantaneous event rate is given by integrating Eq. 5.1 over the neutrino energy

dNi

dt
=

∫ ∞

0

d2Ni

dt dE
dE, (5.2)

and the total interaction rate in a detector is given by adding up the interaction rates from

each individual channel:

dN

dt
=
∑

i

dNi

dt
. (5.3)

The total number of interactions in a detector is then given by integrating the event rate

over the entire time of the burst, which ranges from t1 to t2:

N =

∫ t2

t1

dN

dt
dt. (5.4)

The number of targets is given by assuming 780 tonnes of linear alkylbenzene, which has

an average chemical formula of C17.1H28.3 by assuming the fractions by mass given in Table

5.2. This leads to target quantities of 3.44×1031 carbon atoms, 5.67×1031 hydrogen atoms,
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Chemical formula Mass fraction
C15H24 0.012
C16H26 0.204
C17H28 0.432
C18H30 0.334
C19H32 0.018

Table 5.2: Chemical composition of linear alkylbenzene used in SNO+ [182].
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Figure 5.1: Neutrino interaction total cross sections given as functions of neutrino en-
ergy. They are for (magenta) inverse beta decay, (orange) neutrino-proton scattering, (red)
neutrino-electron scattering, (green) charged-current electron neutrino interactions on car-
bon, (blue) charged-current electron antineutrino interactions on carbon, and (teal) neutral-
current neutrino interactions on carbon. Only one line is shown for neutrino-proton scatter-
ing; the cross section for antineutrinos is indistinguishable in this figure. The subscript x
refers to either µ or τ .

and 2.63× 1032 electrons.

Cross sections for various reactions used in this thesis are shown in Figure 5.1 and are

discussed in the subsections below. They are required not only for calculating event rates,

but also for determining energies and kinematics of both the neutrinos and products of the

reactions.
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5.3.1 Electron Scattering

If a neutrino scatters elastically off an electron in the detection medium

ν + e→ ν ′ + e′, (5.5)

the electron’s energy, Ee, after the scattering can be calculated using the conservation of

energy and momentum by assuming the electron is initially at rest [85]. The energy is given

by

Ee =
2meE

2
ν cos2 θ

(me + Eν)2 − E2
ν cos2 θ

, (5.6)

in which Eν is the energy of the incoming neutrino, θ is the angle the electron makes with

respect to the incoming neutrino trajectory, and me is the electron mass. Because cos θ ≤ 1,

the maximum energy the electron can have is

Em
e =

2E2
ν

me + 2Eν
. (5.7)

Neutrinos of all flavours can scatter on electrons. In the case of heavy lepton su-

pernova neutrinos, the reaction is purely via neutral-current processes, whereas electron

(anti)neutrinos can also interact via the charged-current. This leads to four different cross

sections possible, depending on the neutrino type.

The differential cross section of a neutrino-electron scattering event is described as [85]

dσ

dEe
(Eν , Ee) =

2G2
Fme

π

[
g2

1 + g2
2

(
1− Ee

Eν

)2

− g1g2
meEe
E2
ν

]
, (5.8)

in which GF is the Fermi coupling

GF = 1.166× 10−11 MeV−2, (5.9)
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and the coefficients g1 and g2 depend on the type of neutrino. They are given as:

νe ν̄e νx ν̄x

g1 =
1

2
+ sin2 θW g1 = sin2 θW g1 = −1

2
+ sin2 θW g1 = sin2 θW

g2 = sin2 θW g2 =
1

2
+ sin2 θW g2 = sin2 θW g2 = −1

2
+ sin2 θW

(5.10)

with the weak mixing angle, θW , given as

sin2 θW = 0.23155. (5.11)

Integrating Eq. 5.8 over the possible range of electron energies yields a cross section

expression of

σ(Eν) =
2G2

Fme

π

[
g2

1E
m
e + g2

2

(
Em
e −

E2
e

Eν
+

E3
e

3E2
ν

)
− g1g2

me

E2
ν

E2
e

2

]
(5.12)

where Em
e is the maximum electron energy in Eq. 5.7.

The cross section and its differential form are energy-dependent, and therefore may be

used to determine the incident neutrino energy and electron recoil energy. Additionally,

as seen in Equation 5.6, the direction of the electron is related to the direction of the

incoming neutrino. For interactions within liquid scintillator, this directional information

will be difficult to uncover due to the isotropic emission of scintillation light. However, this

interaction will also occur in the ∼2 kt of water between the acrylic vessel and the PMTs.

In this region, the electrons will emit Cherenkov radiation and can thus provide directional

information. The ability to point back to the supernova will be investigated in future studies.

The electron scattering channel can generate events from all neutrino types and may be

important for uncovering the emission of heavy-lepton types from a supernova.
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5.3.2 Proton Scattering

Similar to neutrino-electron elastic scattering, neutrinos may also undergo elastic scattering

with protons

ν + p→ ν ′ + p′. (5.13)

Yet unlike electron scattering, proton scattering is a purely neutral-current process that

occurs equally for the different neutrino lepton types. The cross section depends only on

whether the incident particle was a neutrino or antineutrino, and may be given as [183]

dσ

dEp
(Eν , Ep) =

G2
Fmp

2πE2
ν

[
(cV ± cA)2E2

ν + (cV ∓ cA)2(Eν − Ep)2 − (c2
V − c2

A)mpEp
]

(5.14)

for neutrinos (upper sign) and antineutrinos (lower sign) which have energies Eν . In this

expression, GF is the Fermi coupling given in Eq. 5.9, whereas mp is the mass of the proton

and Ep is the energy of the proton. The axial (cA) and vector (cV ) coupling constants are

given as

cV =
1− 4 sin2 θW

2
≈ 0.0369 (5.15)

and

cA =
gA(0)(1 + η)

2
≈ 0.70952, (5.16)

in which θW is the weak mixing angle given in Eq. 5.11. The axial proton form-factor is

gA(0) = 1.267, (5.17)

and η is the strange-quark contribution to gA(0)

η = 0.12± 0.07. (5.18)
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The difference in the cross sections for neutrinos and antineutrinos leads to a negligible

difference in supernova neutrino event rates, and therefore only the cross section for neutrinos

is propagated in the calculation tools used in this thesis.

The maximum proton recoil energy Ep can be described similarly to the electron’s in Eq.

5.7; it is

Em
p =

2Eν
2

mp + 2Eν
. (5.19)

The differential cross section in Eq. 5.14 may be integrated up to the maximum proton recoil

energy; the integration

σ(Eν) =

∫ Emp

0

dσ

dEp
(Eν , Ep)dEp (5.20)

yields

σ(Eν) =
G2
Fmp

2π

[(
(cV ± cA)2 + (cV ∓ cA)2

)
Em
p − (cV ∓ cA)2

Em2
p

Eν

− (c2
V ∓ c2

A)

2

mpE
m2
p

E2
ν

+
(cV ∓ cA)2

3

Em3
p

E2
ν

]
. (5.21)

Just like with electron scattering, the cross section for proton scattering and its differential

form may be used to determine the neutrino and proton recoil energies. But unlike electrons,

protons in scintillator are highly quenched and Birks’ law must be applied to calculate the

visible energy in the SNO+ detector given a particular proton recoil energy.

Quenching plays a significant role on the observed spectrum from proton scattering.

Less than 30% of all neutrino-proton scattering events will be visible above a threshold of

200 keV, which is expected to be applied due to the intrinsic background of 14C in the

scintillator. Regardless, this channel is still expected to generate more interactions with

visible light above the 200 keV threshold than the total number of events expected from

electron scattering in scintillator. The proton scattering channel is unique to low-threshold

scintillator-based detectors like SNO+, and will be valuable in observing properties like

the overall supernova neutrino rate and energies, which directly relate to the energy of the
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supernova explosion.

Unlike electron scattering, proton scattering is not visible in water-based detectors, which

rely on Cherenkov emission to detect particles. Cherenkov radiation can only occur for

charged particles travelling faster than light in a given medium, and the momentum a pro-

ton gains from a scattered neutrino with typical energy from a supernova is insufficient to

generate this radiation due to its large mass.

5.3.3 Inverse Beta Decay

The inverse beta decay reaction is the golden channel for studying electron antineutrinos in

organic scintillator due to its high cross section, abundance of protons, and high observed

energies. The reaction

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n (5.22)

is a charged-current process and both products will generate visible light in the liquid scin-

tillator. The positron deposits its energy and annihilates quickly, producing two 511 keV

photons, all of which is visible as a prompt event within the detector. The neutron will

capture on hydrogen

n+ p→ d+ γ (2.223 MeV) (5.23)

approximately 200 microseconds after the positron annihilates. This is known as the delayed

event. The time and spatial location of the prompt and delayed events are used to identify

the inverse beta decay reaction with high efficiency and eliminate many backgrounds. Occa-

sionally, the neutron will capture on carbon instead of hydrogen and a 4.9 MeV gamma ray

is emitted. This capture process has a much lower probability; KamLAND calculated that

99.5% of neutron captures occur on hydrogen [184]. Therefore, only capture on hydrogen is

modelled here.

The threshold for a process

ν + A→
∑

X

X (5.24)
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can be characterized by

Eth
ν =

(
∑

X mX)2

2mA

− mA

2
, (5.25)

given the mass m of the target A and product X particles [85]. This expression leads to the

threshold

Eth
ν =

(me +mn)2 −m2
p

2mp

≈ 1.806 MeV (5.26)

for inverse beta decay, in which me, mn and mp are the electron, neutron, and proton rest

masses, respectively. This channel therefore has a low threshold relative to average supernova

neutrino energies, which are tens of MeV.

The cross section at neutrino energies Eν relevant for supernovae can be parameterized

by [185]

σ(ν̄ep) ≈ 10−43 cm2 peEeE
−0.07056+0.02018 lnEν−0.001953 ln3 Eν
ν , (5.27)

given that the positron momentum is expressed as

pe =
√
E2
e −m2

e (5.28)

and Ee is the total positron energy, which is related to the neutrino energy via

Ee = Eν − Tn − (mn −mp) ≈ Eν − 1.293 MeV, (5.29)

in which the neutron recoil energy, Tn, is negligible.

Two events are observed in the detector from an inverse beta decay. First is the prompt

event, which occurs when the positron deposits its energy and annihilates, and the second

is the delayed event from neutron capture. Whereas the energy visible in the delayed event

comes from a gamma ray released during thermal neutron capture and is unrelated to the

neutrino’s energy, the visible energy of the prompt event, Eprompt
vis , is directly related to the

neutrino energy. Given that Eprompt
vis is related to the positron’s kinetic energy (Eq. 5.29)
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and the electron-positron annihilation energy (2me), the relation is

Eprompt
vis = Ee + 2me ≈ Eν − 0.782 MeV. (5.30)

The visible energy in the detector for this reaction is therefore typically higher than that from

scattering reactions, and visible energies around ∼60 MeV can be expected for supernova

neutrinos. Because the visible energy is also directly related to the neutrino energy, one can

determine the neutrino energy spectrum from a source.

An angular dependence on the momenta of the interaction products also exists in the

inverse beta decay channel. The dependence on the cross section can be described as [185]

dσ

d cos θ
(Eν , cos θ) =

peε

1 + ε(1− Ee
pe

cos θ)

dσ

dEe
, (5.31)

in which

ε =
Eν
mp

(5.32)

and

δ =
m2
n −m2

p −m2
e

2mp

, (5.33)

as well as

Ee =
(Eν − δ)(1 + ε) + ε cos θ

√
(Eν − δ)2 −m2

eκ

κ
(5.34)

with

κ = (1 + ε)2 − (ε cos θ)2. (5.35)

The expression for the positron momentum pe is given by Eq. 5.28, and θ is the angle

between the positron and the neutrino. The neutron’s momentum can then be determined

using conservation of momentum.

The location of the positron and neutron relative to each other in the detector can

therefore be used to point back to the source. A potential application of this to pre-supernova
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neutrino searches is given in [186]. Accurate pointing requires the detection site of the

products to be near their production site. For the positron, which annihilates very quickly

after its production, this is true. But the neutron must first thermalize before it is captures

on hydrogen. Pointing can be improved by doping the material to improve the neutron

capture cross section, or by increasing the event statistics by increasing the detector size.

In future studies, SNO+ will evaluate the sensitivity of pointing with IBD events for the

scintillator and tellurium-loaded stages.

5.3.4 Interactions with Carbon

Apart from individual neutrons, protons, and electrons within the organic scintillator, 12C

nuclei are also numerous. Although the number of interactions with carbon are not nearly

as numerous as scattering and inverse beta decay events due to the higher thresholds and

lower cross sections, during a supernova neutrino burst the interactions from these channels

will still contribute to the overall rate. Considered here are the charged and neutral-current

interactions on carbon. Coherent nuclear interactions, which occur when the neutrino scat-

ters elastically with the nucleus, will generate visible energies even lower than those from

proton scattering and so are not considered a part of observable event rate.

Charged-Current Interactions on Carbon

There are two visible interactions on carbon that occur through the charged-current inter-

action, one with the electron neutrino:

νe + 12C → 12N + e−, (5.36)

and one with the electron antineutrino:

ν̄e + 12C → 12B + e+. (5.37)
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These reactions can occur for both exclusive (in which the resulting nucleus is in the ground

state) and inclusive (in which the nucleus is in an excited state) cases. The thresholds for the

interactions are calculated using Eq. 5.25 and are 17.86 MeV and 13.89 MeV, respectively, for

the exclusive neutrino and antineutrino reactions. Both neutrino interactions also produce

charged leptons which generate visible prompt light within the detector, and the resulting

nucleus from the reaction will also decay and generate products that are visible in the

detector as delayed events. The delayed reactions are neglected in this thesis because the

products vary depending on the state of the nucleus, and the expected overall event rate for

charged-current interactions on carbon is low.

Similar to how the visible energies for IBD are calculated, the prompt energies from

charged-current interactions with carbon are related to the neutrino energies, and are ap-

proximately

charged-current with νe: Evis ≈ Eν − (19 MeV) (5.38a)

charged-current with ν̄e: Evis ≈ Eν − (18 MeV) + 2me. (5.38b)

The interaction cross sections for the neutrino interactions are taken from [187]. Super-

nova neutrino event rates from these interactions are expected to be two orders of magnitude

lower than those for inverse beta decay reactions.
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Neutral-Current Interactions on Carbon

Neutrinos may also interact with 12C via the neutral-current process. The interaction places

the carbon nucleus in an excited state which emits a 15.1 MeV gamma upon de-excitation:

ν + 12C → 12C∗ + ν ′

↓
12C + γ (15.1 MeV).

(5.39)

The cross section for the reaction is taken from the measurement in [188]. More events

are expected from this interaction, which can occur for all neutrinos types, than from both

charged-current interactions on carbon. During a supernova, the 15.1 MeV gamma peak is

expected to be visible above the prompt energy spectrum from IBD reactions.

5.4 Generating a Mock Supernova Burst

To mimic a neutrino burst within the detector, a Monte Carlo generator referred to as

snsource was developed to randomly select interactions and produce the time of each in-

teraction as well as the properties of the products in the interaction. For simplicity in the

simulation tool, a number of approximations were made. All heavy lepton neutrinos are

treated as identical. The cross section for neutrino-proton scattering is applied to both

neutrinos and antineutrinos. For electron scattering, the average of the neutrino and an-

tineutrino cross sections are used. As stated in the previous section, secondary reactions

from charged-current interactions on carbon are ignored.

Because they will contribute significantly to the event rate and observed energy spectrum,

the delayed neutron capture events which follow after inverse beta decays are included. The

neutron capture rate with respect to time is approximated as

Rn = nRnc , (5.40)
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in which n are the number of free neutrons (counted as the number of neutrons generated

by an IBD interaction but have not yet been captured) and Rnc is the inverse of the neutron

lifetime in scintillator, τ ≈ 230µs.

The true instantaneous rate of all interactions within the detector is the neutrino rate

dN/dt given in Eq. 5.3 added to the expected instantaneous rate Rn of neutron captures in

the detector:

R = Rn +
dN

dt
. (5.41)

In this expression, the time dependence is inferred.

Given the true total interaction rate, the time between the current event and the next

event can be approximated by Poisson statistics. For each event, the time to the next event

is randomly selected using:

tnext = −R−1 ln [1− U ], (5.42)

where U is a random number selected between between 1 and 0. On average, the time

between events is simply the inverse of the overall rate.

Once the time of the next event has been selected, the type of that event is chosen. This

is determined by randomly selecting a channel weighted by its relative event rate compared

to the total event rate at the given time. Thus, channels with no rate at the given time have

a null probability of being selected.

The type and energy of the neutrino causing the interaction is then chosen, as well as

the visible energy of the interaction. The neutrino type and energy are chosen by sampling

the total energy-dependent cross section of the interaction. The visible energy depends on

the type of interaction. If the interaction is neutral current on carbon, the visible energy is

always 15.11 MeV corresponding to the emitted gamma ray. The conversion from neutrino

energy to visible energy is given in equation 5.30 for inverse beta decay reactions, or in 5.38

for charged-current interactions on carbon. For the elastic scattering interactions on protons

or electrons, the differential cross sections in Eqs. 5.14 and 5.14 are used, respectively,
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to randomly select the particle energy given the neutrino energy. In the case of proton

scattering, quenching is then applied to the proton recoil energy.

In addition to the SNO+ liquid scintillator, snsource also has the capability to generate

events for a target material of 1 kt of lead, which is the target for the upcoming HALO-1kT

experiment. The cross sections for neutrino interactions on lead are taken from [189].

When launching snsource, the detection medium (either 780 t scintillator for SNO+ or

1 kt lead for HALO-1kT), supernova model, and neutrino mass hierarchy are all specified

at the start of the run. The supernova flux files and cross section files are loaded at the

start of the run, and the distance to the supernova is set to 100 pc. The SNO+ detector

should always be overwhelmed by the event rate at this distance regardless of the CCSN

model used, and to generate SN at further distances, the generated events are sampled. The

program then begins a loop over each available time in the flux files. For each available

time in the flux files, the program calculates the instantaneous event rate based off of the

supernova model, neutrino mass hierarchy, and distance. An event and its attributes (time

to next event, interaction type, neutrino type and energy, product energy) are then chosen.

Once the cumulative time has passed the current time for the supernova flux data, a new line

from the flux files is read in. The instantaneous rate is recalculated from the new flux values,

and other events are chosen. This continues until the cumulative event time has passed the

time in the last entry of the flux files, at which point the program exits. Every created event

and its attributes are saved to a data file referred to as a “master” file. Details of these files

are discussed in Section 5.4.1.

5.4.1 Master Files

The master files generated by snsource contain detailed information about the possible

supernova neutrino interactions within SNO+. The interaction type, neutrino flavour, time,

and energies of both products and neutrino are all saved to this file. At least one master

file is generated for each SN model + neutrino mass hierarchy combination, and Table 5.3
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Model
LS220-s27.0co SFHo-s27.0co LS220-z9.6co SFHo-z9.6co Shen-8.8

Reaction NO NH IH NO NH IH NO NH IH NO NH IH NO NH IH

ν + p 382 382 382 397 397 397 200 200 200 203 203 203 168 168 168
ν + e 15 14 14 15 15 15 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7
IBD 209 200 181 210 204 191 96 97 100 98 98 100 81 80 80

ν̄e + C 6 6 5 6 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
νe + C 3 5 4 2 5 4 < 1 2 2 < 1 2 1 <1 1 1
ν + C 16 16 16 15 15 15 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 4

Total 631 623 602 645 641 627 312 315 318 316 318 319 262 261 261

Table 5.3: Total number of neutrino events for various master files created for SNO+ with
various models and scaled to a distance of 10 kpc. The interaction names have been short-
ened, but match the same order as in Table 5.1. The oscillation schemes are labelled as
NO for no oscillations, NH for MSW with normal hierarchy, and IH for MSW with inverted
hierarchy.

summarizes the number of interactions per channel for each master file generated, all scaled

to a distance of 10 kpc. Although the higher mass models generate the most interactions if

no oscillations occur, the lower mass models will generate more if the neutrino mass hierarchy

is inverted. Additionally, the higher mass models generate nearly twice the number of events

as the lower mass models.

Details of the master files using models with either the LS220 or SFHo equations of state

are shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Figure 5.2 shows the entire event light curve over

time and deposited energy, whereas the remaining figures break up the event rates into their

respective channels. Figure 5.3 shows the neutrino energy spectra, Figure 5.4 the deposited

energy spectra, and Figure 5.5 the time spectra for the various interaction channels. The

simulation data provided by the models extends roughly out to 10 – 15 seconds postbounce,

and the end of each model’s data is visible in Figure 5.2 by the artificial termination of

events. The snsource simulations start at trun = 0 which commence 0.01 seconds into the

data series of the models, and therefore are offset slightly from the supernova postbounce

times. This time only cuts into the neutrino flux during the onset of collapse and does not

bypass the signature neutronization burst. Results using the older Shen-8.8 model are shown

in Figure 5.6. This model has a slightly different starting time compared to the other models
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and terminates earlier. The expected events from this model are also slightly less than those

from the other electron-capture supernova models, presumably due to the reduced burst

duration. For simplicity, it is excluded in the discussion below which compares results from

the other set of models. In all figures, neutrino energies are simulated up to 100 MeV and

the supernova distance is fixed to 100 pc.

Distinctions are apparent between the 27.0 M� models and the 9.6 M� models, which

form two different core-collapse supernovae. The main distinction is that the lower mass

model produces about half the number of events, as seen in Table 5.3. Additional differences

are visible when comparing the time and energy spectra. As seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4,

the neutrino and deposited energy spectra for the 27.0 M� models are broader and reach

higher energies than the lower mass models. This is especially evident when observing the

first ∼0.5 seconds of the models in Figure 5.2. Furthermore, the transition from accretion

to cooling phase in this figure is visible for the higher mass models by the drop in energies

after ∼0.5 seconds, whereas for the lower mass models this transition is less distinct.

The distinction between the LS220 and SFHo equations of state is most visible when

comparing the emission profiles of the 9.6 M� mass models in Figure 5.2. As discussed in

Section 3.4.1, the equation of state determines how rapidly the proto-neutron star cools,

which affects the neutrino emission over time. Models with the LS220 equation of state emit

more luminosity and average energy than the SFHo model during the accretion phase and

early cooling (up to about 3 seconds in the figure). After roughly 3 seconds, the reverse

occurs, and the model with SFHo emits more neutrinos because it has cooled slower and

therefore has more energy still to give off.

The various interaction channels provide insight into the different neutrino flavours. Fig-

ure 5.4 shows the deposited energy of the various interactions within the scintillator by the

processes described in Section 5.3. The inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction is sensitive only to

ν̄e and the observed energy is directly related to the energy of the neutrino. The threshold

for this interaction is low (∼1.8 MeV) and as seen in Figure 5.1, the cross section is high
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Figure 5.2: Total neutrino interaction spectrum in SNO+ for various supernova models at
100 pc. Oscillation schemes are “no osc”: no oscillation, “NH”: MSW with normal mass
hierarchy, “IH”: MSW with inverted mass hierarchy.
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(a) LS220-s27.0co, no osc
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(f) SFHo-s27.0co, IH
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(h) LS220-z9.6co, NH
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(k) SFHo-z9.6co, NH
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Figure 5.3: Time-integrated neutrino energy spectra of events in SNO+ for various super-
nova models at 100 pc classified by interaction channel. Oscillation schemes are “no osc”:
no oscillation, “NH”: MSW with normal mass hierarchy, “IH”: MSW with inverted mass
hierarchy.
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(a) LS220-s27.0co, no osc
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(b) LS220-s27.0co, NH
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(c) LS220-s27.0co, IH
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(f) SFHo-s27.0co, IH
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(k) SFHo-z9.6co, NH
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Figure 5.4: Same as Figure 5.3 but for the deposited energy in SNO+.
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Figure 5.5: Energy-integrated event time spectra broken up into interaction types. Plots
follow the same layout and interaction colour scheme as Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.6: Light curves of the master files created using the Shen-8.8 model. (a) – (c):
overall light curves, (d) – (f): neutrino energies, (g) – (i): deposited energies, and (j) – (l):
timing information.
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for relevant supernova energies, making this the golden channel for scintillator detectors.

The 2.2 MeV gamma from the delayed neutron capture further permits the tagging of this

event with high efficiency and reduced backgrounds. The charged-current interactions on

carbon are also related to the respective neutrino energies, but have much higher thresholds

and lower cross sections resulting in much fewer events. The neutral-current interactions on

carbon produce ∼15 MeV gammas and so do not provide any spectral information, but they

occur for all neutrino types. Neutrino-electron and neutrino-proton scattering events also oc-

cur for all neutrino types, and have deposited energies that are related to the direction of the

scattered product, though in the case of the proton, the observed energy is highly quenched

and is only observable at low energies. Nevertheless, proton scattering events are crucial for

a measurement of the full neutrino spectrum which is necessary for a complete picture of

the supernova. Indications of the neutral carbon and neutron capture events are also visible

in Figure 5.2 as distinct lines at 15 MeV and 2.2 MeV, respectively. The persistent event

rate at very low energies (in the first few energy bins) is indicative of neutrino-proton and

neutrino-electron scattering.

The difference between the various oscillation methods is best observed with the timing

information provided in Figure 5.5. The spectral shapes and event rates from proton scat-

tering and neutral-current interactions on carbon remain the same throughout the various

oscillation schemes and can therefore be treated as standards when viewing with the eye.

The remaining channels vary depending on the oscillation scheme. In the figure, this is most

evident when observing the neutronization peak in the νe−12C channel for the no oscillation

scheme, and the disappearance of this peak when implementing MSW effects. Realistically,

this channel has few statistics so other methods will likely be implemented during a true

analysis, such as a measurement of the inverse beta decay rate over time which has much

higher statistics. The effect of the oscillation schemes are also visible when comparing the

shapes in Figure 5.3.
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5.4.2 Calibration Source Files

To create source files compatible with the Supernova Calibration Source hardware described

in Section 4.8.1, the master files are processed to generate an event file and an energy

“lookup” table, both of which are used to mimic a burst of events characteristic of neutrinos

from a supernova interacting in SNO+. Following the source’s hardware constraints, the

event file must have a list of 32-bit words, wherein each word represents a single event. The

first 24 bits represent the timing information and the remaining 8 bits represent the energy

of the event. The energy lookup table must describe the translation from an 8-bit word

to a 16-bit word compatible with the DAC. The process for generating these files is now

described.

A program was written to sample the master files and generate the required source files.

In this program, the distance to the supernova is specified by the user, and the number of

neutrino interactions at this distance is randomly selected given the expected event rate at

that distance, and by assuming the events are Poisson distributed. The neutrino events in the

master file are then sampled until this number is reached. Conditions ensure each event in

the master file can only be sampled once. The number of IBD events selected is then counted,

and a search is conducted which adds in the neutron capture events occurring after these

IBD events. The time difference between the newly selected events is then calculated given

the overall timing information from the master file. This time difference is then converted

into units representing the number of counts on a 12.5 MHz clock, which is used to keep

track of the time between events in the calibration hardware. Any events occurring within

80 ns (one clock count) of each other are combined as a single event by adding the visible

energy from both events together. The time of all events (combined or otherwise) are then

rounded to the nearest whole integer clock count. Because 24 bits are allotted to the timing

information, the maximum separation between two events is ∼1.34 seconds. Extra time

between events can be added by including an event with null energy between the two.

Converting the energy spectrum to values in the source files requires more consideration.
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The energy spectrum in the event file that the Supernova Calibration Source reads in is only

described by 8 bits and thus 256 energy bins. These 8 bits are then converted to a 16-bit

word which is necessary to feed into the 16-bit DAC to convert the digital value to a current

flowing through the laser diode. Multiple mappings from 8 bit to 16 bit words are possible,

and for each event file, a dedicated lookup file describing the conversion from 8 bits to 16

bits is created alongside the event file.

The following practice has been adopted for treating the visible energy spectrum, but

may change depending on the light output of the laser diode relative to certain 16 bit DAC

values. Currently, it is assumed that the full visible energy spectrum range of 0 – 100 MeV

is possible with the laser diode, and that the lowest and highest energies in the 16 bit DAC

value are characterized by 0 and FFFF, respectively. It is further assumed that the energy

range for the 16 bit word is broken into bins of equal width, i.e. 100 MeV/65 536 ≈ 1.5

keV/bin. This binning is sufficient for the assumed SNO+ detector resolution of

σ

E
∼ 6%√

E [MeV]
. (5.43)

with scintillator. The assumptions here are used to illustrate that the mechanism for the

energy translation is in place, and may need to be adjusted once the source is ready for

deployment. The light output from the Supernova Calibration Source has not yet been

sufficiently tested, and a re-mapping of the energy lookup tables will occur once the source

is ready. Furthermore, each time the source is deployed in the detector the connection will

be slightly different and will need to be recalibrated. This is due to the slight differences

expected in the optical couplings each time the source is connected to the laserball, and these

couplings will affect the overall transmission of light from the source to the detector. This

will add an extra scaling factor when generating the true files for the particular deployment.

Following the assumptions in the previous paragraph, the energy spectrum from the

chosen events from the master file is distributed into a histogram divided into 65 536 equally
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spaced bins, each with a width of ∼1.5 keV. To best characterize the translation of this

spectrum to one in which there are only 256 bins, bins are selected based on the normalized

differential spectrum; more bins are selected at areas where the spectrum rapidly changes

and fewer bins where the spectrum does not change so rapidly. This results in most bins

selected at low energy, where the proton scattering event rate drops off rapidly with increased

energy, and at the 2.2 MeV and 15.1 MeV peaks indicative of neutron capture and neutron

carbon interactions, respectively. The spectrum is then rebinned into 256 bins of unequal bin

width, and each bin number represents the 8 bit energy word for that energy. The mapping

of the energy spectrum from the new (256 bins) binning convention to the old (65 536 bins)

convention is saved as the energy “lookup” file unique to this event file. The bin number

that each event’s energy lands in is assigned to the event information and is applied after the

timing information. The timing and energy words for each event are then coupled together

as a single 32-bit word within the event file for the calibration source. Each subsequently

selected event is similarly treated and written to the same file.

Although most bursts possess similar trends in their visible energy spectra, the conversion

from 8-bit to 16-bit energy words are uniquely calculated for each event file. An example of

the energy binning for a given visible spectrum is shown in Figure 5.7.

5.4.3 Conversion for Full Monte Carlo Simulations

The master files from Section 5.4.1 and the supernova calibration source files from Section

5.4.2 can undergo further processing to convert them into a HEPEVT-formatted file. Such

files encode the particle information of the products from an interaction, including the parti-

cle type, momentum (magnitude and direction), energy, position, and time. These files can

then be loaded into the GEANT4-based SNO+ simulation software, called RAT, to charac-

terize the detector’s response to a full supernova neutrino burst. Because these simulations

were initially meant to emulate runs performed with the Supernova Calibration Source, each

product particle was assumed to originate from the same place within the detector, and the
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Figure 5.7: A neutrino burst spectrum broken up using two separate binning methods. (a)
When creating the source files, the spectrum is first broken up into 216 bins, with each bin
representing a 16-bit word in the the source’s DAC. (b) To create the energy word for the
event file, the spectrum is rebinned into only 28 bins, in which each bin represents an 8-bit
word in the event file. In figure (b), drops in event count occur at bins immediately beside
bins featuring sharp features such as that from the 2.2 MeV gamma rays. This is due to the
fine binning selected at these sharp transitions to better define these peaks.

direction of each event was randomly chosen. This emulates the diffusing laserball end of the

calibration source. To emulate the photons coming from the Calibration Source, the number

of 406 nm photons must be calculated for each event. This leads to a massive number of

photons and when attempted with SNO+ RAT led to crashes due to the massive number of

particles tracked within the simulation. For this reason, all products were specified simply as

electrons with energies given by the visible energy in either the master or event file. This is

an acceptable substitution given that the observable in this study was the detector’s overall

response to a short burst of high-energy events, without any attempt to classify the different

products of the reactions.

The conversion to HEPEVT files was also used to generate IBD events in SNO+ RAT

for pre-supernova neutrinos. Because these simulations use only IBD events, the conversion

includes the full kinematics of the IBD events as described in Section 5.3.3, and thus the

products are the positron and neutron with a position randomly selected within the scintilla-

tor and momenta which encode information on the supernova direction. The pre-supernova
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study is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

It should be noted that HEPEVT files remain the easiest way to realistically simulate

supernova and pre-supernova interactions within SNO+ RAT. Various approximate gener-

ators exist and can be used in some cases when studies are conducted for the entire burst

time and have no time-dependence. No analysis requiring the time-dependent information of

the supernova is beneficial when using these generators. In comparison, the HEPEVT files

specify the time of the events so that a full, realistic time profile of a supernova neutrino

burst is simulated.

5.5 Supernova Testing with TELLIE

Although the tools to create the event and lookup files were developed as part of this the-

sis and are ready to be used with the Supernova Calibration Source, development of the

hardware of the source itself was never part of the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, the

hardware currently remains incomplete. In the meantime, the SNO+ detector can still be

tested against supernova-like bursts with the use of the External LED/Laser Light Injection

Entity, specifically TELLIE (Section 4.8.2) because it has the widest beam angle and can

operate at frequencies and intensities relevant to supernova neutrino interactions. A run

plan was developed (Section 5.5.1) and undertaken (Section 5.5.2) to determine the distance

at which the SNO+ electronics become saturated and are no longer able to reliably store

event data from a supernova. Analysis and results of the tests are in Section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 Run Plan

Simulations with the HEPEVT files originally designed to emulate the Supernova Calibration

Source in the SNO+ RAT simulation tool were instrumental in selecting TELLIE settings as

well as in interpreting the results from the tests. Additionally, only statistical uncertainties

were considered in the simulations. TELLIE can only fire at a continuous rate specified at
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the start of the run, whereas the neutrino rate from a supernova is expected to be highly

time-dependent. To compensate, TELLIE would only be pulsed for 2 seconds in each run.

An assumption is therefore made that if the detector handles the two seconds for which

TELLIE is pulsed, it will handle the remaining ∼10 seconds of a supernova without issue.

This time length was chosen because about half of the total events from the supernova

models occur in the first two seconds of the burst. When generating the HEPEVT files, a

start time given by the location of the inflection point in the electron neutrino luminosity

time series just before the neutronization burst was chosen. This time is slightly later than

t0 assigned to the time of core bounce in supernova models, but by a negligible amount when

the neutrino signal runs for 2 seconds (see Figs 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11).

Individual HEPEVT files for each of the five supernova models coupled to an oscillation

scheme (no oscillations, MSW with normal hierarchy, MSW with inverted hierarchy) were

generated at distances from 1 kpc to 10 kpc in steps of 1 kpc. This was repeated 5 times

for each distance. The result is 5 supernova models × 3 oscillation schemes × 10 distances

× 5 per distance = 750 different HEPEVT. Each of these HEPEVT files was loaded into

RAT using a simplified (“native”) geometry which included tellurium-loaded scintillator as

the detection medium. The native geometry was selected because it simplifies many optical

paths and media which are not required when simulating the overall detector response, and

if included would only slow down the simulations while impacting the detector response in a

negligible way. For each simulation, RATROOT files detailing the detector’s response were

written to disk.

The SNO+ RAT simulations were performed on the Compute Canada Cedar cluster

and simulation times were highly dependent on supernova distance and progenitor model;

simulations of higher-mass models at 1 kpc took over a week to run. The events for each

supernova model and oscillation scheme were fitted to a line of the form Adb where d is the

distance to the supernova and the parameters A and b were allowed to float. The results are

shown in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.8 for distances up to 5 kpc. They are in good agreement
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Model Fit Parameters
Supernova Model Oscillation A [×1010] b

NO 6.5 ± 0.1 -2.012 ± 0.002
LS220-s27.0co NH 5.6 ± 0.1 -1.997 ± 0.003

IH 4.72 ± 0.09 -1.993 ± 0.003
NO 5.3 ± 0.1 -2.000 ± 0.003

SFHo-s27.0co NH 5.2 ± 0.1 -2.002 ± 0.003
IH 4.8 ± 0.1 -2.005 ± 0.003

NO 2.65 ± 0.07 -2.000 ± 0.004
LS220-z9.6co NH 2.96 ± 0.08 -2.015 ± 0.004

IH 2.85 ± 0.08 -2.007 ± 0.004
NO 2.46 ± 0.07 -2.014 ± 0.004

SFHo-z9.6co NH 2.33 ± 0.07 -2.006 ± 0.004
IH 2.17 ± 0.06 -1.997 ± 0.004

NO 2.12 ± 0.06 -1.999 ± 0.004
Shen-8.8 NH 2.23 ± 0.07 -2.005 ± 0.004

IH 2.35 ± 0.07 -2.010 ± 0.004

Table 5.4: Calculated fit parameters for the relation Nevents = A(d [pc])b for simulations of
events in SNO+ for various supernova neutrino fluxes. Errors represent 1 standard deviation
from fit results. The events are well-described by a 1/d2 relation.

with the expected 1/distance2 relation for a spherical flux.

The number of PMTs each hit by a photon from an event in SNO+ is directly proportional

to the amount of scintillation light caused by the event, which itself is proportional to the

amount of energy deposited in the scintillator by the event. This number of hit PMTs is

referred to as Nhit, and is therefore an uncalibrated energy measurement. The Nhit spectrum

for the different models is shown in Figure 5.9. It was instrumental in selecting which

intensities TELLIE should fire at. TELLIE can only fire at a specified intensity during a run,

and an entire sweep of the Nhit spectrum using TELLIE would be extremely cumbersome.

Therefore, only three different Nhit regions were selected based on the simulations. These

are intensities of 940, 4850, and 7300 Nhit, which correspond to the 2.2 MeV peak from

neutron capture, the 15 MeV peak from neutral-current interactions on carbon, and the

midway point between the 15 MeV peak and the maximum number of Nhit possible per

event (i.e. the number of inward looking PMTs).

The TELLIE fibres also exhibit long-term instabilities [190], one of which is the PMT
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Figure 5.8: Number of detected events, Nevents, in SNO+ for various distances, d, using the
first 2 seconds of the supernova simulated in SNO+ RAT. The symbols N are results from
simulations representing the number of detected events at the given simulation distance and
have errors given by

√
Nevents but are too small to be visible. The five individual simulation

results for the same model (SN model + oscillation scheme) at the same distance cannot be
resolved from each other. The results from each model were fitted to a line Nevents = Adb

and are well described by the expected 1/distance2 flux relation as seen in Table 5.4. Models
without oscillation effects use the original colour set given in the legend, and the fits are solid
lines. Tinted (lighter) colours with the dashed fits belong to the same supernova model but
use the MSW+normal hierarchy oscillation scheme, whereas shaded (darker) colours and
dotted fits belong to the same model using the MSW+inverted hierarchy oscillation scheme.
ECSN models generate about half the number of events as FeCCSN at the same distance.
Results from the SFHo-z9.6co model are obscured by those from the Shen-8.8 model. More
events are generated with the inverted neutrino mass hierarchy for ECSN models LS220-
z9.6co and Shen-8.8, whereas the condition of no oscillations generates the most events for
FeCCSN models.
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Figure 5.9: Nhit spectrum of all events simulated in the SNO+ detector for different super-
nova models with no oscillations. The detector response in all RATROOT files generated
with the same supernova model + oscillation scheme were summed to generate the individual
spectra. The spectra for the other two oscillation cases look similar in shape and are not
shown here.

occupancy/light intensity for a given setting. For this reason, the Nhit occupancy is re-tuned

at the beginning of each testing period. A slight drift in Nhit also occurs while running with

TELLIE such that each run has a slightly different occupancy. These were not an issue for

the analysis, which used the data files generated by the SNO+ electronics to determine the

average Nhit. Additionally, not all fibres are identical, and it was predicted that not all

fibres would be able to reach an occupancy of 7300 Nhit. If this were to occur, the maximum

level of Nhit possible was used instead.

To compensate for the fact that the detector response to each TELLIE fibre is also not

identical, three TELLIE fibres pointing in three different directions were selected. Fibres

at nodes 9, 23, and 82 were selected, which point down, across, and up in the detector,

respectively. The locations of these fibres are highlighted in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Location of TELLIE fibres on the geodesic sphere supporting the PMTs. Fibre
numbers highlighted in blue were selected for the supernova tests.

An unaccounted-for limitation of TELLIE for a supernova study is the anisotropic deliv-

ery of light. The TELLIE fibres are mounted on PMT nodes and fire across the detector.

Safeguards remain in place to ensure only one fibre is firing at any given time. The result

is a focused beamspot on the opposite side of the detector from the fibre. In contrast, the

events from a supernova are expected to be largely isotropic in scintillator, with some direc-

tionality. This analysis does not compensate for the fact that the distribution of hit PMTs

looks more “TELLIE-like” (see Figure 5.11) than “supernova-like” (see Figure 5.12). The

results of the analysis are therefore conservative with respect to the events within the scintil-

lator. Additionally, events occurring within the water external to the acrylic vessel will also

contribute to the overall event rate. These interactions are not yet included in snsource

and are therefore not included in the analysis. Overall, effects from TELLIE’s anisotropy

and from the external water may balance out.

It is also noted that each run in the detector is not a perfect 2-second long interval and

therefore does not perfectly match the time for which TELLIE is pulsed. Any detector limits
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Figure 5.11: Flat map of PMT hits for supernova TELLIE test run 258251. Each pixel
represents a PMT, and the colour represents the total number of times the PMT was hit
over the running time. Fibre 9 was fired for two seconds at a frequency of 4 kHz with a light
intensity corresponding to 5500 Nhit occupancy. The light from the fibre is focused onto the
lower half of the detector, with some light reflecting off the acrylic sphere back at the source.
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Figure 5.12: Same as Figure 5.11 but for a supernova simulated at 4 kpc within the SNO+
RAT tool. The distribution of light is isotropic.

which occur during the TELLIE testing are assumed to come directly from the TELLIE light

burst, and sources external to TELLIE (largely, low-energy backgrounds) are neglected.

The final run plan for supernova TELLIE testing went as follows. If the Nhit occupancy
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of 940, 4850, and 7300 (or max Nhit possible) can be met for TELLIE fibres FT009A,

FT023A and FT082A, which fire from PSUP nodes 9, 23 and 82, then for each fibre:

1. Tune the fibre for 940 Nhit and 81 Hz (or another frequency agreed upon by the

experts). Fire fibre for 2 seconds. When the Builder/detector settles down, transition

to a new run.

2. Increase fibre pulse frequency to emulate a closer supernova. Fire fibre for 2 seconds.

When the Builder/detector settles down, transition to a new run.

3. Repeat step 2 until FIFOs overflow/a detector limit is reached.

4. Decrease frequency until we find max frequency at which detector behaves. Depending

on step size in frequency, this step may not be necessary. The data from the limiting

run is then used to find the supernova limit.

5. Tune fibre for 4850 Nhit, 17 Hz (or another frequency agreed upon by the experts).

Fire fibre for 2 seconds.

6. Repeat steps 2–4.

7. Tune fibre for 7300/max Nhit, 60 Hz (or another frequency agreed upon by the experts).

Fire fibre for 2 seconds.

8. Repeat steps 2–4.

This run plan was outside the scope of typical TELLIE running modes and several precau-

tions were taken. The low starting frequencies are the approximate frequencies expected in

the given Nhit range for a supernova at 10 kpc for the first 2 seconds, and therefore should

represent safe starting points. As testing progressed the operators built up a greater un-

derstanding of the detector response at high Nhit and frequency and could start at higher

frequencies. A team of 3 people was also required for the tests: a TELLIE expert to run

the system, a DAQ expert to monitor the detector, and a supernova expert (the author) to

ensure the data taken meets the requirements for a supernova test.

During the TELLIE tests, detector thresholds were set equal to the thresholds used during

regular, data-taking “physics” running to best emulate the expected detector configuration
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if a supernova were to go off.

5.5.2 Running TELLIE

Because the devised running mode was outside typical procedures, three rounds of testing

would be required to refine the search procedure and generate results suitable for the super-

nova sensitivity study, and all rounds occurred while the detector was in partial fill (over

half full of water, the rest full with scintillator). The first round of tests was performed on

December 12, 2019 and generated a total of 123 runs, 114 of which were dedicated TELLIE

runs. Fibres 9, 23, and 82 were fired with all 3 occupancy levels, although only fibre 82 was

able to reach an occupancy of 7300 Nhit. The other reached maximum occupancies of 6200

Nhit and 5800 Nhit, respectively.

TELLIE can be run in either a “slave” or “master” mode. The slave mode is desired and

is the standard way to run TELLIE. TELLIE can be run through the usual DAQ channels

in this mode, which has a number of safety features in check. Furthermore, it is capable of

pulsing up to the design limit of 100 kHz. However, running in slave mode wasn’t possible

due to an incompatibility which arose between TELLIE and the detector’s Trigger Utility

Board II (TUBii), most likely due to a firmware update to TUBii. TELLIE’s master mode

was used instead and was expected to behave in a similar manner as the slave mode in terms

of desired supernova tests. The main difference between the two was that TUBii cannot

tag the detected events as coming from TELLIE, but this is not a necessary feature for the

supernova tests. Unfortunately, TELLIE exhibited an unforeseen and undesired behaviour

when run in this mode. The duration for which TELLIE was firing for was often longer than

the requested 2 seconds. This was because of a chip in master mode which caps TELLIE’s

frequency at ∼3.7 kHz, and extends the pulse-to-pulse separation when running over 1 kHz.

Although TELLIE generated the total number of requested events, these events would often

occur over a longer time period than 2 seconds. This effect was most prominent when running

TELLIE with the 940 Nhit occupancy setting because the detector electronics could manage
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Figure 5.13: Event time spectrum from TELLIE run 254410 with fibre 9 using requested
settings Nhit=940, frequency=5.8 kHz. The observed number of events agrees with the
requested number, but the events are spread out between 3 longer subruns with time gaps
between.

a larger number of events before running into issues.

Additionally, TELLIE saves information every 5000 pulses (i.e. events) into a “TELLIE

subrun”. This subrun information is recorded from the control computer and stored to a

database on a server underground. While saving this data, TELLIE is not pulsed, and

therefore a time gap larger and unrelated to TELLIE’s pulse frequency exists between every

5000 pulses. This time gap is directly related to how long it takes to save and communicate

the information underground. Typically, TELLIE is pulsed at a low frequency and this

time gap is negligible, but this is not the case for the supernova tests. The time spectrum

for run 254410 is shown in Figure 5.13 in which both the subrun gaps and the frequency

stretching are evident. Both effects are undesireable with respect to supernova studies, and

make interpreting the results in terms extremely challenging.

The purpose of the tests was to identify the highest frequency of events which the detector

can handle in a 2 second burst. This could then be translated into a supernova distance

using the simulations. This was not possible with the given data due to the time distortions,

although the tests did provide a basic baseline of the detector’s response to high-rate, high-
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Nhit events. The FEC FIFO levels are read continuously and alarm occur once they are filled

to a non-neglegent amount, and also when the FIFO overflows. The level within the FIFOs

is visible live through a GUI, but are not saved to data. These tests therefore provided a

first look at the FIFO limitations for continuous, high-Nhit events, and were used internally

when planning subsequent supernova tests.

During this round of testing, the runs were set to roll over automatically once TELLIE

had finished firing. This would normally happen a couple of seconds after TELLIE was

done firing. Most of the time, the detector’s limitation came from the FEC FIFOs that had

overflowed. However, when running with the higest Nhit settings, limitations also arose from

the Builder (see Section 4.6 for a discussion on the Builder). This was because the Builder

was only given a short amount of time to assemble the data from all events and place them

into a file before closing out that file and beginning a new one. Events with high Nhit take

longer to assemble due to the larger amount of PMT data that needs to be assembled into

the events. The consequence of finishing a run without giving the Builder time to assemble

the data from all events was that a lot of the data was either dumped or placed in the wrong

run. Typical SNO+ runs are an hour long and therefore the chances of a supernova occurring

in the last <1 minute of a run and at a distance near enough to slow down the Builder is

small. Therefore, an ammendment was made to the TELLIE test run plan to change over

the runs manually once the Builder had caught up with the events in the detector.

Follow-up discussions with the detector working group also revealed a detector setting

that should be permanently changed. The number of retriggers and noise events in the N20

trigger was found to be high. As this can affect the overall data collection limit, it was raised

to a higher threshold shortly after this first round of TELLIE testing. The trigger thresholds

during and after the December testing are given in Figure 5.14.

A second round of testing occurred on February 26, 2020. The mismatch between TEL-

LIE’s slave mode and TUBii had been resolved so that TELLIE could be run in slave mode

with no time-dilating effects. It was also agreed that the detector shifter would let the run
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(a) Thresholds during December tests (b) Thresholds during February tests

Figure 5.14: Physics-like trigger settings (a) during December tests and (b) after the N20
threshold was adjusted.

continue after TELLIE had finished firing and would manually roll into a new run after the

Builder had caught up. The N20 thresholds had been raised. No adjustment was made

to compensate for the time gap between each TELLIE subrun, but if small enough, could

be folded into the analysis. Unfortunately, the time gaps between TELLIE subruns were

much larger, on the order of 10 seconds, during this round of testing. Tests were therefore

performed by increasing fibre frequency up to the limit of 1 subrun. If no detector limit

had been reached, that fibre+Nhit combination was aborted and the next configuration was

tested. Unfortunately, the entire run plan was also aborted mid-way due to unforeseen and

unrelated circumstances. Two detector limits were obtained, and from this small subset

a first set of supernova sensitivity estimates were calculated. However, the full analysis

remained incomplete.

A third round of testing occurred on April 23, 2020. In addition to the changes made

for the February tests, it was also decided that TELLIE would be run directly from the

server instead of through the usual DAQ interface. This bypassed TELLIE’s feature of

generating a new subrun every 5000 shots so that no gaps would exist in the time series. In

order to operate TELLIE in this mode, the detector run setting was set to “Maintenance”

so that TUBii acted as a pulse generator. The external async (EXTA) trigger bit was

enabled in the MTCD, as well as “TELLIE” in the TUBii trigger mask (i.e. ASYNC mode).
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Running TELLIE directly from the server also bypassed many safety features put in place to

avoid damage to the detector and hardware, so additional caution was taken when running

TELLIE. In addition to the original team, three TELLIE experts were made available during

the testing to double-check commands of the main TELLIE expert.

A total of 152 runs were taken over a time period of 5 hours, and 8 runs yielded limits

on the maximum frequency the detector can manage within a 2 second window. One of the

fibres was unable to reach an intensity setting higher than the “middling” Nhit value, so only

two Nhit ranges were performed for that fibre. With two exceptions, all the detector limits

found were due to FEC FIFO overflows. The remaining limits occurred at the “middling”

intensity of about 4800 Nhit and were due to Builder issues. In both cases, the master trigger

server had to be reset. A side effect of the test was that the number of runs that needed

to be processed significantly slowed down the nearline server, which is used to generate run

information such as tables used for data processing and run selection checks. The nearline

server required a couple days to catch up with the live data taking, which means any future

supernova testing should not be scheduled immediately before any time-sensitive data taking.

This reaction also solidified the reasoning that no time-sensitive supernova detection should

happen on this server.

5.5.3 TELLIE Analysis and Results

Runs from the April 23, 2020 tests that represent a detector limit for were used in the final

analysis. In the chosen running mode, the detector continued to record data even when

not triggered by TELLIE. These events were eliminated from the data with simple cuts

and are considered as a negligible contribution to the detector’s limits. The first cut is a

lower threshold of 500 Nhit which eliminates practically all events not generated by the

TELLIE light. Events caused by the reflection of TELLIE light were still possible above this

threshold; these were eliminated by selecting events only within the ∼2 second burst window.

The start (stop) times of the burst were defined as the time at which more than (fewer than)
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Figure 5.15: (top) Nhit and (bottom) time spectrum for all recorded events in detector-
limiting run 258215. Low-energy events generate a constant background during running,
but the signal burst is clearly visible around 1050 Nhit and 15 seconds from the start of
the run. The requested TELLIE frequency was 4 kHz and the estimated Nhit prior to data
analysis was 950.

10 events were recorded within a single time bin of width 0.015 s. An upper and lower

Nhit threshold were then set by eye to encompass the remaining TELLIE events. A more

accurate selection of the Nhits was not possible due to the non-Gaussian distribution some

of the fibres exhibited, but the high intensity that TELLIE was pulsed at was well above

most of the background noise. An example of the event Nhit and timing information for run

258215 before any cuts, after the 500 Nhit cut, and after all cuts is shown in Figures 5.15,

5.16, and 5.17, respectively. Over 85% of all events in the run were found to be background

and were cut for this run.

Some runs exhibited non-Gaussian behaviour in the Nhit spectrum, such as the bi-modal

distribution observed in run 258334 shown in Figure 5.18. This was a known feature of

the TELLIE system and was more likely to occur at high intensities. Regular operation of

TELLIE is to fire at a much lower intensity (< 50 Nhit), so this feature is hardly ever seen.
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Figure 5.16: Same as Figure 5.15, except for events with Nhit > 500.
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Figure 5.17: Same as Figure 5.15, except for events passing all cuts. The final number of
events is 14491 within a 2.01 second burst.
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Figure 5.18: Same as Figure 5.17 but for run 258334. The light from TELLIE exhibited a
bi-modal shape in intensity.

Because the tests here use the average Nhit value of the events in a 2-second time window,

this feature was treated as a negligible effect on the sensitivity, and only serves to broaden

the uncertainty on the average Nhit.

Statistics from the limiting runs are shown in Table 5.5. Figure 5.19 shows that the

relation between Nhit and maximum achieved frequency appears to be linear. Two different

data sets were considered: one in which the April data was treated alone, and one with the

April data plus the two limits found from the February testing. The data points from the

February testing were adjusted to compensate for the subrun time gap. The results from

the February data are therefore less reliable, but due to the instability of TELLIE, the high

intensities obtained for these runs could not be reached for the April set of data. No errors

were considered when fitting to the April+Feb data due to the large uncertainty gained by

manually adjusting the frequency for a 2 second time window in the February data. The
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results of the fits are shown in Table 5.6.

Avg. Burst # hits on...
Run Fibre # events Nhit Length [s] ...all FECs ...most hit FEC

258215 9 14491 1050 ± 30 2.01 12598000 364390
258271 23 13523 1330 ± 40 2.01 17918900 361877
258307 82 11926 1230 ± 60 2.01 14694700 366422
258236 9 8090 5100 ± 100 2.01 41118600 260311
258292 23 7606 5150 ± 70 2.01 39402800 244609
258319 82 7113 4900 ± 100 2.01 35100600 228547
258251 9 7586 5640 ± 30 2.01 42735800 244238
258334 82 6647 6240 ± 60 2.01 41726800 214083

Table 5.5: Overview of the data for the limiting runs in the April data set.
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due to FEC FIFO overflows except for the two limits circled in red. The fit to the April
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Data set A [×10−4] B
April 2020 -6.9 ± 0.1 7.43 ± 0.05

April+Feb 2020 -7.3 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 0.3

Table 5.6: Fit parameters to define the relation for Frequency [kHz] = A×Nhits + B between
the maximum frequency and Nhits of data shown in Figure 5.19.

A value analogous to the level of detector saturation at a particular Nhit for a given

supernova model and distance was calculated. This was done by dividing the number of

events expected from that supernova at that Nhit, which is taken from simulation, by the

maximum number of events the detector can handle at that Nhit, which is taken from the

fit values in Table 5.6. Adding up this saturation level for all possible Nhits from n1 to n2

results in the total detector saturation, S for the given supernova

S =

n2∑

i=n1

Nevents(i)

2× f(i)
, (5.44)

in which n1 and n2 are the lower and upper Nhit thresholds, respectively, while Nevents(i) is

the number of interactions from a supernova with Nhit i, and f(i) is the value of the TELLIE

fit evaluated at PMT count i. The upper threshold is simply the maximum number of PMTs

in the detector (n2 ≈ 10000), whereas a lower threshold of n1 = 15 Nhit was chosen. At the

time of this analysis, the detector is not completely filled with the desired scintillator and

the lower Nhit threshold is therefore not fixed, but current projections place it at 15 Nhit

once full.

The expected Nhit distribution for each supernova model + oscillation scheme was calcu-

lated by summing up all Nhit spectra of the model as given by the RAT simulations (i.e. what

are shown in Figure 5.9), and then scaling the spectrum for the total number of expected

events as given by the fits in Figure 5.8. With this method, much finer distance stepping

(steps of 0.01 kpc) was possible in comparison to the simulated steps in SNO+ RAT (1 kpc

step size). An example distribution is given in Figure 5.20, which uses the LS220-s27.0co

model with no oscillations, scaled for a distance of 5 kpc. The level of saturation per bin for
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Figure 5.20: Number of detected events expected for model LS220-s27.0co with no oscil-
lations, scaled for a distance of 5 kpc. Each bin is 10 Nhit wide to shown features in the
spectrum; a bin size of 1 was used when calculating sensitivities. The total number of events
is 2320 ± 40.

this distribution is shown in Figure 5.21. Summing up the contribution from each Nhit bin

thus provides the overall saturation level, which is 22.6 ± 0.2% for this example. Therefore,

it is projected that the SNO+ detector will experience no difficulty capturing the supernova

for this particular case.

The results of Eq. 5.44 are shown in Figure 5.22 for the different models. Saturation

level is a function of the total event rate, and therefore it also follows a 1/distance2 relation.

Because the supernova models all exhibit very similar Nhit spectra, the Nhit spectra has a

negligible effect on the saturation hierarchy of the models, and thus the hierarchy follows

the same trend as the total event rate shown in Figure 5.8. A saturation level < 1 implies

the detector will collect all of the supernova neutrino data under the assumptions mentioned

earlier. It does not necessarily represent how full the FEC FIFO buffers actually are. If the

total saturation is at 1, the detection limit for that particular model has been reached. Any

saturation above this level will mean that data is lost, most likely because of FEC FIFO

overflows, but also possibly due to a crash in the Builder.
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Figure 5.21: Saturation per bin using the data and binning in Figure 5.20 and the April
data fit from Figure 5.19. Events with Nhit below 15 are neglected. The overall detector
saturation level is (22.6 ± 0.2)%.
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(a) Saturation levels using April data only
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(b) Saturation levels using April+Feb data

Figure 5.22: Detector saturation levels for different supernova models. Response to the Shen-
8.8 model closely resembles that the SFHo-z9.6co model. For supernova distances closer than
1.41 kpc, the detector will lose data regardless of the model type. Uncertainties in saturation
level are smaller than line widths.
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Figure 5.22 also shows that the two techniques (fitting to only April data vs. fitting

to April+Feb data) lead to only minor differences in detector sensitivity. As an example,

model LS220-s27.0co with no oscillations will saturate the detector at a distance of (2.43 ±

0.01) kpc in the case of the April+Feb data, and at (2.39 ± 0.01) kpc using April data only.

Furthermore, the detector will be saturated for all supernova models if closer than (1.41 ±

0.01) kpc and for some if closer than (2.43 ± 0.01) kpc. Beyond 2.43 kpc, the detector is

expected to collect the data without issue. Uncertainties in the calculations are due only to

statistics only; systematic uncertainties have been neglected.

By using the supernova probability distributions [133, 134] shown in Figure 3.14, an

estimate of how likely the detector is to saturate was calculated. The chance that the next

supernova occurs within 1.41 kpc (2.43 kpc) is 0.5% (2%) for the distribution from [133], and

is 0.8% (3%) for the distribution from [134]. These are very small but non-zero probabilities2.

As will be discussed further in Chapter 6, there are a number of late-stage stars at this close

range which could go supernova.

It is also therefore instructive to determine at what point in time during the supernova

the detector will start losing data (i.e. saturate). This can guide future studies to target

which phases of the supernova should be analysed for these nearby distances. Because the

nature of TELLIE does not emulate the timing-varying features of a supernova burst, the

uncertainty in the results will be high and therefore are neglected in the study below. To

calculate the timing response, the number of events for which a saturation level of 1 occurs

for each model, Nsat=1, is recorded. The event time series for a particular model is scaled

for the number of events expected at the given distance in the same way the Nhit spectrum

was scaled. Starting from the first time bin, events in the time series are summed until the

value Nsat=1 is reached:

Nsat=1 =
T∑

t=0

N(ti), (5.45)

2Over 30 supernova candidates are within 1 kpc of Earth [186], and the development of a catalogue of
candidates reaching further distances is of considerable interest to the SNEWS community.
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Figure 5.23: Time series of events for the various models, simulated up to 2 seconds and
scaled for a distance of 5 kpc.

and the time corresponding to time bin tT found when the value of Nsat=1 is reached is thus

the time at which the detector can no longer reliably save the event data. The time series

of the simulations are shown in Figure 5.23 with a large bin size of 20 ms to show features

in the spectrum. Bin sizes of 0.1 ms were used in the analysis.

Due to the sampling nature of the master files when generating the HEPEVT files,

the start time in SNO+ RAT for a particular simulation would normally be shifted by

an unmeasurable amount relative to the start times of all other SNO+ RAT simulations.

To counter this, the first event in the master file was always selected when generating the

HEPEVT files. Regardless, there is still a slight shift in time for the LS220-s27.0co (+ no

oscillations) model which is unaccounted for. Also, because data from the Shen-8.8 model is

known to have a time offset relative to the other models which occurs even before the SNO+

RAT simulations, it was not included in this study.

Results of the analysis are shown in Figure 5.24 for supernova distances that are known
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(a) Saturation time using April data only
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(b) Saturation time using April+Feb data
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(c) Saturation time using April data only
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Figure 5.24: Time from start of simulation at which detector saturates for different supernova
models. Bottom figures zoom in on the time and distance to reveal limitations for very close
supernovae. Simulations terminate after ∼2 seconds. Anywhere above or to the left of a
curve indicates a saturated detector for that model.
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to saturate the detector. The neutronization burst of the supernova, which occurs in the

first ∼0.04 s, is expected to be mostly universal and model-independent, and as seen in the

figure, all models have similar sensitivity in this time window. After ∼ 0.04 s, the ECSN and

FeCCSN models diverge and SNO+ retains a better sensitivity to the ECSN models due to

the lower event rate as expected. The transition for these models from accretion to cooling

phase is also less obvious. For the FeCCSN, the transition is visible as a kink around 0.5

seconds. Once the cooling phase is reached the time-dependence becomes less pronounced,

this is due to the decrease in event rate. Betelgeuse is the most famous nearby supernova

candidate, and is located at a distance of around 200 pc. Given this, it’s possible the SNO+

detector will have just enough time to record the sharp peak of the neutronization burst

before it saturates.

The final threshold for the scintillator phase has not yet been chosen, and therefore the

effect of the threshold on the data was also investigated using the April+Feb fit. In the event

that the threshold is either 10 Nhit or 20 Nhit (instead of 15), there is no noticeable change

in sensitivity. A threshold of 30 Nhit leads to a slight improvement: saturation will occur in

the range 1.38–2.37 kpc as opposed to 1.41–2.43 kpc found previously. In the hypothetical

situation where the data rate from the SNO+ detector requires a much higher Nhit threshold

of 100 Nhit, the expected range is 1.17–2.03 kpc as seen in Figure 5.25. The level of 100

Nhit is highly unlikely during scintillator running but is a possible analysis threshold for

proton-scattering studies with a supernova. It is used here is to demonstrate the general

robustness of the sensitivity to changes in threshold. Any threshold higher than this will

result in a loss of low-energy supernova neutrino events visible above background and should

be avoided.

5.5.4 Discussion

The results of the saturation time analysis assumed that the limits from the steady-state

TELLIE tests match the response expected while the supernova event rate is changing dy-
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(a) Saturation levels
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Figure 5.25: Detector saturation levels for a threshold of 100 Nhit using the April+Feb data
fit.

namically, not just in time but also in energy. A more realistic test would include the dynamic

supernova light curve. This is impossible for TELLIE, but is built into the design of the

Supernova Calibration Source. Additionally, as the TELLIE tests were performed only for

2 seconds, it was not possible to determine the recovery time of the detector. For a true

supernova, the first two seconds are the most intensive and the event rate drops off rapidly

for the remaining ∼10 seconds, so it is expected that the detector may be able to recover

and record the late-stage events from the cooling phase. Once the Supernova Calibration

Source is ready for deployment, this test should be conducted and the previously conducted

tests should be repeated.

An attempt to correct the anisotropy of the TELLIE tests was undertaken by investigat-

ing the number of hits each FEC recorded for the runs that yielded detector limits. These

hits would be used as a proxy for the FEC FIFO’s capacity and response. How “full” the

detector actually was would be estimated by taking the ratio of the total number of hits over

the total capacity of the detector. The total capacity of the detector was assumed to be

304× (the hits in the FEC that had been hit the most), (5.46)

and assumes that each of the 304 FEC FIFOs in the detector are identical in every way
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to the most-hit FIFO and their readout is completely independent of the other FIFOs.

Unfortunately, this is not the case, as can be seen in Table 5.5. The total number of hits

recorded by the detector is directly related to the Nhit setting as expected. However, the

number of hits on the most hit FEC also varies with Nhits, implying that the ability to store

data is not due to the individual properties of the FEC FIFO, but rather that readout of

the FIFOs is interconnected. The best way to resolve the anisotropy within the detector is

simply to deploy the Supernova Calibration Source, which uses the light-diffusing laserball

to deliver light isotropically.

An interesting observation exists in Table 5.5 when considering the lowest Nhit-setting

runs. The the number of hits recorded in the most hit FEC for these runs is very near the

capacity of the FEC FIFOs. As stated in Chapter 4, each FIFO has a store capacity of 4 MB,

and each hit is 96 bits. If the FIFO was only filling and not reading out data, the maximum

number of hits it could store is 333 333. Because the hits from these three runs are all very

near that value, it indicates that the frequency observed at the given Nhit for these runs

is the maximum frequency the FIFO’s can handle. If the frequency is not permitted to go

above the value given at an average Nhit of 1203, no noticeable effects were observed in the

supernova distance and time sensitivity studies.

Overall, the studies conducted in this chapter and future studies with the Supernova

Calobration Source are useful in guiding supernova analysis studies in SNO+. The limits

obtained from simulations and TELLIE tests indicate which interaction channels, supernova

distances, and phases of the supernova the SNO+ detector is most sensitive to. The studies

further identify which components of the detector are limiting factors for supernova neutrino

data collection. If it was known that a supernova were imminent, actions could be taken to

improve the collection of data. This includes a pre-scaling of the events and/or special event

selection through the Trigger Utility Board II discussed in Section 4.6. One possible avenue

to warn the collaboration of an impending supernova is the pre-supernova monitor discussed

in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

A Pre-Supernova Alert for SNO+

6.1 Introduction

Massive stars (M ≥ 8 M�) emit neutrinos at an increasing rate as they near the end of their

lives before exploding as core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). Such pre-supernova (pre-SN)

neutrinos have never been observed before, and are imprinted with information regarding

the nature of the last stages of the progenitor star’s life. Stars that evolve to CCSNe begin

the supernova with either an iron core, which generates an iron core-collapse supernova

(FeCCSN), or with an oxygen-neon-magnesium core, which generates an electron-capture

supernova (ECSN). Regardless of the progenitor type at core collapse, the luminosity and

average energy of pre-supernova neutrinos increases as the time to supernova decreases,

although only pre-supernova neutrinos from FeCCSN progenitors will generate detectable

quantities in detectors like SNO+ with an appreciable lead time of days before the supernova.

Pre-supernova neutrinos from ECSN progenitors tend to have much lower energies than those

from FeCCSN progenitors and do not become visible to neutrino detectors until seconds

before core collapse [104]. The theory of pre-supernova neutrinos and the pre-supernova

stages of massive stars has been discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3.

The detection of pre-supernova neutrinos from FeCCSNe progenitors would be valuable
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to SNO+. Not only would this complement the data from the supernova and provide more

insight on supernova progenitors, but the detection could also be used to trigger some pre-

defined detector settings to prevent saturation of SNO+ data collection electronics when the

supernova is closer than 1 kpc to Earth (See Section 5.5). Within this range are about 30

supernova candidates, classified as stars in their final stages of nuclear evolution.

Pre-supernova neutrinos can also be used as a warning for various supernova observa-

tories. The alert can warn neutrino and gravitational detectors to maintain uptime for an

impending supernova, and can also provide extra valuable time for the electromagnetic tele-

scope community to prepare for a phenomenon known as shock breakout [191], which has

never been reliably observed. Shock breakout occurs when the supernova shock wave reaches

the outer edges of the star and is expected to generate a bright flash of light. The time of

shock breakout depends on the star’s material, and can occur as early as minutes after the

supernova neutrino burst in the case of a Wolf-Rayet star [119], a star that has lost its

non-burning hydrogen envelope surrounding the core. In this case, an alert from supernova

neutrinos alone may not provide enough lead time for various observatories to prepare, but

a pre-supernova alert could add hours or even days of alert time. Given the increased lead

time possible with the detection of pre-supernova neutrinos, the SNEWS collaboration plans

to add a pre-supernova channel to their alert [163], which will be based off of the alerts

sent from detectors like SNO+. Currently, only the KamLAND collaboration operates and

publishes a pre-supernova alert [192], and adding an alert from SNO+ with comparable

sensitivity will improve reliability and sensitivity of any alert sent to the multi-messenger

community. Because the signal from pre-supernova neutrinos is several orders of magnitude

weaker compared to that from a supernova, pre-supernova neutrinos can only be observed

for nearby stars and an alert would therefore also place a first-order estimate on the star’s

distance which helps the electromagnetic community choose the correct configuration for

their telescopes. Additionally, because detectors are not sensitive to pre-supernova neutri-

nos from ECSN progenitors, a pre-supernova alert is only sensitive to the stars which evolve
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into FeCCSNe.

This Chapter discusses the design and commissioning of the SNO+ pre-supernova mon-

itor and alert system. The creation of mock pre-supernova signals, which were integral in

assessing and designing the monitor, is discussed in Section 6.2. An overview of the pre-

supernova monitor design is in Section 6.3. The monitor is divided into multiple levels:

Level 2 in Section 6.4, Level 3 in Section 6.5, and Level 4 in Section 6.6. Characterization

of the cuts used at each of the Levels is given in the respective sections, with the exception

of an energy cut and a counting time window, which are described in Section 6.7. The

alert component of the monitor is in Section 6.8, as well as the planned SNO+ response

to such an alert. Users will review pre-supernova data with an online interface, and the

development and layout of the interface is discussed in Section 6.9. The current status of

the pre-supernova monitor during early-phase commissioning is in Section 6.10.

6.2 Pre-supernova Neutrino Signal Creation

In comparison to supernova neutrino modelling which has been a very active field for decades,

pre-supernova neutrino modelling is relatively new. The first prediction of pre-supernova

neutrino observations was in 2004 by Odrzywolek et al., who predicted event rates in de-

tectors like SNO and Super-Kamiokande [106] with further discussion in [103]. These first

studies explored two models of FeCCSN progenitors: a 15 M� and 25 M� mass model, herein

referred to as the Odrzywolek models. Since the first mention of pre-supernova neutrinos as

a possible signal, a handful of other models with updated stellar models and different nu-

clear reaction schemes have emerged from various groups [193, 194, 104, 105] about 10 years

later. Regardless of the scheme considered, the neutrino signals from each group appear to

be comparable. As an example, Figure 6.1 compares the Odrzywolek models [106, 103] to

two FeCCSN progenitor models from Kato et al. [104, 105]. As seen in the figure, the 15 M�

mass models from the two groups have similar neutrino spectra. The work in this thesis
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of electron antineutrino fluence spectra from various pre-supernova
models in the last 12 h prior to core collapse. No neutrino oscillations have been considered.
The models with 15 M� progenitor masses have comparable spectra. Red and blue curves
are from [106, 103], and the teal and violet are from [104, 105]. The inverse beta decay (IBD)
threshold is shown as a dotted line at 1.8 MeV for reference.

uses the two Odrzywolek models, and unless otherwise specified, any results in this chapter

are derived from these models. Because these are the same models used by the KamLAND

collaboration to establish their sensitivity [192], a direct comparison between the SNO+ and

KamLAND detectors is possible.

As discussed in Section 5.3, the favoured interaction within scintillator-based detectors

like SNO+ is the inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction,

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n. (6.1)

This reaction has a high cross section and is sensitive to only electron antineutrinos, ν̄e.

Inverse beta decay events can be tagged with high (& 90%) efficiency due to the neutron

capture,

n+ p→ d+ γ (2.2 MeV), (6.2)

which occurs on hydrogen about 200 microseconds after the positron annihilates. Neutron

captures on carbon are rare and are neglected in this study. Due to the tagging of the prompt
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positron by the delayed neutron capture, these events also have low background. The inverse

beta decay reaction has the highest interaction cross section out of all neutrino interactions in

scintillator. Therefore, the pre-supernova neutrino monitor was developed to search for only

inverse beta decay interactions, and all other possible neutrino interactions are neglected.

Future studies may include other neutrino reactions and search for an overall increase of an

event rate within the detector, but improvements to the sensitivity are expected to be small

due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of these interactions at pre-supernova energies.

Only electron antineutrino data is available in the Odrzywolek models, and therefore

the full oscillation formalism developed in Chapter 2 cannot be applied to determine the

neutrino flux at a detector given the flux at the source. Instead, the oscillation scheme of

the neutrinos is approximated using the same approach as KamLAND [192] to account for

MSW oscillations. No other oscillation types are expected in the star, and any earth-matter

effects will be negligible with respect to the SNO+ detector resolution. The result is a simple

scaling factor applied to the original flux:

F = aF 0, (6.3)

in which F 0 is the flux at the source, F is the flux after oscillations, and the scaling factor

is a = 0.74 for the normal neutrino mass hierarchy (NH) and a = 0.21 for the inverted

mass hierarchy (IH). Given Eq 3.4 that described the energy distribution of these particular

pre-supernova fluxes, the flux at a detector is expressed as

F =
dΦ

dEdt
=

a

4πd2
A(t)Eα(t) e−B(t)E, (6.4)

in which both oscillations and distance to the source, d, have been accounted for. In this

expression, E is the neutrino energy, and A(t), α(t), and B(t) are time-dependent parameters

of an analytic expression that are combinations of the various energy moments. Not all pre-

supernova neutrino fluxes are known to fit this scheme, but there is good agreement with
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the Odrzywolek models when fitting to this function, as seen in Figure 6.1.

Using the cross section of IBD interactions and the tools discussed in Section 5.3.3, an

event calculator was developed to determine the number of expected pre-supernova neutrino

events in SNO+. The number of detected events is calculated as a function of distance

to the star, time to supernova, and the duration of the event counting “lookback” time

window. As an example, the expected number of events within a 48-hour time window taken

just prior to core collapse at a distance of 200 pc (approximately the distance to supernova

candidate Betelgeuse) is given in Table 6.1. This table also includes the expected rate for

KamLAND using a detector composition of 80% dodecane and 20% psuedocumene, and

shows that the event rates are similar. KamLAND uses a 48-hour counting time window

because it maximizes their signal-to-noise ratio, but the background in SNO+ is expected

to be higher than in KamLAND, and therefore a smaller counting time window is expected

for the pre-supernova monitor developed in this thesis. As will be seen in Section 6.7, the

optimal time window is 12 hours for SNO+. The number of events in SNO+ for the last

12 hour of a star’s life at 200 pc is given in Table 6.2. This table includes the events from

the Kato models [104, 105], and again demonstrates that the event rates between different

modelling groups are consistent. Heat maps illustrating the event rates as functions of time

to collapse and distance are given in Figure 6.2 using the 12-hour counting “lookback” time

window. As discussed in Section 3.3, the 15 M� model emits more detectable neutrinos than

the 25 M� model at early times, but around 40 hours to core collapse, the opposite occurs.

Because the pre-supernova monitor is a counting experiment, the sensitivity of SNO+ to the

different pre-supernova models will follow the contours in Figure 6.2.

The pre-supernova models were also imported into the Monte Carlo simulation package

designed in Section 5.4. Given this, HEPEVT files could be created (Section 5.4.3) and im-

ported into the full SNO+ GEANT4-based simulation package, RAT. This is generally useful

for generating separate files for neutrons and positrons, and if time-dependent studies were

needed when reviewing the full detector response. Yet full-detector simulations involving
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Model KamLAND SNO+
NO 66 63

25 M� NH 49 47
IH 14 13

NO 34 32
15 M� NH 25 24

IH 7 7

Table 6.1: Number of expected IBD events within the KamLAND and SNO+ detection
medium in the last 48 hours before supernova assuming a source distance of 200 pc. NO
refers to no oscillations, NH (IH) assumes the approximation for MSW with normal (inverted)
mass hierarchy. Rates assume full detector volumes and 100% detection efficiency. The pre-
supernova models are the Odrzywolek models [106, 103].

Mass MH Events in SNO+
Odrzywolek models [106, 103] Kato models [104, 105]

NO 52 -
25 M� NH 39 -

IH 11 -
NO 26 33

15 M� NH 19 24
IH 5 5
NO - 15

12 M� NH - 11
IH - 3

Table 6.2: Comparison of event rates in SNO+ for the last 12 h of different pre-supernova
models before the supernova assuming a distance of 200 pc. Odrzywolek models [106, 103]
are oscillated with the scheme given in Eq. 6.3, while the Kato models [104, 105] are provided
as pre-oscillated tables. MH refers to the possible neutrino hierarchy scheme: NO for no
oscillations, NH for normal hierarchy, and IH for inverted hierarchy. The event rates of the
15 M� models are consistent with each other.
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Figure 6.2: Heat maps illustrating the number of events observed at a particular time and
distance using a 12-hour lookback time window for models (top left) 25 M� with inverted
hierarchy, (bottom left) 25 M� with normal hierarchy, (top right) 15 M� with inverted
hierarchy, and (bottom right) 15 M� with normal hierarchy. A normal hierarchy scheme will
generate more neutrinos and therefore more events. The 15 M� model generates more events
at earlier times, but once 40 h to collapse is reached, the opposite becomes true. Taking
into account the duration of the counting time window, this switch occurs at around 30 h to
collapse in the graphs.
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HEPEVT files are generally cumbersome and not required for sources that change slowly in

time and with observations using a large counting window, like the pre-supernova neutrino

study. They are especially cumbersome when generating a large number of events for studies

of detector response that do not depend on time. To simplify the simulation process in these

cases, a fluence spectrum was added directly to an existing IBD generator in RAT. The

chosen spectrum is normalized from neutrinos integrated over the last 48 h of the 15 M�

model, which, as seen in Figure 6.3, has a shape that is well-matched by the last 12 h of the

25 M� model. This spectrum can then be sampled for a specified number of events occurring

at a specified event rate.

Figure 6.4 shows the entire observed energy range for events created by sampling the

15 M� model fluence in the last 48 hours and simulating them as IBD-inducing events in the

SNO+ detector with pure scintillator loading using the full Monte Carlo methods available

with RAT. The energy is displayed in units of Nhits, the number of PMTs hit in an observed

event, which is essentially an uncalibrated value of the energy of the particle detected in

the event. The peak around 1180 Nhit comes from the delayed events in IBD reactions,

each occurring when a 2.2 MeV gamma ray is released during neutron capture. The prompt

events, which are due to positron annihilation, occur in the energy range of 100 – 3000 Nhit

and are related to the neutrino’s energy. Low-energy background events are also numerous

up to around 100 Nhit, many of which come from scattering events the neutron has with

particles in the target material before capture. This spectrum and others from various pre-

supernova simulations were integral in designing the pre-supernova monitor.

6.3 Pre-Supernova Monitor Overview

The pre-supernova monitor is a series of scripts developed to run on the snug1 server (see

Section 4.7 for where the snug1 server is located in the SNO+ dataflow) and process nearly-

live SNO+ data for rapid detection of pre-supernova neutrinos. The monitor was designed
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Figure 6.4: Raw Nhit energy spectrum of events simulated in SNO+ using IBD-inducing
neutrinos sampled from the last 48 h of the 15 M� pre-supernova model. The distribution
has been fitted to a Gaussian (red) in the delayed Nhit range. Delayed events center around
the sharp peak at 1180 ± 50 Nhit due to neutron capture, while prompt events range from
∼100 – 3000 Nhit. Many low-energy (< 100 Nhit) background events occur from neutron
scattering before the neutron captures on hydrogen.
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with the following principles:

1. Low latency: This ensures that when an alarm is sounded, detectors are given the

maximum warning time possible. A latency on the order of minutes is acceptable.

2. Low alarm frequency: Supernovae and pre-supernova neutrinos are rare, and as such

it is recommended to avoid any downtime that could jeporadize collecting supernova

data if the alarm sounds. An alarm with a high false positive rate can interfere with

other SNO+ analyses if their plans are postponed by false positives. A rate of once

per year may be deemed an acceptable false positive rate by the SNO+ Supernova

Working Group, but may be adjusted as appropriate.

3. Maximized signal-to-noise ratio: This ensures that when an alarm is sounded, the

results are as sensitive as possible, which maximizes the reach of the monitor to stars

in the galaxy.

4. Limited interference with other SNO+ analyses: Although the low alarm frequency is

one way this is targeted, this statement particularly targets the fact that the results

of the pre-supernova monitor must not compromise any blinded analysis SNO+ is

performing. This is especially important for reactor neutrinos, which are a background

for the pre-supernova search but are signals for reactor neutrino oscillation studies.

5. Allows for human intervention: Supernova Working Group members must be able

to review the data of the pre-supernova monitor and adjust the alert as necessary.

This includes retracting alarms that are clearly from false positives, or liaising with

SNO+ operators to keep the detector stable if the signal could be from pre-supernova

neutrinos. This principle often runs antiparallel to the previous one, as the most

effective way to follow this principle is to make all results of the monitor available,

which can compromise blinded studies.

6. Provides feedback during AmBe calibration runs: Because the detection methods for
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pre-supernova neutrinos and events from the Americium-Beryllium (AmBe) source

(discussed in Section 4.8.1) are similar, few adjustments are needed for the monitor

to provide quick feedback during AmBe running, which is useful during calibration

efforts.

Wherever possible, a component of the monitor should improve at least one of these principles

and should not be detrimental to the others. However, this was not always possible. Such

compromises will be discussed in the following sections.

The overview of the pre-supernova monitor during typical “physics” running is shown

in Figure 6.5. Not shown in the figure is a client script, which monitors the SNO+ data

ZDAB directory of the mounted data RAID and launches different scripts based on the

run type of the newly completed ZDAB file. The run type is checked by a C++ program,

also not shown, that rapidly reads the file and returns a flag based on the run type. The

pre-supernova scripts are grouped into “levels” which begin at Level 2, as they feed off the

Event Builder data stream and are parallel to the original Level 2 system of the SNO+ DAQ

discussed in Section 4.7. The function of the pre-supernova monitor differs depending on

which run type data is currently being analyzed:

• For a physics run, Levels 2 – 4 are launched sequentially, as shown in Figure 6.5.

• For a deployed calibration source run, Level 2 and Level 4 are launched in order after

each subrun, while Level 3 is launched only after the run is completed (i.e., all the

subruns and their files are available for a particular run).

• For any other run type, only Level 4 is launched.

Level 4 is launched regardless of run type and behaves differently depending on the type of

the run; this level provides a heartbeat for the alert in order to make sure the pre-supernova

significance is updating. Level 3 is delayed during AmBe running until the run is complete

because it is the most time-consuming process and was observed to cause the pre-supernova

monitor to lag if launched the same way as with physics runs.
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Figure 6.5: Information flow of the pre-supernova monitor. The monitor is broken down into
multiple levels and an alert. If the current run is physics, all levels will be launched. See
text for details.
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A full list of the cuts used in the pre-supernova search is given in Table 6.3. Some

properties are cut at multiple levels to allow for various studies outside the pre-supernova

search. All energy selection in the pre-supernova monitor is performed using Nhits. The

choice to use Nhits as a measurement of energy, rather than reconstructing the energy using

various reconstruction algorithms, saves valuable time with minimal sacrifice on the accuracy

required for energy cuts. Avoiding energy reconstruction also safeguards against exposing

the energy of blinded data. The following subsections detail the different processing levels

of the monitoring system and justify the cuts in Table 6.3.

6.4 Level 2

If the run type of the “SNOP” ZDAB file is either “physics” or “deployed source”, the

event_thinner program is launched immediately once the file has been marked as closed (i.e.

the Event Builder is no longer writing events to this file). This C++ program was designed

for rapid pre-processing of the SNO+ data. It selects events that trigger on “physics”

triggers: N100Low, N100Med, N100High, N20, and N20LB; and external triggers: EXT2,

EXT3, EXT4, EXT5, EXT6, EXT7, and EXT8PulseAsy. This way, rapid feedback can also

be provided during AmBe calibration runs. For events with these triggers, a simple cut on

the raw number of Nhits is performed, so that only events within the defined Nhit range are

selected and saved to a ZDAB file following the same run and subrun naming convention,

except with the prefix “preSN” instead of “SNOP”. The first and last events of the “SNOP”

file are also saved to the “preSN” file regardless of the trigger or Nhits. This is to keep track

of the time duration spanned by events in the file. The Level 2 performs this cut on data

such that the RAT processors downstream run faster on the “thinned” data.

Level 2 is set to accept events between 300 and 3000 hit PMTs. Assuming 1180 Nhit/2.2 MeV

as observed in Figure 6.4 for the scintillator composition expected once full but without tel-

lurium loading, this leads to an energy range of (0.56 ± 0.02) MeV – (5.6 ± 0.2) MeV for
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Threshold/Region Description

Level 2

300 ≤ NL2 ≤ 3000 Nhit Cut any events outside this Nhit region
Trigger mask Cut any events not from N100Low, N100Med, N100High, N20,

N20LB, EXT2, EXT3, EXT4, EXT5, EXT6, EXT7, and
EXT8PulseAsy triggers

Level 3
Both Processors

skyshine > 1 Remove background events that “shine down” from the neck of
the detector

centroid Reconstruct remaining event positions with this fast reconstruc-
tion method

Delayed Processor
RL3,d < 6.0 m Cut any delayed candidates outside this radial cut
700 ≤ Nd ≤ 1300 Nhit Cut any delayed candidates outside this Nhit region

Prompt Processor
RL3,p < 5.5 m Cut any prompt/delayed candidates outside this radial cut
3 µs ≤ ∆tL3 ≤ 500 µs Cuts any prompt candidates not within this time of a delayed

candidate
∆R < 2.0 m Cut any prompt candidates not within this distance of a delayed

candidate
600 ≤ Np ≤ 2200 Nhit Cut any prompt candidates outside this Nhit region

Level 4

RL4 < 5.5m Cut any coincidence events that have prompt/delayed events out-
side this radial cut

∆tL4 ≤ 500 µs Cut any coincidence events with prompt/delayed time separation
above this

tw = 12 h Pre-supernova counting time window size
Ptw < 0.05 Any significance calculated in which the percent difference be-

tween desired and acquired time window duration is higher than
this is flagged

Rb = 410 /yr Background rate used in significance calculation

Alarm

Significance ≥ 3.0 Significance threshold at which alarm is sounded
flag=1 Flag must indicate acceptable data taking conditions for alarm

to sound

Table 6.3: List of cut settings recommended for the pre-supernova monitor search using a full
SNO+ detector with liquid scintillator. Some properties, like radial position, have multiple
cuts to permit different background studies along the way.
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the prompt events. These events are directly related to the neutrino energy as noted in

Eq. 5.30, and therefore the Level 2 passes events from neutrinos in the energy range of

(1.34 ± 0.02) MeV to (6.4 ± 0.2) MeV. The threshold for IBD is 1.8 MeV, while negligible

pre-supenova neutrinos are expected even beyond 5 MeV as seen in Figure 6.3. Therefore,

this energy range is more than sufficient for retaining pre-supernova neutrinos while filtering

out many unnecessary events for the analysis. A more stringent Nhit cut is implemented in

Level 3 to select the prompt and delayed events for coincidences.

The scintillator composition in the SNO+ detector at the beginning of pre-supernova

monitor commissioning did not have the target concentration of 2.0 g/L PPO in 780 tonnes

liquid scintillator. Rather, the concentration was typically around 0.5 g/L, especially while

half-full of scintillator. Because PPO shifts the wavelength of emitted light closer to the

maximum of the PMTs’ efficiency curves, less light is visible using a concentration of 0.5

g/L and therefore events have fewer Nhit. An AmBe calibration taken on February 4, 2021

illustrates the light yield of the detector at that time, as shown in Figure 6.6. The peak

representing the 2.2 MeV gamma rays released from neutron capture events occurs at 590

Nhit, resulting in a light yield of 270 Nhit/MeV. Therefore, the observed energy range covered

during this time is approximately (1.12± 0.09) MeV – (11.2± 0.9) MeV, which corresponds

roughly to a neutrino energy range of 1.90 MeV – 12.0 MeV. Because the lower limit is above

the IBD threshold, this range will cut some pre-supernova neutrinos. However, as seen in

Section 6.7, the final cuts optimized using the ideal scintillator composition also cut into the

lower end of the spectrum by a similar amount. Therefore, this range is still acceptable, and

improves as scintillator filling continues.

The Level 2 cuts currently reject over 99.9% of events from the original data file in about

5 seconds. Most of the cut events are low-energy background events with energies below

the allowed Nhit range, but others are events with triggers unrelated to the pre-supernova

search, such as minor electronics calibrations that occur during each run.
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Figure 6.6: Total Nhit spectrum of all runs taken during AmBe calibrations on Feb 4, 2021,
after filtering with the pre-supernova Level 2 cuts. The delayed Nhit spectrum from neutron
captures has been fitted to a Gaussian with a peak at 590± 50 Nhit.

6.5 Level 3

Level 3 processing is performed with the SNO+ analysis tool, RAT. This analysis tool is the

same package used to conduct the full, SNO+ GEANT4 simulations, and therefore allows

the same detector configurations and tools to be used on data as well as simulations without

any extra conversion required.

With the current data-taking rate, a new subrun is created every few minutes. If the

current run is a physics run, then each time a new “preSN” file has been written to and closed,

it and all other “preSN” files for the same run number are processed with RAT using two

macros. The first macro identifies delayed neutron-capture candidate events, and the second

finds the prompt positron event. If the run is a deployed calibration run, this step does not

happen until all “preSN” files for the same run have been created. This happens when the

client script checks for a difference in run number between the previously processed data,

and the next data available to be processed. Therefore, the next available data is delayed

while the data from the deployed calibration run is processed by Level 3. The pre-supernova

monitor could be modified in the future so that the processing of calibration sources happens

parallel to that of any following physics runs. However, a first check of the pre-supernova
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monitor indicates that the increase in latency by waiting is only a few minutes.

The Level 3 searches for IBD events in all subruns of the entire run by aggregating all

existing subrun data. Processing SNO+ data by runs rather than subruns ensures no IBD

events are missed if they occur at subrun boundaries, i.e. if the prompt event occurs at the

end of one subrun and the delayed event at the beginning of the next subrun. In the future,

the pre-supernova monitor could also be adjusted such that the last subrun of the previous

run is also included which ensures that events at run boundaries are also not missed. This

is not yet implemented, as the loss of livetime due to run boundaries is negligible.1

As of September 2021, the two processing macros load a particular geometry pertaining

to when the detector is not completely filled with the desired scintillator and allows for an

adjustable scintillator level. Once the detector is completely filled, the geometry should be

updated. Both geometries define how the reconstruction of the events is fulfilled. Both

macros also require skyshine > 1, a condition to neglect events shining down to the bot-

tom of the detector due to the detector configuration. Data cleaning filters have yet to be

applied, and the final list has not yet been determined. Once finalized, data cleaning will

be implemented in the macros in the future. It is anticipated that the set of data cleaning

algorithms will follow the same settings expected for typical data taking for SNO+ analyses

with a scintillator-filled detector. However, care must be taken that data cleaning does not

remove the first and last events stored in each file before the duration of the run is calculated.

Both macros then run a reconstruction algorithm referred to as the Centroid fitter to

reconstruct the position of the events. The Centroid fitter only reconstructs the position,

~f , of the event, and does so using the expression

~f =

∑N
i=0 q

C
i ∗ ~Pi∑N

i=0
~Pi

, (6.5)

where
∑N

i=0 is the sum over calibrated PMTs that have been hit, qi is the charge of the

1Assuming a typical 1 hour run and a 200 microsecond delay between prompt and delayed events, the
fraction of lost time is on the order of 10−8.
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PMT, ~Pi is the position of the PMT, and C = 2 by default. Event positions are calculated

as a three-dimensional vector with the origin located at the center of the detector, i.e. at

the center of the acrylic vessel. In comparison to Centroid, the scintFitter algorithm is

the most accurate reconstruction method developed for SNO+ with scintillator inside the

acrylic, but is much slower. As an example, multiple simulation runs of 1000 inverse beta

decay events were performed with either one fitter or the other, while all other settings

remained identical. On average, simulations with scintFitter took three times as long to

run compared to those with Centroid. Promptness of time is an important component of

the alert, and therefore position accuracy was sacrificed for alert time. Other algorithms,

such as the new TimeCentroid classifier developed by a collaborator at the University of

Oxford specifically for coincidence events, are to be evaluated in the future.

The macros then launch a custom RAT processor, one for each macro, which were de-

veloped as a part of this thesis to select events reconstructed with specific characteristics.

The first processing macro searches for the characteristic energy released from the delayed

neutron capture using the custom CoincDelayedProc processor. Events must pass a cut for

position, referred to as a fiducial volume (FV) cut, which is a radial cut taken with respect to

the center of the detector. The criteria for the delayed processor FV cut does not necessarily

have to be the same as that for the following processor, but, if different, it should encompass

the range required in the following processor. If an event passes the cuts for position as

well as a cut on Nhit, the event is referred to as a delayed candidate and its time, position,

and Nhit values are recorded in a table which is specific to the run and updated each time

a new subrun becomes available. This table is then read in by the second processor which

uses the delayed candidate information to tag prompt events. The delayed processor also

records events which do not occur within the desired Nhit range, but do pass the delayed

FV cut. The events which satisfy these conditions are saved to two additional files: one for

events below the Nhit window, and one for events above the Nhit window. This allows for

sideband studies. Values of the cuts used to identify delayed event candidates are also saved
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to the tables. Table names follow the scheme CoincDelayedProc_<runnumber>.ratdb, and

the sideband studies have an additional “sb” tag to the filename. Files are updated each

time new subrun information for the run is available. The format of the table is given below

with some sample parameters. Comments are indicated with a “#” but do not exist in the

actual tables.

{

"DelayedGtids" : [], # Candidate GTIDs

"DelayedNhits" : [], # List of candidate Nhits

"DelayedPosX" : [], # Candidate x positions [mm]

"DelayedPosY" : [], # Candidate y positions [mm]

"DelayedPosZ" : [], # Candidate z positions [mm]

"DelayedTime50MHzDouble" : [], # Candidate times using 50 MHz clock

"DelayedTimeDay" : [], # Part of candidate time using 10 MHz clock

"DelayedTimeNsec" : [], # Part of candidate time using 10 MHz clock

"DelayedTimeSec" : [], # Part of candidate time using 10 MHz clock

"DelayedTrigs" : [], # Trigger type of candidates

"NHit_d_hi" : 700 # High Nhit cut for delayed candidates

"NHit_d_low" : 340 # Low Nhit cut for delayed candidates

"Radius_d" : 6000 # Fiducial volume (FV) cut for candidates [mm]

"comment" : "",

"index" : "",

"ndelayedevents" : 227, # Number of delayed candidates found

"pass" : -1,

"run_range" : [268349, 268349], # Run number processed

"timestamp" : "",

"type" : "CoincDelayedProc", # Table name

"version" : 1
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}

The second processing macro calls the CoincPromptProc processor to search for asso-

ciating prompt positron events, which have a broader energy range. This processor loads

the information from the tables created with the delayed processor into memory. Prompt

candidates must first pass the prompt Nhit and FV condition. Candidates then have their

times and positions compared to the delayed candidates, which must also pass the prompt

FV condition. The time between prompt and delayed candidates is calculated using the 50

MHz clock information, which is more accurate than the 10 MHz clock for computing such

time differences. If candidates pass these checks, a final check is made to ensure the prompt

and delayed candidates are not already assigned to previous IBD events. Prompt and de-

layed candidates which are paired then have their event information saved to a run-specific

event table with the naming convention CoincPromptProc_<runnumber>.ratdb, which is

also updated every time a new subrun becomes available. Settings of the cuts are also saved

to the table. These cuts are lower and upper Nhit thresholds; the upper and lower time be-

tween prompt and delayed events, ∆t; the upper and lower thresholds for the displacement

between the prompt and delayed event, ∆R; and the fiducial volume cut. The run start

time and duration, the latter of which is calculated by CoincPromptProc by comparing the

time difference of the first and last events in the preSN files for the run, are also saved to the

table. This file is then fed into Level 4 of the pre-SN monitor. Files are also generated for

the sideband studies, but are not used for further processing in the pre-supernova monitor.

These files can be downloaded and used for offline background studies. An example structure

of the created files is given below, in which “#” again indicates a comment for readability,

but is not present in the actual file.

{

"DelayedGtids" : [], # GTID of delayed events

"DelayedNhits" : [], # Nhits of delayed events

"DelayedPosR" : [], # Radial position of delayed events [mm]
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"DelayedPosX" : [], # Position of delayed events [mm]

"DelayedPosY" : [], # Position of delayed events [mm]

"DelayedPosZ" : [], # Position of delayed events [mm]

"DelayedTrigs" : [], # Trigger of delayed events

"NHit_cut_d_hi" : 700, # Delayed Nhit cut high threshold

"NHit_cut_d_low" : 340, # Delayed Nhit cut low threshold

"NHit_cut_p_hi" : 3000, # Prompt Nhit cut high threshold

"NHit_cut_p_low" : 300, # Prompt Nhit cut low threshold

"PromptGtids" : [], # GTID of prompt events

"PromptNhits" : [], # Nhits of prompt events

"PromptPosR" : [], # Radial position of prompt events [mm]

"PromptPosX" : [], # x position of prompt events [mm]

"PromptPosY" : [], # y position of prompt events [mm]

"PromptPosZ" : [], # z position of prompt events [mm]

"PromptTime50MHzDouble" : [], # Time of prompt events using 50 MHz clock

"PromptTimeDay" : [], # Time of prompt events (10 MHz clock)

"PromptTimeNsec" : [], # Time of prompt events (10 MHz clock)

"PromptTimeSec" : [], # Time of prompt events (10 MHz clock)

"PromptTimeSecFromStart" : [], # Time of prompt events (50 MHz clock)

"PromptTrigs" : [], # Trigger of prompt events

"R_cut_d" : 6000, # Radial cut used with the delayed processor [mm]

"R_cut_p" : 5500, # Radial cut used with the prompt processor [mm]

"UTCday" : 25, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"UTChour" : 0, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"UTCmin" : 11, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"UTCmonth" : 2, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"UTCsec" : 28, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)
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"UTCyear" : 2021, # UTC time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"comment" : "",

"dR" : [], # Displacement between prompt and delayed events [mm]

"dR_cut" : 2000, # Displacement cut threshold [mm]

"day" : 24, # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"dst" : 0, # Indicator for daylight savings time

"dt" : [], # Time between prompt and delayed events [ns] (50 MHz clock)

"dt_cut_hi" : 500000, # High time cut between prompt and delayed events [ns]

"dt_cut_low" : 3000, # Low time cut between prompt and delayed events [ns]

"durationsec" : 615.2519114, # Duration of run so far [s] using 50 MHz clock

"first50MHz" : 731048707673, # Time of first event in run (50 MHz clock)

"hour" : 19, # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"index" : "",

"last50MHz" : 761811303243, # Time of last event checked in run (50 MHz clock)

"min" : 11, # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"month" : 2, # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"nevents" : 425, # Number events checked in the run

"npromptevents" : 0, # Number of IBD events found

"pass" : -1,

"run_range" : [268349, 268349], # Run number

"runtype" : 587202564, # Run type

"sec" : 28, # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

"timestamp" : "",

"type" : "CoincPromptProc", # Table name

"version" : 1,

"year" : 2021 # Time of first event checked in run (10 MHz clock)

}
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In both tables, the time is recorded from two different sources. One source uses the

information from a 50 MHz clock, which has a maximum count of 243 and refreshes every

243

50× 106 Hz× (60× 60× 24 seconds/day)
∼ 2 days. (6.6)

The other time information is from a 10 MHz clock synced to a GPS unit and is useful

when coordinating with other experiments, like for supernova alerts. Time from the 50 MHz

clock is stored as an integer number of clock counts, whereas time from the 10 MHz clock is

broken up into individual values for the day, month, year, hour, minute, and second. For the

first available event, the 10 MHz clock information is also saved as Coordinated Universal

Time (UTC). Because timing information is so valuable, information from both clocks are

stored and the redundancy ensures the pre-supernova monitor can function in the event of a

clock failure. Generally, the pairing of prompt and delayed events uses the 50 MHz clock to

calculate the time difference, which has finer time precision, while the start time of the run

uses the information provided by the synced 10 MHz clock. Times of the first and last event

in the run are the clock times of the events which were allowed to pass Level 2 regardless of

the cuts, and these times are used to calculate the duration of the run, typically using the

50 MHz clock. These times are also used at Level 4 to determine how many runs need to

be analyzed in the counting time window. This information is especially important because

most runs will have no IBD events and therefore the timing information of the IBD events

themselves cannot usually be used when finding the proper time window.

The selection criteria for the delayed and prompt events were determined using simula-

tions of IBD events from pre-supernova neutrinos. The simulations were conducted in RAT

using the full, pure scintillator configuration. First, the allowed range of the delayed Nhit

window was determined by individually simulating neutrons with energies consistent with

expectations from IBD reactions with pre-supernova neutrinos. These simulations were con-

ducted using HEPEVT files generated for use with the Monte Carlo simulation package RAT
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using the 25 M� pre-supernova model and IBD events only. Event positions were randomly

distributed within a six-meter spherical volume of the liquid scintillator. The observed en-

ergy ranges are shown in Figure 6.7, along with the observed range for the positron events,

which were simulated separately.

The neutron capture event is signaled by the emission of a 2.2 MeV gamma ray, and

therefore a clear peak in the observed energy spectrum should occur. However, Figure 6.7

shows that a shoulder is visible in the Nhit spectrum, which is not explained by background

events (e.g. neutron scatters). Rather, this shoulder occurs due to artifacts in the optics like

scattered and reflected light that can occur near the edge of the acrylic vessel. These artifacts

are folded into reconstruction algorithms, and as such the peak is faithfully reconstructed

and the shoulder disappears in a distribution of the events vs energy in MeV. This is shown

in Figure 6.8, in which the scintFitter algorithm was used to reconstruct event energies.

A full reconstruction of the data files used in the pre-supernova search would be too

involved and time-consuming, and event energies are not reconstructed. Rather, the pre-

supernova monitor uses units of Nhits of calibrated PMTs. Given the shoulder in Figure 6.7,

the range of the delayed Nhit search is selected to be 700 ≤ N ≤ 1300, which is consistent

with ranges used in other IBD searches with the SNO+ detector.

The timing and position cuts in Level 3 borrow from the experience of the IBD reactor

neutrino studies in SNO+, which are more mature than the pre-supernova studies. These

studies recommend a time difference cut between prompt and delayed events of 3 µs ≤ ∆t ≤

500 µs to maximize signal-to-noise. The 3 µs lower limit comes from a study [195] which

found only noise in events with a time difference less than this. The upper limit is due to the

fact that the time difference follows an exponential law with a mean of 200 microseconds.

Including time differences above 500 microseconds adds undesired backgrounds. Simulations

conducted with the SNO+ detector using the pre-supernova generator (last 48 h of the

15 M� model) indicate the time difference does indeed follow an exponential law, as seen

in Figure 6.9. Events were simulated at a rate of 1 Hz to ensure no accidental coincidences
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Figure 6.7: Observed distribution of energies in SNO+ for individually simulated neutrons
and positrons with energies consistent with products of IBD reactions with pre-supernova
neutrinos. The events below 50 Nhit are not shown as they are due to backgrounds. A
shoulder appears at the low-energy side of the neutron capture peak, this is due to optical
artifacts at the edge of the detector’s acrylic vessel.
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Figure 6.8: Reconstructed energy distribution for the same data set in Figure 6.7. The shoul-
der in the neutron capture peak from Figure 6.7 has disappeared due to the reconstruction
algorithms which compensate for optics in the detector.
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Figure 6.9: Distributed times between prompt and delayed events from IBD reactions simu-
lated using the last 48 h of the 15 M� model. The average time separation is 200 microsec-
onds. A cut at 500 microseconds retains 91% of the events.

were possible. In this data set, 91% of the tagged IBD events had prompt and delayed events

within 500 microseconds of each other.

The position cut also borrows experience from reactor neutrino studies, and is set to

accept coincidences that pass the above cuts as long as they are within dR < 2 m of each

other and within R < 5.5 m of the center of the detector. The radial cut is used to effectively

remove background events which occur on the surface of the acrylic vessel. With all of the

given cuts so far, the detection efficiency for all pre-supernova events occurring within the

scintillator was determined to be 86%. This position cut, and the use of the Centroid recon-

struction method used to determine event positions, may be re-evaluated in the future. This

is especially because the recommended cuts come from using the scintFitter rather than

the Centroid reconstruction method, which may calculate different reconstructed positions.

The prompt Nhit range used in Level 3 cannot benefit from the same range used for

reactor neutrino studies. The reactor neutrinos are also a background to pre-supernova

searches, and therefore should be eliminated from the signal as much as possible. This

cannot be done in earlier sections of the search because the properties thus far have all been

similar. However, the energy spectrum of pre-supernova neutrinos is different than reactor
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neutrinos, and this manifests in the visible energies of the prompt events. To identify the

ideal prompt Nhit range used in Level 3, a better understanding of the background levels

is required. Unfortunately, this isn’t yet fully known. Section 6.7 outlines how the prompt

Nhit criteria were determined simultaneously with Level 4 criteria. A prompt Nhit range

of 600 ≤ N ≤ 2200 for the detector with the ideal scintillator composition was determined

from the analysis.

The final cut recommendations for Level 3 are:

• Radial position of events: R < 5.5 m

• Delayed events: 700 ≤ N ≤ 1300, where N is the number of hits after cleaning

• Time difference between prompt and delayed events: 3 µs ≤ ∆t ≤ 500 µs.

• Radial distance between the prompt and delayed events: ∆R < 2000 mm.

• Prompt events: 600 ≤ N ≤ 2200, where N is the number of hits after cleaning

As of 10 September 2021, different values of the Nhit cuts are used due to the different

light yield with the current detector configuration. They are as follows:

• Delayed events: 432 ≤ N ≤ 758, where N is the number of hits after cleaning

• Prompt events: 300 ≤ N ≤ 3000, where N is the number of hits after cleaning

The delayed Nhit range was chosen after reviewing the 4 February 2021 AmBe data, whereas

the prompt Nhit range is simply the same as the Level 2 range.

In addition to the pre-supernova neutrino search, Level 3 also plots some basic event

information which is stored in ROOT files specific to the run number, and conducts searches

for coincident events within various sidebands. Included in these studies are the sideband

events identified with the delayed processor, which are also fed through the prompt processor.

The results of these sideband studies are not published, but are stored on snug1 and therefore

can be accessed if desired. Figure 6.10 illustrates the event selection process for the various
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Figure 6.10: Event selection flow diagram for coincidence events. Headers for each region
describe the histograms created with the data that passes the given cut in the region as well
as the cuts before it. In the diagram, the prompt Nhit cut is applied in the same region as
the delayed ROI. The sideband regions have all the same succeeding cuts as those for the
delayed Nhit ROI, but are not shown. The bolded text in the flow diagram indicates the
path to identify pre-supernova neutrino interactions.

searches and the plots generated in the search. These plots are also read in at Level 4 to

generate basic trends and histograms in the data over large periods of time.

6.6 Level 4

Level 4 processing is launched last in the monitoring sequence. Whereas the Level 2 and

3 processes are only launched under certain conditions, the Level 4 process is launched
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each time a new subrun becomes available, regardless of whether or not the previous level

processes have been launched. This is to ensure that a heartbeat exists for the monitor,

because Level 4 returns a status string to the client. If the previous levels were not launched

for this particular run, no alert can be issued because Level 4 recognizes that this is not a

valid run for pre-supernova searches. This is performed by a flag which is fed into the Level

4 to tell Level 4 how to behave.

Under typical, “physics” runs, Level 4 reads in events from Level 3 tables for multiple

runs, starting from the end time of the most recent table and working backwards until events

fall outside a set counting time window. All events within the time window are counted and

a significance is generated. The pre-supernova significance Zσ is calculated as

Z =





√
2

[
n ln

(
n

b

)
+ b− n

]
if n > 0,

0 if n = 0,

(6.7)

in which n is the number of observed events within the time window and b is the number of

expected background events [196]. The background rate is taken to be a constant Rb, and

hence b = Rbtw, where tw is the duration of the time window. Therefore, the settings for Level

4 are the duration of the counting time window and the rate of background events that pass

the Level 2 and Level 3 cuts. The time window duration was set to tw = 12 hours because

this was found to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio during the very last stages of a star

before undergoing a supernova. The search for this selection criteria is discussed in greater

detail in Section 6.7. A background rate of 110 reactor neutrinos, 25 geo-neutrinos, and 275

(α, n) reactions per year, evenly distributed in time, was also selected. The background rate

will be updated with new values as necessary, as the (α, n) rate is still under investigation

and the rate of accidentals is not included. This is also discussed in Section 6.7.

Level 4 is passed the most recently processed run number and returns a string of the

format
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<current timestamp>, <event timestamp>, <significance value>, <flag>

to the client script. Both the current timestamp and the timestamp of the most recently

processed event are returned so that the latency in the pre-supernova monitor can be mon-

itored. “Flag” is a numerical value converted from an integer and indicates the status of

the detector at the time of the significance calculation. This status string can be used as a

heartbeat to ensure the pre-supernova monitor is running, regardless of whether it should

be returning a significance or not.

If no CoincPromptProc_<runnumber>.ratdb file is found from Level 3 for the most

recent run, which will happen if the run is not a physics or a deployed source run, the

event timestamp is given the same value as the current timestamp, the significance is

set to 0, flag is set to 7, and Level 4 exits and returns these values in the string. If a

CoincPromptProc_<runnumber>.ratdb file is found for the most recent run, the run type as

recorded in the file is checked. If the run type matches the bitmask for “physics”, a search

is made for possible pre-supernova neutrino events. The duration of the file is compared

to the required Level 4 time window. If the duration exceeds the window, only events in

the file with times that fall in the time window are selected. If the duration is less than the

desired time window, all events in the file are selected, the run number is decremented, and a

search is made for the next CoincPromptProc_<runnumber>.ratdb file. If the run type was,

instead, from a deployed source, the events in the file are not used, but the duration of the

file still contributes to the time window. If this happens, a flag is set to indicated a deviation

from ideal running conditions. The search for events continues until the cumulative duration

matches the required time window used in the significance calculation, or the search has

gone outside an allowed range. When adding up the duration using subsequent runs, the

calculation uses both the start and end times of the file, as well as the duration recorded in

the file. This is to account for any missing tables which would not be created in the event

that other types of runs occur in the required time window, such as detector maintenance

runs. With this method, the search time window is always the required time length away
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from the most recently processed event. At the end of the search, the cumulative duration

is compared to the time window. If the duration is smaller than an allowed fraction of the

time window, a different value of the flag is set to indicate that. The total number of events

found are then used to calculate the significance given a pre-defined background rate.

A list of possible flag values which can occur while calculating the significance are:

• 1: normal, everything is good (all good physics within required time window)

• 2: at least 1 run in the time window is not physics (i.e. a deployed run)

• 3: gone searching too far for runs, duration might be wrong

• 4: duration is less than the required number of hours (e.g. maintenance runs in time

window)

• 5: something has gone wrong with the duration of the requested time window

• 6: something has gone wrong with the significance calculation

• 7: did not/could not read first coincidence table

To date, the most often type of flag is 1, followed by 4. This is discussed more in Section

6.10.

The significance value is calculated given the number of events found in the counting time

window. At the end of Level 4, the current time is grabbed from the local clock and added

to the returned string along with the other values. A function in Level 4 checks the message,

and posts an alert if alarm thresholds are exceeded. In the future, this alarm function will

be moved to an entirely different level to better distinguish the monitor component from the

alert component. This is discussed in Section 6.8.

Because the pre-supernova monitor must allow for human intervention, additional data

other than merely an alert must be available and easily accessable. Level 4 generates the data

that is to be interfaced in the event of an alert. Members of the collaboration, specifically
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those in the Supernova Working Group, will review the data and determine what further

action is required.

Properties of the events found in the counting time window are combined using the

prompt coincidence tables from Level 3, and histograms of the event times, Nhits, positions,

and times and distance between prompt and delayed events are generated and saved to file.

To comply with SNO+ blinding standards, the histograms are coarsely binned to prevent

any possible data extraction for analysis of SNO+ research interests, particularly the energy

spectrum of reactor neutrinos. Energy spectrums are binned to 100 Nhit/bin, and the timing

distribution binned into 48 bins, so that if a typical 12 h window is used, each bin will be

15 minutes wide.

The list of runs used to collect the events for the pre-supernova search is then used to

generate other histograms. The histograms generated in Level 3 in Figure 6.10 for these runs

are all combined to one histogram for all runs, which is saved to file. These include histograms

of the Nhit, radial, and z-position of events passing the Level 2 cuts, as well as the time and

distance between the prompt and delayed candidates. Radial and z-positions are binned into

histograms with 50 mm resolution, while the Nhit histograms use 100 Nhit/bin to maintain

blinding. These combined histograms represent the event selection for all runs in the time

window, but may also over-represent the event rate in the pre-supernova time window. This

is because the Level 4 only selects events which have times in the event window, whereas

the combined duration of all runs in the runlist will always be slightly larger than the event

window. However, very few events are expected to occur in the time window, and therefore

while there may be a difference, it should be minimal. Using only events within the given

time window would dramatically increase the processing time of the pre-supernova monitor.

In the event of a pre-supernova alert, these figures, along with the ones specific to the 12 h

window, will be the first to be reviewed to ensure the events follow the expected trends.

Trends in the data over a longer period of 100 h are also calculated using a run list which

encompasses this 100 h window. Values are grabbed from the Level 3 histograms and plotted
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as a function of run number. These trends are mainly intended to monitor the stability of

the SNO+ detector, especially during times like scintillator filling when the volume and

composition of the detection medium is changing.

A table summarizing the results of the Level 4 process and the cuts used in the entire pre-

supernova search is then generated. This table is saved to file on snug1 and is also uploaded

to a dedicated pre-supernova database on CouchDB. An example file is given below. As

with the other tables, the “#” symbol does not exist in the file but is used here to indicate

a comment.

{

"_id": "107ef1f5365ece91285a0b891d34feeb", # Unique document ID

"_rev": "17-24e6cef3ffbf0f4f6b0706ae0b15a6f3", # Unique document revision

"cut_dt_strict": 500000, # Level 3 high dt threshold of prompt and delayed events

"cut_NHit_d_low": 432, # Level 3 low threshold for delayed event Nhit

"cut_R_p": 5500, # Level 3 fiducial volume cut used in the search

"evtime": "00:34:00", # Time of last processed event

"UTCtime": "00:36:04", # Time this file was created in UTC

"duration": 12, # Found time window duration

"cut_dt_low": 3000, # Level 3 low threshold for dt of prompt and delayed events

"cut_NHit_p_low": 300, # Level 3 low threshold for prompt event Nhit

"significance": 7.733375770699452, # Calculated significance value

"cut_NHit_p_hi": 3000, # Level 3 high threshold for prompt event Nhit

"cut_dt_hi": 500000, # Level 3 high dt threshold

"cut_L2bitmask": "0x780FFE0", # Level 2 event bitmask cut

"UTCdate": "3/6/2021", # Date this file was created in UTC

"run": 271411, # Most recent run number processed

"cut_L2Nhit_low": "300", # Level 2 low Nhit cut

"time": "20:36:04", # Time this file was created in local time
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"cut_timewindow": 12, # Level 4 time window cut

"flag": 1, # Significance flag indicating detector conditions

"cut_R_d": 6000, # Level 3 fiducial volume cut at delayed event processor

"date": "2/6/2021", # Date this file was created in local time

"plots": "/home/supernova/PreSupernova/preSNdata/preSNdata/run271411", #file location

"cut_dR": 2000, # Level 3 displacement cut between prompt and delayed events

"cut_L2Nhit_hi": "3000", # Level 2 high Nhit cut

"recentrun": 271411, # Most recent physics run

"cut_R_strict": 5500, # Level 4 fiducial volume cut

"nevents": 13, # Number of events found in time window

"evdate": "3/6/2021", # Date of most recently processed event

"cut_NHit_d_hi": 758, # Level 3 high threshold for delayed event Nhit

"subrun": 16, # Subrun number of the most recent run

"bkg_rate": 0.04798689138 # Level 4 background rate used in sig. calc.

}

Level 4 also has the functionality to select events in the time window which must pass

stricter fiducial volume and time difference cuts than Level 3. Currently, the threshold for

these cuts is the same as at Level 3.

The current Level 4 settings and thresholds are:

• Radial position of events: R < 5.5 m

• Time difference between prompt and delayed events: ∆t ≤ 500 µs

• Time window size: within 12 h of most recently processed event

• Background rate: Rb = (110 + 25 + 275) /yr.

• Percent difference between desired and acquired time window duration, at which flag

is set to 4: 0.05%
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The desired time window duration was determined simultaneously with the Level 3 prompt

Nhit region of interest. This is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.7.

6.7 The Level 3 Prompt Nhit Window and Level 4

Time Window

The lookback time window of Level 4 and the prompt Nhit range of Level 3 were simul-

taneously determined by maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio at the time just prior to the

supernova for both the 15 M� and 25 M� pre-supernova models. Maximizing this value

maximizes the distance reach of the pre-supernova monitor with a 3σ threshold, while still

allowing several hours of alert time for closer progenitors. Coincidences were identified using

the delayed Nhit, R, ∆t, and ∆R criteria discussed in Section 6.5.

The main backgrounds to the pre-supernova signal are reactor neutrinos, geo-neutrinos,

and (α, n) reactions. SNO+ is expected to have 110 (25) reactor- (geo-)neutrinos per year, a

rate determined by models of reactors and Earth’s radioactivity. The (α, n) rate is assumed

to come from contamination in the bulk scintillator. Filling of the SNO+ detector is not

yet complete and this contamination is still under investigation. Extrapolated studies of

the background rate by a collaborator place the contamination at a rate of 454 events per

year in the desired volume of a 5.5 m radius sphere located at the center of the detector.

Recently added scintillator may have a lower contamination rate, indicating a possible lower

bound of 275 per year when extrapolating to the spherical volume. A “worst-case” scenario

is illustrated by a rate that is 1.5× higher than the measured rate, and is 680 events per

year. All three cases were considered when determining pre-supernova cuts. Accidental

background rates were assumed to be negligible. When adding the reactor neutrino and geo-

neutrino contributions, the total background rates considered are 410, 589, and 815 /yr. The

true background rate can be calculated once the pre-supernova monitor has data cleaning

added to the detection and cleaning methods.
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The probability distributions in the prompt event Nhit spectra from each of the back-

grounds and pre-supernova neutrinos were determined in RAT using simulations of the re-

spective events and by applying the Level 2 and Level 3 cuts (with the exception of the

prompt Nhit cut). These distributions were each scaled to their expected event rate in

SNO+ for the specific counting window, with the efficiency of 86.3% applied to account for

the efficiencies of the previous cuts. Four lookback counting time windows were considered:

6, 12, 24, and 48 hours. Two reactor neutrino scenarios were considered: the case in which

∆m2
12 = 7.37 × 10−5 eV as from a global fit [197], and ∆m2

12 = 4.8 × 10−5 eV as from

the Super-Kamiokande data [198]. These are the two oscillation schemes investigated by the

SNO+ reactor neutrino group. The reactor neutrino generator includes data from all nuclear

power plants in the world, although most contributions come from the three closest reactors

in Canada. The geo-neutrino flux comes from [199] and includes both the 238U and 232Th

decain chains. The pre-supernova spectrum uses the SNO+ RAT IBD generator with the

imported spectrum representing the last 48 h of the 15 M� model. For simplicity, the shape

of this spectrum was assumed regardless of the pre-supernova model used in determining

the neutrino rate. The pre-supernova rate by which the distribution is scaled by is the rate

calculated at the time just prior to the supernova for each of the models and each of the

oscillation cases with each of the different counting time windows. This is because the intent

is to maximize the range of the pre-supernova monitor, which is equivalent to maximizing

the detector’s response at the time just prior to the supernova.

The efficiency of the various Nhit windows was then determined for the different sources

using a rolling, adjustable Nhit window. Figure 6.11 illustrates the prompt Nhit spectrum

expected in a 48 h time window just prior to the supernova assuming the low (α, n) rate.

This figure also shows the efficiency curves that arise using a prompt Nhit window that spans

from 0 to a particular Nhit value given in the axis. The effect on the background efficiency

by choosing a different ∆m2
12 value is negligible, as the majority of the background events

come from (α, n) reactions. Efficiency curves like this one were integral in determining the
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remaining pre-supernova cut values. A full map of the efficiencies using possible Nhit regions

of interest is shown in Figure 6.12 for the case that the (α, n) rate is 275/yr.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Expected prompt Nhit spectrum for pre-supernova neutrinos and back-
grounds of reactor neutrinos (110/yr), geo-neutrinos (25/yr), and (α, n) (275/yr) events in
a 48 hour counting time window just before the supernova. The pre-SN spectrum has been
scaled down to 30% of its expected size at a distance of 200 pc. (b) Detection efficiency
of backgrounds and pre-supernova events assuming a low Nhit threshold of 0 and a high
threshold given in the independent axis.
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Figure 6.12: Detection efficiencies of pre-supernova and background events as a function of
Nhit region of interest using a 12 h counting time window just before the supernova. Left:
pre-supernova efficiency, right: total background efficiency assuming ∆m2

21 = 7.37×10−5 eV2.
There is no visible difference in background efficiency when using ∆m2

21 = 4.8 × 10−5 eV2.
The total background assumes 110 reactor, 25 geo, and 275 (α, n) per year scaled by 86%
detection efficiency determined from the other selection criteria.

For each of the given time windows and each of the possible Nhit windows, the signal

and background distributions were scaled by the expected event rate and the efficiency of
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the Nhit window. The pre-SN events were also scaled for distances from 75 pc to 1 kpc

in steps of 5 pc. These resulting event rates were then inserted into Equation 6.7 and the

significance was calculated. A significance of Z ≥ 3.0 indicated detection (i.e. the monitor

could reach that far). The maximum distance possible for a 3σ detection with a given time

and Nhit window was recorded, and the results were plotted in a matrix of upper and lower

Nhit thresholds for the various time windows. Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 illustrate

the results for the different pre-supernova models and different possible (α, n) levels with

a SNO+ detector filled with pure scintillator. These results assume the reactor spectrum

oscillates with ∆m2
12 = 7.37× 10−5 eV2.

The figures indicate that despite the different background levels and different counting

windows, each pre-supernova model responds in a similar manner to the different possible

Nhit thresholds, and that an Nhit region can be chosen that allows the pre-supernova monitor

to be maximally sensitive to all models. The proposed Nhit range is indicated as a black “x”

in each of the figures, and is 600 ≤ Np ≤ 2200, where Np is the Nhit value of the prompt

event candidate. Converting to neutrino energy, this energy region of interest allows for

neutrinos with energies (1.90± 0.05) MeV to (4.9± 0.2) MeV.

Figure 6.17 shows the same results as in Figure 6.13, but with the reactor background

spectrum oscillated with ∆m2
12 = 4.8× 10−5 eV2. Simulations with the other pre-supernova

models lead to similar results described here. Comparing the two figures, one notes that the

results with the alternate scheme have a narrower Nhit area of maximum sensitivity. This

is most easily seen comparing the bottom right plots of the two figures, in which the “x”

indicating the chosen Nhit region of interest is right on the edge of maximum sensitivity

for the alternate oscillation scheme in Figure 6.17. This is the only scenario out of all 48

possible scenarios simulated to have the selected Nhit range on the edge of the maximum

sensitivity range, and occurs if the (α, n) rate is at 680 /yr. More importantly, this scenario

only occurs if a counting time window of 48 h is chosen, which will not be the case. As can

be seen in Figures 6.13 – 6.17, regardless of background rate or pre-supernova model, the
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Figure 6.13: Maximum range of the pre-supernova monitor for the 25 M� model with in-
verted neutrino mass hierarchy and assuming pure scintillator in the SNO+ detector. Values
along the horizontal and vertical indicate the selected prompt Nhit upper and lower bounds,
respectively. Range is determined by the distance at which a 3σ significance is obtained.
Total background rates of (left) 410 /yr, (middle) 589 /yr, and (right) 815 /yr are con-
sidered. The reactor neutrino background spectrum is assumed to follow oscillations with
∆m2

12 = 7.37× 10−5 eV2. Counting time windows grow moving from top to bottom, and are
6 h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h long, respectively. Contours are not scaled consistently from figure
to figure, but rather show the full colour range in each plot to highlight the contours and
identify the region of maximum sensitivity. Despite the different background rates, a consis-
tent Nhit region of interest can be found in all cases that maximizes sensitivity. The black
“x” in each plot occurs at the proposed Nhit region of interest, which is 600 ≤ Np ≤ 2200.
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Figure 6.14: Same as Figure 6.13 but for the normal neutrino mass hierarchy case. The pre-
supernova sensitivity follows a similar Nhit distribution despite the different mass hierarchy
case.
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Figure 6.15: Same as Figure 6.13 but for the 15 M� model. The pre-supernova sensitivity
follows a similar Nhit distribution despite the different pre-supernova neutrino model.
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Figure 6.16: Same as Figure 6.13 but for the 15 M� model with normal neutrino mass hier-
archy. The pre-supernova sensitivity follows a similar Nhit distribution despite the different
pre-supernova model and mass hierarchy.
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Figure 6.17: Same as Figure 6.13 but assuming the reactor neutrino spectrum is generated
with a value of ∆m2

12 = 4.8 × 10−5 eV2. The possible Nhit regions of interest are narrower
in this case, but not by a detrimental amount.
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24 h and 48 h time windows lead to a reduced distance sensitivity in all cases and therefore

should not be chosen.

However, it is not immediately clear whether the 6 h or 12 h time window should be

chosen. Figures 6.13 and 6.14, which show sensitivity to the 25 M� model, indicate that

the 12 h time window leads to greater or equal sensitivity, and therefore should be selected.

However, Figure 6.15 and 6.16 for the 15 M� model indicate that the 6 h time window leads

to a greater sensitivity. For either time window, the difference in sensitivity is small, only

on the order of 5 pc or so, which was the step size of the simulations. To better understand

which time window should be chosen, the 3σ significances for the various models were also

considered with respect to the time leading up to the supernova. Significances were calculated

in time steps of 15 minutes, starting from the time right before the supernova and ending

100 h prior to collapse. The alert time was then calculated as the earliest time prior to the

supernova that the monitor would reach a 3σ significance for a given distance. The difference

in alert time for the two time windows was then calculated for each distance, in which the

alert time calculated using the 6 h window was subtracted from the alert time using the 12 h

time window. The results are shown in Figure 6.18 for the different models, which shows that

the 12 h time window leads to an improved alert time (positive time difference) in nearly all

cases, with notably large differences at closer distances. In particular, a significant amount

of events are generated at early times for the 15 M� model with normal hierarchy, which

translates into a greater signal-to-noise ratio and therefore a significantly earlier alert time

for close (. 125 pc) distances when using the larger 12 h time window compared to the 6 h

window.2 In instances where the 6 h window are observed to lead to an improvement, the

improvement is only by 15 minutes, i.e. the bin size of the times sampled. Therefore, the

12 h time window was selected for the pre-supernova alert.

The resulting significance curves using all recommended settings were then plotted as a

function of both time to collapse and distance to the star, and are shown in Figure 6.19 for

2This trend was seen to continue when investigating with the 24 h and 48 h time windows, but with
notable sacrifice to the range of the pre-supernova monitor.
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Figure 6.18: Difference in alert time by subtracting the 6 h alert time from the 12 h alert
time for various pre-supernova distances with different models and background rates. The
normal mass hierarchy case with the 15 M� model has an insert to zoom in on the range at
further distances. For this particular model, a significant amount of events are generated at
early times, and therefore it greatly benefits from the larger 12 h time window due to the
larger signal-to-noise ratio caused by counting for a longer period of time. In nearly all cases,
the 12 h time window leads to an earlier alert time (difference above 0), and is therefore the
chosen time window for the pre-supernova search.
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the different background levels considered. Total background values of 410/yr, 589/yr, and

815/yr are expected for (α, n) levels of 275, 454, and 680 /yr. Also plotted is the cumulative

distribution of the nearest supernova candidate stars, taken from [186]. These stars are listed

in Appendix A.

As seen in Figure 6.19, the normal neutrino mass hierarchy generates more events than

the inverted mass hierarchy, leading to an earlier alert time for both pre-supernova models

with the normal neutrino mass scheme. Additionally, as seen in the center plot of Figure 3.6,

the 15 M� model generates more IBD events than the 25 M� model at times greater than

40 h to collapse. This results in the pre-supernova monitor having earlier alert times for the

15 M�, normal hierarchy case compared to the 25 M�, normal hierarchy case. This remains

true until around 30 h to collapse, at which point the relation inverts. The delay in this

swap compared to the event rates is due to the 12 h counting lookback time window used to

count up the events. No trend or swap in sensitivity occurs for the inverted hierarchy case

because the monitor is not sensitive to times of 30 h pre-collapse or earier. The sensitivity

of the pre-supernova monitor to the various models is therefore seen to follow contours of

event rates shown in Figure 6.2. The precise contour followed depends on a comparison of

the pre-supernova event rate and the background rate.

Figure 6.19 also shows that an increase in background rate leads to reduced sensitivity

of pre-supernova neutrinos. If the background rate is 410/yr, the maximim distance the pre-

supernova monitor is sensitive to is 640 pc. This reduces to 605 pc (575 pc) if the background

is increased to 589/yr (815/yr). With the 410/yr, 589/yr, and 815/yr backgrounds and

assuming the 25 M� model with normal neutrino mass ordering, the monitor is sensitive

to 26, 22, and 21 supernova candidates, respectively. A table summarizing the maximum

distance the pre-supernova monitor can reach and the earliest detection time possible for

each of the models is shown in Table 6.4. The closest supernova candidate is Spica at a

distance of around 77 ± 4 pc [200], and therefore the earliest detection times are quoted

for a distance of 75 pc. If Spica begins to emit detectable pre-supernova neutrinos and is
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Figure 6.19: 3σ significance curves for a sliding 12-hour lookback window with background
rates of 410/yr (top), 589/yr (middle), and 815/yr (bottom). The pre-supernova models
considered from [103, 106] are based on 15 M� (blue) and 25 M� (red) progenitors. Solid
lines use the normal mass hierarchy, and dashed lines the inverted hierarchy. The curves
indicate the time before collapse at which the significance exceeds 3σ for a given distance to
the star. Anywhere on or under the curves indicates detection at 3σ level or greater.
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25 M� 15 M�
Maximum distance sensitivity [pc]

Bkg. rate [yr−1] Normal hier. Inverted hier. Normal hier. Inverted hier.
410 640 340 450 240
589 605 320 425 225
815 575 305 405 215

Earliest warning time [h]
410 38.0 25.25 100 13.25
589 36.5 24.25 88 12
815 35.25 23 77 11

Table 6.4: Earliest warning time (warning time at 75 pc) and maximum distance sensitivity
(furthest reach with 0 h warning time) of the pre-supernova monitor to different models.

well-described by one of these pre-supernova models, SNO+ is expected to have anywhere

from 13 to 100 hours of advanced warning from the pre-supernova monitor.

6.8 Sending Pre-Supernova Alerts

Currently, the function which emits a pre-supernova alarm is a part of the Level 4 scripts.

Before Level 4 closes, it launches a function that reads the string

<current timestamp>, <event timestamp>, <significance value>, <flag>

and interprets the results. The requirements for an alert are:

• significance ≥ 3.0

• flag = 1

and if these are met, an alert message is sent to the messaging application Slack through a

dedicated supernova bot. Currently, this alert is sent to a test workspace, and will be moved

over to the proper channels when ready. An example of the test alert message is shown in

Figure 6.20. The alert warns the reader of the alert, indicating what the alert is and what

the value of the pre-supernova significance. It also provides a link to an internal website

which displays more details of the pre-supernova monitor.
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Figure 6.20: Example alert message that would be sent to the supernova and detector
operator channels on Slack. The link leads to an internal webpage where more information
from the pre-supernova monitor can be found.

One of the remaining tasks for the alert system before the alert is propagated to the proper

channel is the implementation of an alert suppression system. In typical running conditions,

the pre-supernova monitor generates a significance every time a subrun is created, which is

roughly every 5 minutes. A suppression system must be built to prevent an alarm every

5 minutes once the alert threshold has been surpassed. The suppression system must have

another setting, such that if an alarm has already been emitted, another will not be emitted

until a certain amount of time has passed since that first alarm. An acceptable timeline may

be to suppress any alarms within one hour of the sounded alarm. If the significance increases

from the previously alarmed level, however, the alarm should again be sounded.

In the future, the SNO+ pre-supernova monitor will also connect to SNEWS and emit

a similar pre-supernova alert message. The connections to SNEWS and the infrastructure

of SNEWS to process and respond to the alert are not yet in place. In the meantime, the

SNO+ collaboration may wish to consider an alternate publication method similar to that

of the KamLAND collaboration, in which the significance data is provided to specific clients

and is updated periodically.

In future upgrades, the alarm will also be moved from Level 4 to its own level, independent

from the pre-supernova monitor. This will be to ensure that the monitor continues running

regardless of any issues or delays that could arise when posting the alarm. In addition, the

alert will be emitted on several different platforms and to multiple users, including email

messages to supernova experts on SNO+, the SNO+ detector manager, and the SNO+

detector operator. In the event of such an alert, a conference call should be initiated to

discuss the validity of the alert and to discuss immediate plans for the detector.
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If the pre-supernova alert sounds, members of a SNO+ Supernova Response Team should

double-check the validity of the significance using information in the internal SNO+ web-

pages. The pre-supernova pages are discussed in greater detail in Section 6.9, and should be

reviewed as part of regular supernova shift responsibilities internal to the SNO+ collabora-

tion. If the significance is validated, the information should be communicated to the SNO+

Detector Working Group, which is responsible for scheduling the detector run plan. This

group will adjust any scheduled downtimes accordingly.

In the event of a valid pre-supernova alert, the recommendation to the Detector Working

Group is to avoid any downtime in the SNO+ detector which would interfere with supernova

data taking. This includes cancelling any calibration and/or maintenance work which may

have been previously scheduled to occur within the next couple of days. Because such a

recommendation could significantly impact the SNO+ schedule to other analysis topics, the

frequency of such a pre-supernova alert must be rare. The acceptable frequency has not

yet been established and will require the input from members in all areas of the SNO+

collaboration, but may be on the order of once per year.

Assuming a Poisson distribution, the probability P that n background events occur in

12 hours given n̄, the average number of events in 12 h, is expressed by

P (n) =
n̄ne−n̄

n!
. (6.8)

With a background rate of 410 /yr, the 3σ requirement as calculated in Eq. 6.7 is met when

4 events are observed in a 12 h window. If all of these events are backgrounds, this produces

a false positive probability of 0.2% per 12 h counting window, which translates to a false

positive rate of once every 212 days. The rates for the other background possibilities are

given in Table 6.5. All rates are on the order of once every few hundred days, indicating

that the pre-supernova monitor is robust to all possible background levels.
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Background rate [/yr] Events required for 3σ False positive rate [days]
410 4 212
589 5 397
815 6 570

Table 6.5: Predicted false positive rate of the pre-supernova monitor for various background
levels.

6.9 Web Interface

After each subrun has been processed by the pre-supernova monitor, diagnostic plots are

saved and a pre-supernova significance table is uploaded to CouchDB. If this is not the

first result for a specific run, the previous data is overwritten. The results of the pre-

supernova monitor are made accessible to collaborators on the SNO+ internal website. This

information will be integral for monitoring not only the significance over time, but also for

monitoring changes in the detector, providing quick feedback during AmBe calibrations, and

for diagnosing the validity of any pre-supernova alert. The pre-supernova webpages are the

first places to check the validity of any pre-supernova alerts.

The pre-supernova webpages are part of a family of monitoring interfaces referred to as

“minard” and designed using Flask, a web server gateway interface written in Python. View

functions are written which respond to requests to the application, and calls a function to

render certain HTML templates with specific information provided from the view function.

The version of minard reported here for the pre-supernova case is not yet launched on the

dedicated SNO+ server, and therefore the webpages shown here are rendered with local data

on a test server. The results are expected to be the same once deployed on the dedicated

server.

In the case of the pre-supernova monitor, two views, each with their own specific HTML

template, have been designed. The first view is triggered when a user navigates to the “Pre-

Supernova” tab in a drop-down menu of the SNO+ internal website. This brings up the

overview of the pre-supernova webpage, which is shown in Figure 6.21. The overview page

searches for the most recent tables uploaded to CouchDB within the past 100 h and extracts
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Figure 6.21: Overview of the pre-supernova monitor website. A search bar at the top allows
a search for run or by date. The pre-supernova results from runs within the latest 100 h are
visible in the list which features key values of the results. Clicking on one of the runs will
take a user to a detailed page for that run. In this particular example, the last three runs
have a flag of 4. This is due to three TELLIE runs which occurred between runs 271760 and
271764 and resulted in a counting time window that spans the full 12 h, but is missing some
of its total duration due to these runs. Typically, subrun information is overwritten for a
particular run, so that information is only available for the latest sunrun. This is why most
runs show only data for subrun 16, which is the last subrun. Run 271760 was cut short due
to TELLIE running, which is why the latest data for it is with subrun 6. No run in this list
has a pre-supernova significance that alarmed.

the information from these tables. The 100 h limit on what data is available is suitable for

ascertaining the validity of a pre-supernova alert, while further adding to blinding protocols

and discourages any user who may wish to bypass blinding by extracting all available pre-

supernova information. The information is passed along to the first HTML template, which

is rendered with the most relevant CouchDB information for each run. A search bar at the
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top of the page permits users to enter in a specific run or date range to view. This request

updates the CouchDB search to data specific to the parameters, and the results of this search

are then rendered in an updated version of the web page. Because CouchDB data only exists

for certain runs (e.g. physics), only data for these run types will appear on the webpage.

Clicking on any of the run numbers leads the user to the other view, which is specific to

the run number. This page displays detailed information generated from the pre-supernova

monitor for this run, as extracted from CouchDB. Also available are plots which the pre-

supernova monitor generated, and are mounted to a specific directory on the minard server.

When this HTML template is rendered, the location of the plots specific to this run are passed

along with the CouchDB values. Figures 6.22 – 6.29 show the available data in one of the run-

specific pages. These figures are ordered in the same order as the information they contain

appears on the webpage. Figure 6.22 contains data rendered with information extracted from

the specific CouchDB table, while the remaining figures contain plots generated at Level 4

which are saved as images local to the server running the minard application.

A clean-up script is in place to manage the data the pre-supernova monitor generates.

One of the functions of this script is to copy the viewable pre-supernova data generated

within the last 100 hours to the minard server and to remove any pre-supernova files on

minard that are older than this. This script ensures that the load on the minard server due

to the pre-supernova monitor remains low, which is important because minard is responsible

for hosting many of the monitoring tools SNO+ uses.

6.10 Current Status

The pre-supernova monitor is currently undergoing commissioning at its desired location on

the snug1 (SuperNova UnderGround 1) server, which has the SNO+ data RAID mounted

to it. For physics runs, the latency of the pre-SN significance (after data processing) is 1-2

minutes, as seen in the top and middle plots of Figure 6.30. This processing time does not
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Figure 6.22: First pre-supernova information provided in a run-specific view on the webpage.
These tables contain general information concerning the circumstances of the data and the
values of the cuts applied to get the final results.
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Figure 6.23: The first set of plots available for a run-specific view are specific to the pre-
supernova significance value and therefore are presented first. First is the trend in the pre-
supernova significance over the last 100 h. Next are the time (middle) and Nhit (bottom)
distributions of the prompt events that pass all pre-supernova cuts. Both Nhit and time
distributions are coarsly binned to maintain a form of blinding. The Nhit distribution
is binned every 100 Nhits, while the time distribution is chosen to have 48 bins, which
corresponds to 15 minutes/bin for a typical 12 h counting time window. In this particular
example, only one IBD event has been recorded in the 12 h counting time window.
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Figure 6.24: The second set of plots on the pre-supernova webpage show the distribution
of events in runs within the counting window that have passed only the Level 2 Nhit cuts.
These plots are mostly intended for monitoring the stability of the detector. Most events
have low energies and are situated in the upper half of the detector (positive z in the bottom
right plot) indicating they are from background ingress.
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Figure 6.25: Same as Figure 6.24 but only for events in this latest run. Generally, the results
should be similar to those from Figure 6.24 except with lower statistics. These plots are more
useful when the AmBe source is deployed as they provide rapid feedback during calibration
runs and are not generally useful for pre-supernova studies.
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Figure 6.26: Trends of the average results in the plots from Figure 6.25 as well as those from
all runs within a 100 h time window. These are used to monitor the stability of the detector.
The top plot shows that the average Nhit rises over time (i.e. run number). This rise is
correlated with times when linear alkylbenzene and a high concentration of PPO were being
added to the top of the detector, as the addition of PPO increases light yield. The injection
of more scintillator corresponds with the removal of water in the lower half of the detector,
which leads to a lowerering average radial position of events (bottom left plot) given that
scintillator has a greater light yield than water. Additionally, the PPO does not immediately
mix into the rest of the scintillator, which had lower PPO concentration. The result is an
increase in the average z-position of events, as seen in the bottom right plot.
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Figure 6.27: Same as Figure 6.26, but for candidates that fall into the Level 3 Nhit region
of interest for delayed events. This is to monitor the delayed Nhit cuts. Similar trends as in
Figure 6.26 can be seen here, but in smaller scales.
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Figure 6.28: The progression of the Level 3 cuts for the given run range are are shown
to further identify any pre-supernova alert. These include (top) the distance between all
possible events and the delayed candidates, (middle) the time difference between candidates
passing the distance cut, and finally (bottom) the events that pass the prompt Nhit cuts. The
number of events shown in the bottom plot does not match the number in the pre-supernova
window because a final check occurs which removes any events from the run range that are
outside the 12 h counting window, and any events that may get double counted.
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Figure 6.29: Additional properties of events which pass all selection criteria for the pre-
supernova search. In this instance, only one coincidence event has been found. This event
is the same event shown in Figure 6.23.
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yet include data cleaning, which will increase the latency. The large gap in results from run

269443 to 269708 in the top plot is due TELLIE calibration runs that were occurring on

2021/04/06. The pre-supernova monitor was designed to ignore all runs except for physics

or deployed calibration runs, which TELLIE runs are not. Each TELLIE run was only a few

4 minutes long, and the entire campaign lasted around 14 hours. After the TELLIE running

was complete, the pre-supernova monitor experienced no additional lag in the system, which

is important for prompt results of the pre-supernova monitor. In comparison, previous

experience with TELLIE runs demonstrates that the nearline server, one of the proposed

locations for the pre-supernova monitor, is significantly delayed after such a campaign. The

lack of increased latency over TELLIE runs demonstrates that the snug1 server is a siutable

location for the monitor.

As observed in the middle plot of Figure 6.30, a peak in latency occurs at 2021/4/29.

This can be attributed to an issue with the SNO+ event builder, which began several days

prior and was resolved with a restart to the builder on 2021/4/29. The restart was timed

with a scheduled network outage at SNOLAB to minimize the effect on data. The recovery

of snug1 to the outage can be seen in the bottom plot of 6.30 at this time by the rapid drop

in latency. This is attributed to the fact that the snug1 server was brought up after some

amount of SNO+ data had already been collected, and therefore the pre-supernova monitor

is catching up with the live data. Another instance when the monitor was catching up to

live data due to another outage is visible at 2021/05/25. In this case, snug1 was brought

back online after it was realized it did not start up with the other servers after a scheduled

outage which occurred for most of the previous day. This server wasn’t the only machine

with issues after the outage, and this instance has been added to a list of items requiring

attention by the networking group.

Decreases in the stability of the latency are also observed around 2021/05/18 – 2021/05/22,

and tend to be correlated with runs that failed data quality checks. A set of AmBe runs

also occurred in the time range: they began late on 2021/05/21 and proceeded for several
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Figure 6.30: Latency of the pre-supernova monitor for various physics runs displayed as
(top) latency vs run number and (middle, bottom) latency vs time. The average latency
is between 1–2 minutes, and is plotted in orange as a daily average using datapoints with
latency below 300 seconds. The bottom plot is a zoomed-out version of the middle plot
and illustrates the monitor’s return to typical conditions after the system has been restarted
after some delay in data taking due to restarts of the system. Latency is calculated as the
time of the pre-supernova result minus the time when the latest event was detected.
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hours into the early hours of 2021/05/22. Because these runs generate thousands of events

for the pre-supernova monitor to process, they contribute to an increased latency compared

to that from typical physics runs. The latency of the first physics run after AmBe running

was observed to return to a modest 165 seconds, indicating an acceptable recovery.

The top and middle plots in 6.30 only show data points with latency up to 300 seconds,

although the bottom plot shows that some runs have a latency outside this range, even after

considering the scenarios where the pre-supernova monitor was restarted and catching up

with live data. In total, about 3% of the runs recorded had a latency greater than 300

seconds. Excluding runs occurring after the pre-supernova monitor was restarted, these runs

have a maximum latency of 60 minutes, which is the same duration of a typical physics run.

The cause of this latency is yet to be fully understood, but many of the runs that have this

higher latency also failed data quality checks used in run selection for SNO+ analysis topics.

Calculation of the daily average pre-supernova latency, the orange trend in the middle plot,

neglects runs with a latency outside of 300 seconds.

In general, the latency of the pre-supernova is low enough that no lag occurs in the data.

Currently, SNO+ generates 16 subruns for a one-hour run, implying new data is available

every 225 seconds. The pre-supernova monitor latency remains under this, and therefore

does not lag. However, the addition of data cleaning processes is expected to increase the

processing time of the pre-supernova monitor. If, after this addition, the pre-supernova

monitor is seen to lag, adaptations will be made. The easiest way to ensure the monitor

does not lag is to have the pre-supernova monitor pause the Level 3 checks and only process

data with these checks after every second subrun. This will give the pre-supernova monitor

450 seconds to process the data, which should be more than plenty of time.

The projected false alarm rate for the pre-supernova monitor is about once a year. How-

ever, in a testing period that was just a few days shy of three months (from 2021/03/12

22:12:00 to 2021/06/03 10:34:19), there have been 20 instances of the significance reaching

3σ or higher in a 12 h rolling time window. The number of instances was found by masking
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Figure 6.31: Level of pre-supernova significance during test running. Blue significances
occurred under typical running conditions (flag=1), whereas purple significances were cal-
culated using a time window length that differed from the required amount (flag=4), many
times due to maintenance runs occurring in the time window. Because the time window for
these circumstances is not standard, significance values outside the typical levels are possible,
and are often seen to drop down to an expected level over time. No other significances with
different flag levels occurred.

any above-threshold significance that occurred within 12 h of a non-masked alert. Many of

these alerts can be attributed to either background events caused by detector instabilities or

due to spallation events occurring after cosmogenic muons interact in the detector. Addi-

tionally, the prompt Nhit region of interest during this time was no narrower than the Level

2 region of interest. It is expected that many of these events will be filtered out once data

cleaning is applied at Level 3 and the appropriate prompt Nhit region of interest is set. The

trend in significance in this trial period is shown in Figure 6.31. Only two significance flag

types occurred: typical running conditions and when the counting time window duration

was less than the required amount. In this latter case, significances do not always follow the

typical level scheme seen by the significances with the normal running condition.

The amount of latency was also explored for different significance levels. Latency is, very

generally, expected to increase with significance due to the larger number of events which

must be parsed for higher significances. The relation is shown in Figure 6.32 for all cases

where the counting expected time window duration was found. For the available significance
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Figure 6.32: Frequency of significance latency for particular significance levels. Latency is
only weakly correlated with significance levels, although significantly fewer data points exist
for higher significances.

levels, there is a negligible increase in latency.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Core-collapse supernovae are common in the universe, but rare in our Galaxy. These violent

explosions of massive stars contribute to the chemical composition of galaxies and form exotic

matter such as black holes and neutron stars. Generous amounts of neutrinos are emitted at

the core of a supernova, and, due to their weak interactions, can escape the dense medium

and reach detectors like SNO+.

In this thesis, the SNO+ sensitivity to nearby supernovae was assessed, and a moni-

toring system to alert for pre-supernova neutrionos was developed. A simulation software

package was designed that generates Monte Carlo truth events in a detection medium of

linear alkylbenzene for a variety of neutrino interactions possible using various supernova

and pre-supernova models. The Monte Carlo truth information was fed into a full detector

simulation tool, and data-taking runs from a campaign with the TELLIE light injection sys-

tem were compared to these simulations. Results indicate the detector will be able to record

the full burst of any supernova if further than 1.41 kpc. The chance of the next galactic

supernova occurring within 1.41 kpc is only 0.5–0.8%. Betelgeuse is ∼0.2 kpc from Earth;

if Betelgeuse was to explode in a supernova, SNO+ may be able to capture the events from

the neutronization burst before the detector were to saturate. These are the first sensitivity

results for SNO+ to nearby supernovae, and illustrate that the SNO+ detector is robust to
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most galactic supernova neutrino bursts.

The Monte Carlo truth information was also used to generate source files for a dedicated

Supernova Calibration Source. This source will naturally overcome limitations of the previ-

ous analysis due to hardware settings. This includes varying light frequency and intensity

while a run is ongoing, and a uniform distribution of light. Source files contain the full

light curves from the various supernova models at various distances. With this source, the

previous studies can be improved on and extended. This includes a study on if the detector

recovers at any time during a supernova burst that is too close for the entire burst collection.

It can also test the sensitivity of the supernova alert system to distant supernovae. Low-

intensity, high-frequency events can test the detector’s efficiency to low-energy events, and

high-frequency running permits studies of pile-up within the trigger window. Finally, events

occurring in the water external to the scintillator are not yet included in the event rate of

the files and should be for future tests. Hardware of the Supernova Calibration Source is

not yet complete, but once it is, these studies should be undertaken.

This thesis also focused on the creation of a pre-supernova alert using inverse beta decay

events in the SNO+ detector. The monitor is broken down into four different levels, each fil-

tering out data not meeting certain requirements, and has been deployed on an underground

server connected to the data stream. Each time a new subrun data file is created, which

is just under every four minutes, the pre-supernova monitor is launched on that file. The

current latency of the monitor is on the order of a few minutes, and no significant increase

in latency is observed as significance increases, although the statistics for data at alert levels

and above is still small. Assessment of the pre-supernova monitor to various models esti-

mates the pre-supernova monitor will alarm as early as 100 hours prior to a supernova, and

can reach as far as 640 pc. There are 26 supernova candidate stars within this range. The

distance sensitivity of the pre-supernova monitor is expected to be largely robust against

background levels, with the worst-case scenario leading to a coverage of 20 candidate stars.

The current pre-supernova alarm rate is much higher than the frequency goal of once per
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year. This is believed to be largely due to the lack of data reduction methods, as well as a

full background assessment (the monitor currently assumes the best-case scenario). These

backgrounds will also need to be updated again once the detector is loaded with tellurium

because the addition of tellurium will shift the light yield to lower energies and increase

the rate of accidental backgrounds. The selection of events in sideband studies (outside

the energy regions of interest) exists as part of the pre-supernova monitor to aid in the

assessment of backgrounds, but have not yet been investigated. Such an assessment will

make the monitor more robust to changes in the detector.

In addition to lowering the frequency of alarms and managing backgrounds, there are

a small number of tasks still required for the pre-supernova monitor. An alert suppression

program must be developed to prevent the pre-supernova monitor from alarming each time

new results are available, which is every few minutes. The suppression program should allow

the first alert, and then suppress all alerts up to a certain point after. Once this program

is developed, the platform the alerts are posted to can be moved from the test platform

to the collaboration platform. The system sounding alerts should also be detached from

the pre-supernova monitor and be run independently of the monitor, so that the monitor

is not affected (i.e. slowed or stalled) by any network issues which may arise in posting

alarms. Finally, longevity of the host server requires that the pre-supernova files be deleted

or relocated after a certain amount of time. This should be added to the existing clean-up

script.
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Appendix A

Nearby Supernova Candidates

Catalog name Common name Distance [pc] Mass [M�]
HD 116658 Spica/α Virginis 77 11.43
HD 149757 ζ Ophiuchi 112 20.0
HD 129056 α Lupi 143 10.1
HD 78647 λ Velorum 167 7.0
HD 148478 Antares 169 11.0–14.3
HD 206778 ε Pegasi 211 11.7
HD 39801 Betelgeuse 222 11.6
HD 89388 q Car 230 6.9
HD 210745 ζ Cephei 256 10.1
HD 34085 Rigel 264 21.0
HD 200905 ξ Cygni 278 8.0
HD 47839 S Monocerotis A 282 29.1
HD 47839 S Monocerotis B 282 21.3
HD 93070 w Car 294 7.9
HD 68553 NS Puppis 321 9.7
HD 36389 CE Tauri 326 14.37
HD 68273 γ2 Velorum 342 9.0
HD 50877 o1 Canis Majoris 394 7.83
HD 207089 12 Pegasi 415 6.3
HD 213310 5 Lacertae 505 5.11
HD 52877 σ Canis Majoris 513 12.3
HD 208816 VV Cephei 599 10.6
HD 196725 θ Delphini 629 5.6
HD 203338 V381 Cephei 631 12.0
HD 216946 V424 Lacertae 634 6.8
HD 17958 HR 861 639 9.2
HD 80108 HR 3692 650 12.1
HD 56577 145 Canis Major 697 7.8
HD 219978 V809 Cassiopeia 730 8.3
HD 205349 HR 8248 746 6.3

Table A1: The 30 nearest supernova candidates to Earth ranked by distance. For further
information, refer to [186] and references within.
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